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ABSTRACT
THE GENEALOGY OF DISLOCATED MEMORY:
YUGOSLAV CINEMA AFTER THE BREAK
FEBRUARY 2014
DIJANA JELAČA, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF BANJA LUKA
M.A., NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Leda Cooks
This dissertation analyzes the post-conflict cinema in the region of the former
Yugoslavia, and the way that this particular form of cultural production establishes
affective regimes within which bearing witness to trauma becomes variously articulated
to national identity, history, politics, and memory. Using affect and trauma theories as
organizing frameworks, my project looks at the way in which post-Yugoslav cinema has
become a pivotal outlet for the process of working through the trauma of recent violent
history in the region. I examine this process through its various iterations, from its
applications to identity – be it ethnic, national, class, age, gender or sexuality-based – to
its influence on normativizing some narratives as history while concealing others. One of
the key arguments of this dissertation is that certain trauma narratives represented
through cinema have the potential of destabilizing the essentialist locating of trauma
within singular (here predominantly ethno-national and heterosexual) identity, by
offering a pathway towards affective attachments of empathy towards the Other instead.
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BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION

Iz tog čuda što se zove rat, zapamtio sam bezbroj
sitnica i samo dva događaja, i pričam o njima ne
zato što su teži od ostalih već što ih nikako ne
zaboravljam.
[Of that wonder called war, I remember endless
small things and only two events, and I talk about
them not because they were worse than others, but
because I cannot forget them.]
– Meša Selimović, Tvrđava [The Fortress], 1970

This quote that I start with, by one of the most preeminent Yugoslav writers and
chroniclers of the paradoxes of its culture and society, manages to articulate, in the small
space of a single sentence, some of the key elements that inform the work of this
dissertation: war, trauma, injury, memory, the interplay between remembering and
forgetting, and the often invisible significance of what is forgotten and what is
remembered. The quote addresses the critical question of the representation of memory
(and of forgetting, by extension), be it through speech and storytelling (as is the case in
Selimović’s quote), or through film (as is the case here), but always through the larger
systems of signification that both speech and film belong to, and that come to be
subsumed under the unifying concept of ‘culture.’ In this dissertation, culture is not
understood as a static concept of singular meaning, but rather taken to be a complicated
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assemblage closely informed by, and in turn informing, the material conditions that
surround its perpetual becoming (and those are not just of an economic, but also of
political, social, and affective kind). Following the Birmingham School of cultural studies
and particularly Raymond Williams, who did the groundbreaking work of historicizing
the term by illustrating its shifting meaning through time, I view culture as a “constitutive
social process, creating specific and different ‘ways of life’” (1977, p. 19), and I treat
film as a key factor in a culture thusly assembled. For Hall et al., ‘culture’ refers to:
(…) that level at which social groups develop distinct patterns of life and give
expressive form to their social and material life-experience. Culture is the way, the
forms, in which groups ‘handle’ the raw material of their social and material
existence. (…) The ‘culture’ of a group or class is the peculiar and distinctive
‘way of life’ of the group or class, the meanings, values and ideas embodied in
institutions, in social relations, in systems of beliefs, in mores and customs, in the
uses of objects and material life (1975, p.10, emphasis in the text).

In this dissertation, I look at how a culture in general, and film in particular, take
the raw material of war, violence, historical upheaval, and trauma of Yugoslavia’s
breakup and process them discursively, always producing further material effects in
return. The process is circular then – it does not start with the raw material and end with
the discourses around it. Rather, the raw circumstances of war and injury are often
brought on, precipitated if you will, precisely through the problematic discourses first,
thereby implicating culture itself in the mechanisms that inflict pain. Furthermore, in
modern times driven by the proliferation of technologies, there seems to be a particularly
strong link between cinema and trauma. E. Ann Kaplan has thus observed that “trauma is
often seen as inherently linked to modernity,” and furthermore, that “cinema is singled
out […] as involving a special relationship to trauma in the ‘shock’ experience of
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modernity, especially as cinema disoriented traditional, primarily literary cultures” (2005,
p. 24).
Instead of looking at film as a mere device of representation, I consider the ways
in which its process of emplotment can often have material consequences that go beyond
‘mere’ discourse. Film is by its nature a paradox – a public text born out of private
visions, created collaboratively, but experienced intimately, yet that intimacy is always
already consumed and produced collectively, never in a vacuum, or in complete isolation.
This perpetual dialectic between the private and the public that effectively blurs the
boundary between them, is why film presents such a rich source for a consideration of
how traumatic memories circulate both privately and publically in a society still reeling
from the historical proximity of inexplicable violence and wars.
Can one attribute a film with the words ‘devastating,’ ‘gentle’ and ‘subtle’ at the
same time? Because this is precisely how one might be compelled to describe Days and
Hours (Kod amidže Idriza, Pjer Žalica, 2004), a Bosnian film that plays as a
heartbreaking testament to the processes of grief and healing, post-traumatic memory and
loss in the face of a devastating war, yet a film that mentions war only once, and instead
of making a spectacle out of bloody injuries and dramatic affect, decides to linger on
human faces in an everydayness that hinges on boredom, and on the prosaic routines and
rituals as key ways to approach the question of coping with trauma after the war is over.
In doing so, it becomes one of the most insightful exposés about war and postwar
experience itself, reminiscent of the “small things” remembered about the war in the
quote with which I start above. Perhaps it is an insightful approach to representing war
and its aftermath precisely because it does not make a sensationalist spectacle of its
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subjects, nor does it heighten its emotional tone to the level of overabundance and
hysteria, but rather allows its protagonists to be silent and reflective, involved in their
ordinary rituals while at the same time intimately coping with devastating loss and
traumatic memories. As dramatic as it is, war does not necessarily displace small
performances of everyday ordinariness to such an extent that they become erased
altogether. Rather, war shifts their meanings ever so slightly, so that coffee is drunk just a
little bit differently, food is eaten slightly more tentatively, and clothes are worn
somewhat differently, sadness and loss imbuing them with an ever so slightly (but not
entirely) different meaning. Just like Kod amidže Idriza, in many post-conflict, postYugoslav films discussed here the conflict itself takes place off screen, and its heightened
state of spectacular and affective abundance is replaced by more private and intimate
structures of coping that are organized around the seemingly unremarkable everydayness,
boredom and routine. But all those routines are dislocated from ordinariness to a certain,
often invisible extent, because they are now performed with a burden of traumatic
memories that haunt the films, their protagonists and their spectators alike.

Figure 1: Trauma and the Everyday (Days and Hours, Pjer Žalica, 2004)
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And while most films discussed in this dissertation, with a couple of notable
exceptions, deal with the postwar period, wars and violence are the defining referential
points that organize their stories, even when they remain unnamed and invisible. This is
one of the lesser-studied aspects of the relationship between film and war: how the
aftermath of wars is represented on film, especially since coping and questions of
survival are often afterthoughts to the main spectacle of bodies dying and things
exploding during actual warfare. Perhaps the unremarkable everydayness of the aftermath
of war is less cinematic in some sense, especially if we consider the complicated,
symbiotic relationship between the technologies of war and cinema imbued in spectacle
that I discuss below. But I argue that films that deal with the aftermath of wars are ‘war
films’ too, as their many textures are informed by the war’s proximity, just not
necessarily spectacularly, or sensationally so. The proximity of war represents a
structuring absence whose effects permeate the pores of everyday life.
As a body of cinematic work on a historical moment grows, so does the
stabilization of a cultural understanding of what that moment was, or is for a society. This
is particularly relevant when societies are reeling in the aftermath of extreme bloodshed
and violence. How is that reeling reflected in culture, how do tendencies emerge, and
how is consensus built towards a common understanding of that painful history? In other
words, how does culture influence, create, and is in turn created by public memories of
pain, violence and loss? And specifically, what is the role of film in creating, articulating,
or re-articulating those public memories? In more ways than one, the films that I discuss
here might be read against the dominant grain of public discourses about the Yugoslav
wars, particularly those discourses that are nationalistically inclined. And while those
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nationalistically inclined public discourses (which are still dominant in the region of what
used to be Yugoslavia) create and impose one version of public memory by way of
interpreting events through an ethno-nationalist-centric lens, the films often dislocate that
nationalist tendency by poking holes in its veneer. Thus the films have the potential – not
a guarantee, but a potential – to form alternative kinds of memories, which I call
dislocated memories: dislocated from their rootedness in singular ethnic, religious,
gender, sexual, class or national identities. These dislocated memories, thusly unfixed
from static identity markers, became sites of potentiality for a more productive process of
coping whereby trauma is not a commodity reserved for one ethnic group more than
another. Rather, in this emergence of a culture of dislocated memories, trauma is lodged
in many bodies (admittedly, some more so than others) but also circulated as a public
state whose understanding must bypass ethnic, national and other divisions. An affective
impact of culture – here cinema – in the process of such bypassing, and even in a creation
of attainable empathy towards another, cannot be underestimated, nor all too easily
dismissed as an ethereal speculation or wishful thinking. While it cannot be easily or
definitively measured, it can be pointed out as a tendency, in hope that it inspires more
body of work that would look into the importance of cultural expressions in the process
of surviving and overcoming trauma.
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On the Impact of Trauma

Yes, but why trauma?
– Unnamed moderator
After I presented a small portion of what would become a chapter in this
dissertation at the CSA conference some time ago, my moderator’s question to me was
this: “Why do you use the word ‘trauma?’ You need a different term,” he decided without
waiting for me to answer. “Use ‘injury,’ or something. Because,” he continued his
musings, “the word ‘trauma’ is too dominated by the Holocaust, you need something
else.” While I did not take his feedback all that seriously, and continued to discuss the
effects of ‘trauma’ during the discussion period, his comments left me thinking about the
apparent sneer that I have since detected in various scholarly forums at the mention of the
word. Perhaps it came from a sense of oversaturation, a feeling that we cannot always
assign everything to a traumatic impulse, or a feeling that the ‘trauma paradigm’ became
too trendy, too dominant, if you will, for it to be innovative, insightful or significant
anymore. And while I found these dismissals of the term telling, I also thought that
dropping the term simply because, currently, scholarly thinking about trauma is out of
fashion would be somehow irresponsible on my part, as my work is indeed influenced by
the rich scholarship in trauma studies written on the subject of the Holocaust and beyond.
One assumption that I was detecting in this resistance to ‘trauma,’ however, was the
implication that the mention of the word somehow forecloses a possibility of a surprising
insight, since trauma is treated as an end, not a beginning of a conversation, a term that
we already know everything that needs to be known about. But is that truly so? As I
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watched and re-watched the films made in the aftermath of the Yugoslav wars, and as I
read and re-read the works that address the workings of trauma and of posttraumatic
coping, I became convinced more and more that it might be precisely our quick collective
dismissal of trauma which leads to its perpetuation in different forms and contexts (and
thus the Holocaust comment becomes insightful in a different way, when the genocide of
Srebrenica – Europe’s worst atrocity since WWII – is taken into consideration). This is
not a simplified call towards a culture of insisting on a static notion of trauma, or, for that
matter, an insistence on the need for confessional witnessing – as I agree with the
critiques that the fetishizing of the confession erases the more complicated processes of
coping that remain unclaimed and silent (Ahmed & Stacey, 2001; Berlant, 2001) – rather,
my belief that ‘trauma’ remains a productive framework of analysis is rooted in a firm
conviction that in order to understand the many valences that coping takes, we need to
stop and listen, to look around and not judge. And we need to acknowledge the existence
of trauma, or injury – or whatever other term one might prefer to use – as invisible and as
unclaimed, even if perhaps well-theorized. For while currently the scholarly use of the
term might be slightly less fashionable, trauma’s presence and impact on the lives and on
the bodies of many are unquestionable and necessary to acknowledge.
This does not mean that the use of the concept itself should not be historicized
and contextualized as stemming from a particularly modern framework. As Kaplan points
out in her overview of the term, trauma as a relevant concept was introduced by Freud
and Breuer – who, in turn, borrowed a lot of their early ideas from Charcot and Janet (van
der Kolk & van der Hart, 1995) – and was “at first closely linked to the sexual
experiences of young women within a close-knit bourgeois family and circle of friends
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such as was common at the turn of the nineteenth century” (2005, pp. 27-8). Kaplan’s
observation is important because it reveals the gendered as well as classed roots of the
trauma paradigm. Almost a century later, the concept became closely associated with the
Holocaust through the work of Caruth, Laub, LaCapra, Felman and others. But rather
than being foreclosed for further usage by that association, I argue that the term became a
solidified way to account for a variety of (post)modern injuries that stem from troubling
ideologies rooted in exclusion.
This dissertation creates a temporary, unstable archive from an eclectic cluster of
films that might not otherwise be considered an inherently coherent group, but that all
variously approach critical questions of this dissertation and beyond: how does survival
create culture, how is trauma culturally remembered, communicated, stabilized, hidden or
in turn exposed? How does a culture approach the question: “What does it mean to
survive?” This question, about the meaning of survival, was posed by Cathy Caruth
(1996) in her influential work on trauma, and indeed, her claim that trauma has an
inherently unattainable, evasive quality haunts the films discussed here, and this
dissertation as well. The notion of survival is here premised on the existence of trauma
that is not always overtly acknowledged or entirely knowable, but rather pokes its head
through unexpected, slanted pathways of signification. And although the extent and
impact of that trauma cannot be homogeneously applied to a mass collective – as it is
widely known, the breakup of Yugoslavia was not an all-out battling conflict, but rather
happened in pocketed areas in which injuries and the body count were high, while there
were also areas where life seemed uninterrupted by bloodshed happening nearby
(‘seemed’ being the operating word here). Therefore, trauma is not applied here as a
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blanket experiential trait equally shared by everyone and anyone who happened to live
through the violent disappearance of Yugoslavia. There are valances of pain and injury to
be accounted for here, and this dissertation attempts to dissect those valances by
deconstructing them through the prisms of an assemblage that comes to in/form
hegemonic formations of identity based on gender, sexuality, ethnicity, nationality,
religion, class, age and so on, not as separable entities but as mutually informative and
inextricably connected in contingent ways. I use the concept of assemblage following
Deleuze & Guattari (1987) and Puar (2007), and take the term to imply “collections of
multiplicities” (Puar, 2007, p. 211), and that “there are no points or positions. There are
only lines” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 8). Puar positions assemblage as a more
productive framework that that of intersectionality and argues that: “As opposed to an
intersectional model of identity, which presumes that components – race, class, gender,
sexuality, nation, age, religion – are separable analytics and thus can be disassembled, an
assemblage is more attuned to interwoven forces that merge and dissipate time, space,
and body against linearity, coherence, and permanency” (p. 212). In an assemblage, there
is a caveat implied in which all those who fall under the seemingly same categories of
sex/gender/sexuality/ethnicity/age and so on, carry a multiplying variety of experiences
that are idiosyncratic and unique, unfixed in time and space. The project here is not to
flatten those differences as they are lived in everyday life, but rather to detect tendencies,
if you will, within public discourses that encompass and define identity categories – and
thus influence everydayness in often invisible ways – stabilizing them into a historicity
that trades on a uniquely situated context of postwar and post-conflict coping and
recovery.
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Furthermore, my analyses of the films and their contexts resist a performance of
what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has called paranoid reading practices (2003). As she
argues, much of the recent developments in critical theories have invested themselves in
the methodologies, or hermeneutics of suspicion, whereby surprises need to be ruled out
as a necessarily negative presence in criticism. But, as Sedgwick claims, “Paranoia
knows some things well and others poorly” (p. 130), and instead of being treated as the
only way towards furthering knowledge, paranoid reading is rather “a way, among other
ways, of seeking, finding, and organizing knowledge” (p. 130, emphasis in the text). To
counter paranoia as a strong theory – because it is “wide-ranging and reductive” (p. 145)
– Sedgwick proposes a weak theory of affect that might be called reparative, and that
would leave room for surprises in reading practices:
Because there can be terrible surprises, however, there can also be good ones.
Hope, often a fracturing, even a traumatic thing to experience, is among the
energies by which the reparatively positioned reader tries to organize the fragments
and part-objects she encounters and creates. Because the reader has room to realize
that the future many be different from the present, it is also possible for her to
entertain such profoundly painful, profoundly relieving, ethically crucial
possibilities as that the past, in turn, could have happened differently from the way
it actually did. (p. 146)
This beautiful quote from Sedgwick, on the importance of recognizing hope
through reparative reading practices, is an important compass for the project at hand on
many different levels. One is the level of the theoretical lenses through which the
readings are positioned. Trauma theory is one of them, but contrary to my anonymous
moderator’s quote (and paranoia?) about the usage of trauma as a device that precludes
breadth in reading (as for him, the concept has been ‘reduced’ to the Holocaust), for me
the lens of trauma is here precisely a device of hope whose surprises can and should be
detected, even welcomed, as a means towards a practice of becoming un-stuck from the
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fixed positionalities within which trauma has to inevitably be a crippling and limiting
presence. To the contrary, as many of my readings show, the presence of trauma and
posttraumatic memory is often a trigger for creativity, and not uncommonly, the
envisioning of a more promising futurity.
Another level on which the weak theory of reparative readings is significant here
is that it suggests a link between my own reading practices and those of a spectator who
does not necessarily set off to analyze a film through a critical theoretical lens – even
when those two interpretations do not necessarily align (and how could they always align,
when there are so many spectatorial positions to be taken?). To me, just as it is true for
Sedgwick, there is not much difference between the two reading practices anyway – the
academic and the non-academic – as academic theories are simply armed with a different
set of vocabularies and pathways towards articulation than the theories produced through
the practice of everyday life. But indeed, towards the end of her essay Sedgwick warns
that her call for reparative readings is a trap even for herself because of the “limitations of
present theoretical vocabularies” in articulating non-paranoid approaches to texts (p.
150). How to account for hope, surprise, and survival, without bogging down the flickers
of hopeful affect with the often reductive language of strong theories – because
sometimes that language is all we have? My analyses below are an attempt to balance
that strong language and the practices of hope, surprise and survival, even when – or
especially when – I discuss some of the most depressing films and themes that have come
about since the war. To that end, some of my readings of films generally considered
problematic – such as Pretty Village Pretty Flame (Srđan Dragojević, 1996, Serbia), and
Underground (Emir Kusturica, 1995, Serbia), for instance – offer counter-readings to
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their existing critiques, in hope that that might allow for a less restrictive thinking about
how we watch, in that the results are not always necessarily oppressive (as paranoid
readings often assume).
Yet, as Sedgwick warns, the exposure of some reading practices or hopeful forms
of knowledge should not be treated as an end goal of theory (but it often is for the
hermeneutics of suspicion that drive paranoid readings). Saying something is out there
should only be the beginning, not the end of understanding how knowledge works and
what knowledge does. In this domain, my project might only be partially successful, as I
expose many things – tendencies in representing trauma, if you will – and only partially
speculate on what their presence does. The effects are usually subsumed under my term
dislocated memory – a hybrid interplay between personal memories and cinematic, more
public articulations of trauma – as its presence, I argue, has the potential of disrupting
stable identity categories rooted in normative ethnicity, sexuality, class, age and so on.

On Cinema, War, and the Importance of Affect

There is no war, then, without representation.
…and…
Cinema is war.
– Paul Virilio (1989)
If the 20th century was a century marked by devastating wars and destruction, it
was also a century during which cinema became a major, if not the leading modern form
of cultural expression, and these two developments, ultimately conditioned by
technological advancements, are not as separate as they might seem at first. Film has
been prominently used as a weapon of propaganda from its early days, from D. W.
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Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915), to Eisenstein’s montage of the Odessa steps
sequence in Battleship Potemkin (1925), to Leni Riefenstahl’s cinematic innovations
aimed towards celebrating Nazism in Triumph of the Will (1935) and Olympia (1938).
While these directors and their films undoubtedly represent groundbreaking milestones in
filmmaking as we know it today, they also, without exception, represent uneasy texts
whose formal and stylistic innovations are geared towards propagating various political
movements whose ideologies left devastating trails of violence and bloodshed in their
aftermath. Thus, these groundbreaking early advancements in cinematic form and style
came at a cost, as they remained closely implicated with political regimes and ideological
movements (be they the pro-slavery white supremacism, Nazism, or Stalin’s version of
socialism) that actively destroyed numerous human lives.
Perhaps at least partially because of this intimate link between war and ideology
that destroys, cinema has heavily preoccupied itself with war, and vice versa. A link
between cinema and war has been established as a multivalent process, from its more
obvious iteration in the genre clusters known as ‘war film’1 – i.e. films made about
different wars, a genre of which there are many notable, legendary examples (Chapman,
2008) – to the more troubling tendencies to use films as the very means of warfare. In his
groundbreaking study of the technologies of cinema being used as weapons of war, Paul
Virilio (1989) has found that the technology used to create cinema has been intrinsically
tied with the ‘progress’ of war machineries and vice versa. In other words, the way wars

1

“War film” is not a simple conjunction, however. In their introduction to a collection of
essays titled War and Cinema in America, Matelski and Lynch Street state: “Curiously
enough, America’s chief exports to the world are war (in its many manifestations) and
entertainment. Sometimes these two products are wrapped in the same package – as in
the war film” (2003, p. 3).
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are fought changed, evolved if you will, in sync with the technological advances of
cinema. As Virilio finds, wars fought in the 20th century became increasingly about
seeing and vision (and from an ever greater distance at that), and film cameras and lenses
became an intrinsic aspect of that evolution. According to Virilio, “war consists not so
much in scoring territorial, economic, or other material victories as in appropriating the
‘immateriality’ of perceptual fields” (p. 10). Far more complicated than being means of
just representing wars then, film technologies themselves become implicated in the very
enactment of warfare, where “apparatuses of death as technologies of spectatorship”
(Levi, 2007, p. 158) reveal an uneasy material link between cinema, vision, injury and
even death. This fact needs to be remembered even as we embark on a study such as this
one – of emplotments, if you will, or of narrative and visual articulations of war and
postwar realities mired in trauma. Film is never ‘just’ film, it is always a complicated
assemblage of technologies, ideas, circumstances, histories and people, informed by all
these and many more aspects in ways that are impossible to account for in full. This is
why my approach to film does not treat one person – typically it is the film’s director – as
the sole author of the ideas communicated through the screen. Quite the contrary, in my
approach, the contexts of a film’s making, production and distribution are as informative
of its meanings, as are the spectators who ‘read’ it in their own idiosyncratic, predisposed
yet unpredictable ways. In that sense we can talk about the reading tendencies, but never
about static, fixed meanings. My analyses here are a way to speculate about possible
pathways towards reading tendencies that have affect and trauma as their central
organizing principles. How is trauma recognized, recognizable, read as such, or
altogether dismissed, in an exchange between a film that purports to represent it and a
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viewer who has some personal experience of it? There is an affective exchange taking
place in such an encounter, and one whose myriad articulations are impossible to be
accounted for in their entirety. But the presence of affect as a material factor of creating
posttraumatic culture cannot be neglected. In using the term ‘affect’ here, I borrow a
purposefully vague definition from Sara Ahmed: “Affect is what sticks, or what sustains
or preserves the connection between ideas, values, and objects” (2010, p. 29), while
keeping in mind that “emotional attachment is probably the primary protection against
feelings of helplessness and meaninglessness” (McFarlane & van der Kolk, 1996, p. 24).
If ideas and values are deemed as elements of culture, and objects as elements of the
otherwise material domains of life, affect is often the glue that holds them together in a
meaningful assemblage, and moreover, a factor that provides for the pivotal senses of
belonging and protection. Without an affective investment that acts as a social glue, there
would not be meaning – to ideas, to values, to objects – to speak of.
Although there is no unifying theory of affect, there is a unifying desire to return
to the accounting of the ways in which bodily experiences affect and are affected by the
everyday occurrences through the “development of new regimes of sensation” (Gregg &
Seigworth, 2011, p. 8). These regimes are, in turn, important channels for the processes
of articulation – or cultural representation – of interpretative meaning tied to bodily
experiences. Yet, it is important to add that affect theory does not seek to simply establish
another mind/body split through the reversal of their hierarchical roles (i.e. by claiming
the primacy of the body). Rather, as Gregg and Seigworth claim, “affect and cognition
are never fully separable – if for no other reason than that thought is itself a body,
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embodied. Cast forward by its open-ended in-between-ness, affect is integral to a body’s
perpetual becoming” (pp. 2-3, emphasis in the text).
Although affect theory is a relatively new paradigm on the scholarly horizon,
preoccupations with affect and the insistence on the importance of the body are not
necessarily a new occurrence. In “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” Foucault (1977)
argued that consideration of the body is pivotal in the process of tracing the genealogy of
human descent, because “(…) the descent attaches itself to the body. It inscribes itself in
the nervous system, in temperament, in the digestive apparatus (…), because the body
maintains, in life as in death, through its strength or weakness, the sanction of every truth
or error, as it sustains, in an inverse manner, the origin—descent. “ (p. 147). In other
words, the search for some authentic space of origin is a futile one. Instead, what needs to
be done through the process of genealogy, is the tracing of the way bodies become
shaped and framed by a series of accidents, breaks, and reversals in a way which reveals
that the originary descent emerges as a product of historically specific bodily
experiences, not the other way around. The body is so central to Foucault’s (and by
proxy, Nietzsche’s) favoring of genealogy over traditional history, that his notion
effective history (or Nietzsche’s wirkliche Geschichte) – the one not shaped by a search
for causal linearity of human existence, the way that traditional history is – could also be
called affective history, since its central trope is the insistence on the body. To this end,
Foucault claims that:
The body manifests the stigmata of past experience and also gives rise to desires,
failings, and errors. These elements may join in a body where they achieve a
sudden expression, but as often, their encounter is an engagement in which they
efface each other, where the body becomes the pretext of their insurmountable
conflict. The body is the inscribed surface of events (traced by language and
dissolved by ideas), the locus of a dissociated Self (adopting the illusions of a
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substantial unity), and a volume in perpetual disintegration. Genealogy, as an
analysis of descent, is then situated within the articulation of the body and history.
Its task is to expose a body totally imprinted by history and the process of
history’s destruction of the body. (p. 148)
This notion of the “articulation of the body and history” is pivotal for the project at hand.
By bringing in the question of cinema’s relation to these processes, I investigate a
particular (mediated) angle of the genealogy of inscribing the body with history
(traditional and otherwise), and vice versa. Body here stands in for culture, as a site
where competing, and often contradictory impulses meet and take shape to form
subjectivity. As Judith Butler (1989) has argued in “Foucault and the Paradox of Bodily
Inscriptions,” “the body is a site where regimes of discourse and power inscribe
themselves, a nodal point or nexus for relations of juridical and productive power” (p.
601). It is this process of inscription that I intend to highlight here – how do discourses
come to shape affect as material experience, and vice versa, how does affect shape the
discourse, especially when it comes to the representation of trauma, or lack thereof?

On Memory and History
It is enough stories for today, Richieu.
– The father, Maus (by Art Spiegelman)2
!
Historian Saul Friedlander uses the above quote from Art Spiegelman’s comic
book novel Maus to illustrate something about the nature of traumatic memory,
particularly about the kind he calls deep memory: an impossible, incoherent memory of

2

Maus (1991) is a graphic novel which describes the author Art Spiegelman’s efforts to
understand and recreate his parents’ traumatic memories of being concentration camps
survivors. A touching tribute to his parents, Maus is also a poignant reminder that trauma
is about forgetting and about impossibility of representation, as much as it is about
remembering vicariously.
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trauma through flickers, never complete or entirely rational, starkly individual.
Friedlander distinguishes deep memory from common memory – the latter tasked with
covering up the missing wholes of the former – and argues that the two cannot ever be
reduced to one another, but rather need to be accounted for in their endless interplay.
“Any attempt at building a coherent self founders on the intractable return of the
repressed and recurring deep memory,” says Friedlander. So when the above sentence in
Maus is uttered, “the dying father is addressing his son Artie with the name of the
younger brother, Richieu, who died in the Holocaust some forty-five years before. Deep
memory.” (1992, p. 41). The interplay between common and deep memories is at the
crux of this dissertation as well: how to account for all the intricate ways in which
coherence is imposed over experiences that do not necessarily make sense, or how to
account for the missing, for the gaps, and for the unsaid over what is visible and overtly
proclaimed with respect to trauma and injury? Furthermore, while deep memory is
distinctly individual according to Friedlander (as opposed to the collectivity of common
memory), it is often channeled through articulations – such as Maus, as well as several
notable films I discuss in this dissertation – that have farther reaching, more collective
applications and cultural impact. Therefore, deep memory is never entirely intimate or
individual either, its flickers always resting on the uneasy borders between the private
and the public. In this dissertation I balance my analysis on that uneasy, permeable border
as I ask how film exposes, or in turn masks, the workings of this interplay between the
deep and common memories, between the intimate and the public as a means to variably
stabilize or disrupt the trauma narratives at hand.
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Early on in cinema’s development, it was established that its emergence marked a
stark change in the way that a work of art is mediated and experienced. Walter
Benjamin’s influential essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”
(1936) postulates that cinema represents the most appropriate example of the work of
art’s loss of “aura” – its unique presence in time and space. This aura – marked by
singular authenticity – is lost at the expense of the proliferating experiential possibilities
embodied in the cinema’s position as a form of mass-mediated (and mass-experienced)
art. Instead of a unique and singularly original work of art (such as a painting) being
experienced only by a privileged few, cinema emerges as a work of art without an
apparent original, and with an ability to be experienced by a mass audience whose
hierarchy of privilege is, at least in the moment of experiencing a film, suspended, and
even negated (Benjamin uses the example of the critic, who has now lost his privileged
voice of having been able to experience a singularly original work of art, since in the
mass-mediated experiencing of cinema, everyone becomes a critic to the same extent).
One of Benjamin’s key observations about cinema, and one which would come to frame
a large portion of the subsequent film theory, was the claim that film spectatorship is of
undisputable importance in thinking about the medium in general, since it presents a
radically different (possibly, radically unique) form of experiencing a work of art.
Subsequently, film spectatorship becomes of key importance to various theorists,
in the process of decoding cinema’s links to cultural concepts of broader significance,
such as patriarchy, sexuality, libidinal investment (Mulvey, 1975; Modleski, 1988), and
memory (Landsberg, 2004), to name but a few prominent themes. The preoccupation
with cinema in relation to memory has, in particular, haunted film theory from several
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different aspects – from a psychoanalytic framework in which cinema echoes the
unreliable ways in which memory operates, especially in the relation to the unconscious
(Freud’s notion of screen memory, which I discuss below, being an influential term here),
to the analysis of cinema’s role in creating a form of public, and publically circulated
collective/cultural memory (Landsberg, 2004). These two poles – the psychoanalytic,
seemingly individualistic, and the cultural, seemingly collective – are not mutually
exclusive, but rather inform each other in significant ways.
One of the most important features of the concept of screen memory, according to
Freud’s (1989) short but influential essay about it, is that it is a type of memory that
proves ultimately unreliable in its summoning of past events, since it is more about the
way that a past event has been used to form a memory which would act as a metaphor of
sorts for more current psychic states. In Freud’s own words, a screen memory is “one
which owes its value as a memory not to its own content but to the relation existing
between that content and some other, that has been suppressed.” (p. 126) Although Freud
does not draw a direct link from his screen memory to the actual cinematic screen, that
stretch is not difficult to make, particularly when one takes into consideration a
prominent aspect of the cultural workings of cinema: even when it depicts past events
(and thus represents a memory of sorts about those events), cinema is always more about
the present time of its making, where the memory of a past event serves as a field within
which some suppressed content is attempted to be resolved. In other words, memories
depicted on film (as well as the ever-evolving trends of the types of screen memory
re/produced on the silver screen through the particular eras of film history) are never
accidental, but rather telling choices reflecting some repressed content in the present.
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This is where the psychoanalytic and the cultural meet, at the nexus of publically
circulated screen memories that are unreliable sources of any tangible past event, and at
the same time, metaphorical markers of the collectively suppressed present conflict,
whatever that may be.
Alison Landsberg’s (2004) notion of prosthetic memory arises from this nexus. It
is a type of memory created for the spectator by cinema, whereby in the act of
spectatorship, viewers acquire memories that are not necessarily a product of their own
lived experiences. These memories, although not lived by each individual member of any
audience, are nevertheless embodied by the spectators, and move and shape their bodies
and emotional responses accordingly. These memories do not grow organically in a
spectator – as, arguably, the memories about one’s own lived experience do – but are
rather attached prosthetically, as it were, to form a hybrid mix of both organic and
inorganic memories that in turn come to frame the spectator as a subject. Certainly,
prosthetic memories are carried in other forms of media besides film as well. Yet for
Landsberg, cinema as a carrier of an opportunity for prosthetic memory deserves
particular attention because of cinema’s unique role in establishing a particularly (post)modern economy of desire that floats between the spectator and the screen. At its core,
Landsberg’s prosthetic memory is about an affective response to cinema, in which the
spectator is moved by the cinematic content – affected, if you will – to such an extent that
his or her worldview shifts, ever so slightly, prompted by the prosthetic memories about
other lives, other worlds, and events not experienced firsthand, but nevertheless acquired
in the act of viewing. Prosthetic memory has great potential, since, according to
Landsberg:
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Mass culture has the unexpected effect of making group-specific cultural
memories available to a diverse and varied populace. In other words, this new
form of memory does not, like many other forms of memory that preceded it,
simply reinforce a particular group’s identity by sharing memories. Instead, it
opens up those memories and identities to persons from radically different
backgrounds. (p. 11)
Although this potential cannot be unequivocally celebrated as an unproblematic form of
non-hierarchical, cross-cultural, cross-divisional sharing of experiences, it nevertheless
presents a useful prism through which to approach cinema’s affective power when it
comes to the representation of contested memories not experientially shared by its
audience. This becomes particularly relevant in a context such as the one that preoccupies
this dissertation: where acquiring prosthetic memories of someone else’s (varying degree
of) war trauma experienced during the same conflict, can performatively do the work of
eliciting empathy, and possibly greater understanding across the ethnic, political,
religious and ideological sides of the conflict. As I noted before, the varying degrees of
trauma’s infliction on different bodies are not erased through such an approach, but rather
presented as moments of opportunity for an understanding that one’s own traumatic
experiences are always relational, and made meaningful only by their proximity to those
of others, no matter how much at odds they might seem to be on the surface. In light of
this, one of the main questions that this dissertation raises is precisely that: how does
conflict cinema create memories (however problematically one-sided they may or may
not be) that can have a transformative effect on the process of post-conflict coping and
reconciliation, precisely because these prosthetic memories might have the potential to
shift the memories of one’s own lived experience, dislocating them from the position of
the only true war experience?
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And with this comes an important question: what is experience anyway, and how
is its singular, sovereign legitimacy often hastily assumed without much thought being
given to the fact that the evidence of experience is not necessarily as unproblematic as it
seems? This is precisely the critique that Joan Scott (1991) levels in her essay “The
Evidence of Experience,” arguing that normative history is most commonly written with
such primacy of experience in mind, without much thought or attention given to the fact
that experiences are multiple and proliferating, often contradictory and fragmented.
Although Scott does not discuss it overtly, the question of memory is closely related to
this issue, because it is through memory that experience is recounted as an undeniable
source for and of normative history. By implication, in this model of normative history
dominated by the assumed sovereignty of experience, memory is unquestionably taken to
be an appropriate proof of the truth-value assigned to a historically normativized version
of an event. But, Scott asks, whose memory, and how representative can that memory be
of a spectrum of possible affective responses created around it?
Memory – one’s own, or acquired through prosthetics by means of cinema,
among other things – is always an embodied experience of having been moved by an
event. And indeed, as Landsberg argues, the history of film spectatorship has always been
a history of embodied affective response to acquiring the prosthetic memory of someone
else’s experience. Steven Shaviro (1993) thus claims that “film is a vivid medium, and it
is important to talk about how it arouses corporeal reactions of desire and fear, pleasure
and disgust, fascination and shame” (vii). Shaviro’s point is an important one, especially
in light of his critique leveled at classic film theory’s lack of engagement with the
spectatorial body (the critique being that psychoanalytic film theory presupposes the
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primacy of mind over body – through its preoccupation with the visual – and thusly takes
the body completely out of the equation when considering the effects of cinema).
Similarly, Linda Williams’ (1991) work in “Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, and Excess”
looks at precisely these overlooked bodily responses to film, within three genres in
particular: horror, porn and melodrama, with all three, according to Williams, being
perceived as low culture precisely because they elicit inappropriate bodily responses in an
audience. Perhaps then it is exactly the perceived impropriety, or low-ness of a bodily
response that made these issues somewhat ignored by classic film theory, which preferred
the mind. However, it is difficult to claim that the body was always completely dismissed
altogether within classic film theory either, or that a binary mind/body split was inscribed
unequivocally.
Indeed, some of the most influential works such as Gunning’s (1990) analysis of
the early film spectator, for instance, incorporate the very bodily responses to cinema that
are supposedly absent from the field. Another example is Laura Mulvey’s (1975)
theoretical pillar of the psychoanalytic film theory – “Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema.” Although this is precisely where some would find proof that the psychoanalytic
framework takes the body out of the equation, might we assume that the body is there in
Mulvey’s model all along, particularly in her claim that cinema’s appeal lies in the fact
that it produces and/or reiterates two kinds of desire – voyeuristic and fetishistic? These
desires are exchanged between the cinematic text (which hosts the desired object) and the
spectatorial (or the desiring) body (usually assumed to be patriarchal and male), and it is
in the process of this exchange that the spectatorial body is hailed into a relationship of
power and control, which in turn reiterates patriarchal mechanisms of the male as owning
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the gaze and the female as embodying to-be-looked-at-ness. Perhaps then, Shaviro’s
critique of the preoccupation with the visual, although pointed, is not completely
accurate, because there cannot be a strict binary division between the visual and the
embodied. Indeed, they depend on each other, and this is something that is often
overlooked in the critical reception of Mulvey’s work in particular – her insight, although
not overtly stated as such, as to how the bodily response to cinema (enacted through the
economy of desire, which is always located in the physical body) often hails the spectator
into a hegemonic relationship of hierarchy.
To that end, this dissertation is deeply invested in exploring the question of how
cinema affects the spectator, especially if we take into consideration the notion that “the
essential capacity of cinema in its huge temples was to shape society by putting order into
visual chaos” (Virilio, p. 50). How does the Yugoslav post-conflict cinema put order in
the visual chaos that is war experience, and moreover, how does it articulate and visually
stabilize the key approaches to remembering and forgetting, fixing them into a potential
of history? These questions haunt my project and my approach to the films at hand. I
tackle them through the framework of assemblage that consists of concepts that
inextricably shape the experience of war: from nationality and ethnicity, to gender and
sexuality, to age and class belonging, and so on. There is an inherent link between history
and trauma, since in trauma there is a “double telling, the oscillation between a crisis of
death and the correlative crisis of life: between the story of the unbearable nature of an
event and the story of the unbearable nature of its survival. These two stories, both
incompatible and absolutely inextricable, ultimately define the complexity of what I refer
to as history” (Caruth, 1996, p. 7, emphasis in the text). There is a delay in the
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impossibility to experience of trauma fully, a temporal removal that makes the traumatic
event recur and disrupt the experience of time and place over and over again. According
to Caruth, this dynamic informs the construction of history, and in ways that often remain
unexplored, perhaps precisely because they cannot be entirely knowable. “For history to
be a history of trauma means that it is referential precisely to the extent that it is not fully
perceived as it occurs; or to put it somewhat differently, that a history can be grasped
only in the very inaccessibility of its occurrence” (p. 18). Herein lies the framework
within which I approach film as a device that both embodies the very belatedness of
trauma, but also performs the very process of emplotting trauma’s occurrence into
history.
In Chapter I, I give an overview of the historical moment in which the films
discussed here are conceived, produced, distributed and received. I also discuss the
problematic implications of treating geographical fixity as a given and as a carrier of
intrinsically static mentalities, which is a particularly sensitive issue when it comes to the
Balkans and its histories of violence. To this end, I warn against the trap of
overemphasizing the violence that marked the recent history of some parts of the region
as a means to reiterate the engrained belief that the Balkans is somehow inherently
violent ‘by nature.’ That belief is here countered with the situating of my work within the
body of scholarly interventions loosely identified as ‘the Balkanist Studies,’ as well as by
contextualizing my analysis of post-Yugoslav cinema within the specificities of the
histories of the region and the regional cinematography alike. But this situating is not
meant as a limiting device of reducing the reach of these films – rather, it is meant as a
signal that cultural work is inevitably contingent as it is capable of transgressing myriad
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boundaries, physical and figurative. The contingency of local cinematic production is
critical to emphasize if we assume that the films here play a pivotal role in articulating
the histories of recent trauma, as I argue that they do. While there can be trends detected
in the regional cinema post-Yugoslavia – one of the current frameworks being “the
cinema of normalization” (Pavičić, 2010) – there is also always an oscillation between
revisiting the space and time of war directly, and exploring its aftereffects with the war
happening off-screen and in the past.
In Chapter II, I turn to three films that depict various aspects of the gendered
experience of war – either by implication or overtly so. I argue that, as different as they
may be in terms of their approaches to representing war trauma, Pretty Village Pretty
Flame, Grbavica (Jasmila Žbanić, 2006, Bosnia) and Snow (Aida Begić, 2008, Bosnia)
articulate similar tendencies when it comes to the in/visibility of women’s war trauma:
namely, that the chaos of war provides pathways for masculinist performances of
gendered power (which, in part, produces normative ethnicity), whereas the postwar
phase and its process of healing become associated with the more feminine practices of
everyday life (imbued with trauma and loss nevertheless). Caruth’s and LaCapra’s
writing on trauma plays a significant role in this chapter as I trace the ways in which the
impossibility of facing trauma fully takes gendered forms in the ways in which it is
represented in the three films.
Chapter III follows a similar path of deconstructing normative identity traits by
looking at sexuality as one of the key ways in which ethno-nations produce normative
forms of belonging. In this chapter I discuss several examples of queer-themed (but not
necessarily queer) films, and look at the ways in which they expose, or in turn mask, the
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role of sexuality, and heteronormativity in particular, in the production of nationalist
discourses during and after the war. I argue that there is a connecting thread among the
queer-themed films made in the region since the breakup of Yugoslavia, and that this
thread involves the dichotomy of health-versus-sickness, whereby the dichotomy is
recalibrated to imply that the ‘sickness’ of the queer bodies is here potentially a more
productive approach to wartime and post-wartime realities in which the ‘health’ (read:
purity) of the ethno-nations depends on performing violence towards Others.
Chapter IV discusses a growing body of films that might be loosely classified
under the category of ‘heritage cinema.’ These films typically engage in performances of
what Boym (2001) has called restorative nostalgia, a form of nostalgia typically used to
nationalist ends of constructing ideas about a singularly mythical, romanticized, heroic
national past. While I detect such tendencies in several prominent heritage films of the
region (The Knife, Četverored, St. George Shoots the Dragon), I also find instances of
heritage cinema – mostly in comedic form – that disrupt such nationalist investments and
rather turn to reflective nostalgia as a performance of longing for the sake of longing, not
because it needs to be put to ideological use. The central section of this chapter discusses
one of the most prominent post-Yugoslav films, Kusturica’s Underground, and I argue
that, contrary to the popular opinion about it as a problematic expression of historical
revisionism, this film engages in a subversive performance of carnivalesque reflective
nostalgia whose goal is to shatter familiar frames of signification altogether, for the sake
of revealing history itself as a construct in the perpetual process of becoming.
Chapter V looks at youth culture, and subcultural activity in particular, as
depicted in films such as Skinning (Stevan Filipović, 2010, Serbia), Tilva Ros (Nikola
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Ležaić, 2010, Serbia) and Clip (Maja Miloš, 2012, Serbia). I argue here that the youth’s
subcultural attachments arise from an assemblage of postwar gloomy reality, as well as
from the depravity of the material conditions of their lives, but also from the inheritance
of the postmemory of the violence that brought Yugoslavia to an end, and in which the
youth were too young to directly participate in, but that nevertheless informs their
worldview through a kind of phantom-presence. I argue that the combination of
economic depravity (some of which is a direct product of the war itself), trauma and
postmemory, shifts the youth’s habitus ever so slightly so as to incite performances of
subcultural activity that are marked by inflictions of physical injury – be it the skinhead
violence towards the Roma, self-inflicted bodily harm, or sadomasochistic relationships.
This chapter ends with a discussion of Children of Sarajevo (Aida Begić, 2012, Bosnia),
as I argue that this film overtly articulates the emergence of what I call war class: a class
of youth who inherit a habitus haunted by phantom trauma, violence and injury, and who
negotiate this phantom in the material conditions of everyday depravity.
Each chapter start with a quote, often coming from the characters in the films I
discuss, as a way to have them speak directly, and address some of the burning themes
discussed throughout this dissertation themselves. In the Conclusion, I return to the
critical question of memory, particularly its traumatic aspects, to argue for the importance
of what van der Kolk and van der Hart have called alternative scenarios, and what I call
dislocations: the kinds of memory that are imagined in place of one’s own unspeakable
trauma in order to achieve a level of un-stuckness whereby trauma ceases to be a limiting
and overpowering presence. I argue that in the aftermath of Yugoslav wars, films played
and continue to play a crucial role in this process: both in addressing and attempting to
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articulate traumatic memories, but also in dislocating in their spectator a sense of
undeniable, sole truth of their own traumatic experience over any other possible scenario.
The resulting dislocation – a potential but not guaranteed outcome of viewing
experiences – can perhaps bridge gaps that compartmentalize trauma within strictly
policed identity categories of gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class and so on. In other,
simpler words, perhaps film’s more delicate approach to traumatic memories can help
one understand the pain of others without getting a feeling that their own memories are
being denied a space for recognition, or articulation.
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CHAPTER 1
YUGOSLAVIA’S DISCONTENTS

I had come to Yugoslavia to see what history meant in flesh and blood.
– Rebecca West, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon, 19413
If the reader envisages the state as a house, it will be easier for him
to imagine that for many inhabitants of former Yugoslavia, along
with the war and the disappearance of their country, many other
things have been confiscated: not only their homeland and their
possessions but also their memory.
– Dubravka Ugrešić, The Confiscation of Memory, 1996
This dissertation takes the historical moment of the breakup of Yugoslavia as its
organizing temporal device, yet there is actually no specific moment when Yugoslavia
definitively broke into pieces. Rather, it was a gradual process by which one socialist,
multiethnic country started being torn apart in stages and simultaneously from many
sides, but all with one guiding principle: ethnicity became the defining measure of
identity. In the most general terms, the socialist Yugoslavia existed from 1945 to 1991,
although many take the year its lifetime leader Josip Broz Tito died (1980) as the year the
breakup was effectively set in motion. During his life, Tito crushed political dissent,
particularly those voices that encouraged ethno-nationalist sentiments over Yugoslavia’s
official ideology of multiethnic co-existence. It appears that Yugoslavia’s breakup
contains a paradox then: after Tito’s death marked the beginning of an era of more
political freedoms, nationalist sentiments were allowed to take the center stage and shape
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A travelogue based on the author’s trips through the region of the Balkans in the 1930s,
the book simultaneously represents an insightful account of the region just before WWII,
but also an example of the so-called “Western Balkanist gaze” (Goldsworthy, 1997).
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the voicing of public intolerance towards ethnic Others. This emphasis on affect –
national pride driven by fear and increasing hatred of ethnic Others – was a key platform
on which the breakup of Yugoslavia was violently performed. It is difficult to say how
long the process of the breakup lasted – for some, it is still taking place with the
controversial independence of Kosovo, the status of Vojvodina, the ongoing border
disputes between Croatia and Slovenia, and so on. But the breakup was marked by some
defining events over the years, such as the ethnic cleansing in Croatia, Bosnia, and
Kosovo, the genocide in Srebrenica, and the NATO bombing of Serbia, to name a few.
All these events left in their wake devastated landscapes and dead, or injured bodies,
displaced people, destroyed families and friendships. The region is still reeling from the
effects of such devastation, and this fact is deeply reflected in the culture that is produced
in the aftermath of such ruin. Film is no exception to these aftereffects, but is in fact
materially conditioned by them. From Pretty Village Pretty Flame being filmed on
location while the Bosnian war was being fought around them (and as they were being
aided by the Bosnian Serb soldiers), to St. George Shoots the Dragon (Srđan Dragojević,
2009, Serbia) being filmed on the site where terrible war crimes that remain unmarked
occurred in Omarska, to Srđan Vuletić making a film about what film he would have
made if he were not standing in the middle of a devastated city of Sarajevo under siege in
his short I Burnt Legs (1993, Bosnia), the films’ very texture, shape and form are starkly
influenced by the realities of their making – or, as is the case of Vuletić's film, on the
context of the impossibility of their making.
Yugoslavia was a country with a rich and widely celebrated cinematic tradition,
ranging from the era-defining World War II-themed and officially sanctioned
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blockbusters4, to the countercultural gems of the short-lived, and censorship-burdened
Yugoslav Black Wave (which effectively ended when one of its filmmakers was
sentenced to several years in jail because of his unfavorable representation of Tito, and
life under socialism) (Levi, 2007). Between these two extremes – the regime films and
their anti-regime counterparts – there is a rich variety of filmmaking that equally fills the
spaces that do not belong to either of the two major Yugoslav cinematic milestones, with
movies whose themes range from the questions of collective identity, to love across
borders and boundaries, to the position of social outcasts, women’s rights and so on.
These films were unquestionably a product of the very region that they originated from,
but at the same time, in revealing their stylistic influences, they showcased the local
filmmakers’ familiarity with the cinemas of other parts of the world – Western Europe,
and particularly France and Italy, but also Hollywood. Unlike the rest of the Eastern
European cinematic traditions, Yugoslav was less influenced by the Soviet cinema, most
likely because Yugoslavia was not a Soviet satellite, since Tito and Stalin famously
parted ways politically in 1948 (Goulding, 2002; Levi, 2007).
After the Yugoslavia’s breakup, each emerging nation state rebuilt, with more or
less success, their respective industries in an effort to drum up the political and cultural
independence by establishing a cinematic one first. As this was a strong tradition during
Yugoslavia’s existence, cinema was thus recognized to be one of the major tools for the
establishment of homogeneity of collectivism – now used for nationalist rather than
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With production so high profile that major Hollywood stars were brought in to
participate, most notably Richard Burton, who played Tito himself in The Battle of
Sutjeska (Sutjeska, Stipe Delić, 1973), or The Battle of Neretva (Bitka na Neretvi, Veljko
Blajić, 1969), in which Orson Welles played a Chetnik leader, and Yul Brynner the lead
partisan soldier role.
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multiethnic purposes. The most common themes of these emerging cinemas were again
the questions of collective identity – but this time, that identity was being established
through the insistence of us-versus-them binaries (where “them” are the recent fellow
Yugoslav compatriots, now recast as deadly ethnic enemies). The emerging cinemas were
therefore deemed more problematic than not, more often resting on nationalist ideologies
than the previous ideals of multiethnic co-existence (Iordanova, 2001; Daković, 2004;
Levi, 2007). It was as though the wars that marked the break up of the country were
simultaneously being played out on the big screen as well – the screen on which there
now seemed to be less and less space for the celebration of difference, which was being
sacrificed at the altar of reductive national and ethnic homogeneity.
Yet, even these cripplingly problematic films cannot be easily dismissed on the
basis of their rigid ideological/nationalist premise, or perhaps especially not because of it.
One of the main goals of this dissertation is to take a second look at such films, and
others which might be deemed less problematic and more acceptable in their insistence
on the (neo-)liberal ideal of mutual tolerance, and see where these seemingly very
different films appear not to be that different from each other after all. Regardless of their
positioning on the ideological scales that range from intolerance to tolerance, my project
is to treat the cinematic texts discussed here as articulations of trauma, first and foremost.
And with that comes the understanding that the reading of them often cannot be too
literal, and that the intentions (textual, inter-textual, or extra-textual) cannot be assumed
to be completely conscious (since trauma is precisely that which is most unassimilated in
the mind). In other words, my goal is to approach these texts from a slightly different
angle than the prevalent one that insists on the films’ Politics as the primary prism of
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interpretation. I want to argue here that by looking at the markers of undisputable trauma
that each of these texts carries within its domain, we can arrive at the films’ politics
(often by circumventing the analytical primacy of its capital-P counterpart) by which that
trauma is variously articulated to the questions of national and ethnic, as well as gender
and sexual identity.

Imag(in)ing The Balkans: The History of Excessive Affect

Balkans |ˈbôlkənz| – the countries occupying the part of
southeastern Europe that lies south of the Danube and
Sava rivers and forms a peninsula bounded by the
Adriatic and Ionian seas in the west, the Aegean and
Black seas in the east, and the Mediterranean Sea in the
south.
Etymology: From Turkish, “a wooded mountain chain.”

Balkanize |ˈbôlkəˌnīz|
verb [ with obj. ]
divide (a region or body) into smaller mutually hostile states or groups.

This dissertation looks at the way that the notions of a nation, threat, and hate
disguised as love (in Ahmed’s sense) function as framing devices for the trauma
discourses of the post-conflict films in the region of the former Yugoslavia. After the
break-up, the emergence of several new nation states in the region has brought on an
increased insistence within the dominant public discourses of each new state, about the
notions of national purity rooted in tradition that sets each nation firmly apart from its
(either the neighboring or internal) Others. These discourses are based, among other
things, on an obsessive us-versus-them philosophy that vilifies a nation’s ethnic others,
because they do not contribute to the creation of a sense of newly gained national purity
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rooted in autonomous tradition. Hate disguised as love circulates in such discourses as the
most prevalent and anchoring affect, because its effect has an immediate impact on the
collective national body. As Slavoj Žižek has claimed in The Fragile Absolute (2000),
this affective state is seen, and framed, as an embodiment of freedom: in the act of loving
its pure nation state, the national collective body is permitted, encouraged even, to
actively hate its ethnic Others, and engage in the kind of behaviors that would prove the
love by exercising the hate (thus the resulting, most horrific war-time atrocities and
crimes against humanity). This state of things is, contrary to the common wisdom, seen
as the liberating antithesis of the more restrictive post-modern, politically correct,
multiethnic states of being. Or as Žižek himself puts it:
It is today’s apparently hedonistic and permissive postmodern reflexive society
which is paradoxically more and more saturated by rules and regulations that
allegedly promote our well-being (restrictions on smoking and eating, rules about
sexual harassment…), so that the reference to some passionate ethnic
identification, far from further restraining us, functions rather as the liberating call
‘You may!’ – you may violate (not the Decalogue) but the rigid regulations of
peaceful coexistence in a liberal tolerant society; you may eat and drink whatever
you like; engage in patriarchal mores prohibited by liberal Political Correctness;
even hate, fight, kill and rape… Without the full recognition of this perverse
pseudo-liberating effect of today’s nationalism – of how the obscenely permissive
superego supplements the explicit texture of the social-symbolic law – we
condemn ourselves to a failure to grasp its true dynamics. (pp. 132-3)
This seductive pseudo-permissiveness of nationalism may be one, albeit partial,
way to explain the collective national body’s amorous investment in the hate of Others.
Some more troubling cinematic texts discussed here will exercise precisely this kind of
seduction, while others will challenge its problematic premises. Levi points out that one
rather problematic premise on which many post-conflict films are based is that the recent
Yugoslav wars are but the latest chapter in the atrocities driven by the mythical,
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centuries-long hatreds between the peoples of the Balkans.5 This premise rests on the
assumptions of static collective, trans-historical identities, and ignores that fact that
nations are a relatively recent phenomena – a prime imagined community of modernist
times (Anderson, 1991). And furthermore, culture cannot be treated as a static
phenomenon either – it is a verb rather than a noun (Conquergood, 1991), which brings
us to the linguistic construction of the verb to balkanize: if culture is a process, does ‘to
balkanize’ need always be fixated into a distinctly negative meaning, or can it be a mere
temporary stance that will be followed by others, in which the verb might be co-opted
into meaning something entirely else, more hopeful, more uniting than destructive? I
certainly hope so.
The goal of this dissertation is not only to analyze the post-conflict films in the
context of their playing a role in the building, or disrupting of the building, of new
national identities (although that role is certainly something worth looking at and thinking
about). Rather, I look at the films primarily as expressions and channels through which
narratives about coping with trauma and the aftermath of trauma get played out at the
level of collective affect that permeates post-conflict cultures across national and ethnic
lines. This does not imply that the films analyzed here offer a stable singular view of an
easily defined affective coping. Quite the contrary, what my analyses of different films
show here, is that the collection of affective responses established by and through these
works denies easy reduction into generalized forms or expressions. The themes of the
films are as varied as are their attitudes towards the ways in which engaging trauma can,
5

One recent example of playing into this stereotypical view of the region as inherently
violent is the Angelina Jolie-directed In the Land of Blood and Honey (2011), whose title,
according to the director, refers to an understanding, inaccurate in its etymology, that the
word Balkan contains Turkish words for “blood” and “honey” (it does not).
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or cannot be a tool for a productive politics of coping, and potentially even healing. The
films perform the affective “not yet”: they help negotiate the experiential gap left by
trauma’s unassimilated aspects, by ameliorating chasms in knowledge, experience, and
the affective cultural capital of “having lived through it.” Certainly, there is a range of
experiences covered in the phrase “having lived through something,” some of its
iterations inevitably more bruising than others. My readings here will hopefully
incorporate the range, and assume that the unifying umbrella of having lived through a
war trickles down to the specifics of how that “having lived” played out in different
measure on different bodies, influenced through various vectors that come to frame
identity: gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class, age and so on. “Having lived” stands for
survival, and survival is an ongoing process, but one whose intensity may not be equally
experienced for everyone lumped together under the umbrella of the category of
“survivors.”
There is no doubt that during and after the so-called “Balkan Wars” (a term that is
somewhat inaccurately used to encapsulate the armed conflict which took place
exclusively within the territory of the former Yugoslavia, and not the entire geographical
region known as the Balkan peninsula), film often played an unsettling ideological role in
offering wartime political regimes across the former Yugoslav republics a pathway to
normativize ethnic intolerance and hostility towards ethnic others. As will become
evident in my analysis of some of the region’s more problematic cinematic texts,
however, even they – or perhaps, particularly they – have to be read as, first and
foremost, affective expressions of trauma and loss. With this reading, even the more
politically troubling works can at least partially be rescued from their fixity within a
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singular national ideology of intolerance, because their problematic politics are not taken
to function as an end to themselves, but rather become a symptom of a displaced struggle
to cope. This analytical approach, in turn, offers an enormous potential for the notion of
reading otherwise, or reading against the grain, within which even the more troubling
texts, inadvertently or not, can indeed offer a pathway towards a productive dismantling
of the intolerant ethnic and national ideologies dominant in the former Yugoslavia’s postconflict cultural reality. Rather than engaging in the practice of apologia, these reparative
readings have a different goal – to acknowledge that reading practices veer in many
directions, often actively undoing what might be deemed (even an ephemeral)
intentionality of the text itself (if such intentionality can ever be universally and
unwaveringly established in the first place).
While this dissertation looks at the post-conflict films of a particular region – that
of the former Yugoslavia – it does so by acknowledging that posing limitations on
archiving cultural expressions by their geographical location might increasingly prove to
be a futile task. Many of the films here classify as more transnational than national, being
financed by, and having cast and crew from many different countries within the region
and beyond. Yet more often than not, these transnational links get erased by the films’
final, and reductive denomination as almost exclusively ethnically and nationally
singular: Bosnian, Serbian, Croatian and so on. I too, then, identify most films as
nationally singular precisely because they are clamed as such. At the same time, I retain
invisible quotation marks around such singular national denominations, and, where
relevant for my discussion, point out some films’ curious positioning in the very
slippages in-between pure national and ethnic identities.
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The selection of films analyzed here is not designed to offer a comprehensive or
exhaustive overview of the cinematography of any of the former Yugoslav republics by
any means. Rather, the films analyzed are chosen for their relevance to the topic at hand –
they become a part of this dissertation’s archive because I assessed that they offer
significant insights into the mechanisms of affective attachments produced by trauma,
which, in turn, constitute the culture of post-conflict coping. That assessment is certainly,
at least partially subjective. Indeed, I do not wish to claim that the list of the films
discussed in this project is an exhaustive list of cinema about the Yugoslav wars that
might be analyzed through this particular framework, as I am sure there could be many
more titles added. Arguably, any cultural text, cinematic or otherwise, created in a
postwar period can be contextually linked to the postwar reality of its making, even if it is
seemingly not about that reality in the slightest. This where the boundary between text
and contexts becomes blurry, since it is often impossible to offer a definitive assessment
of the ways in which texts are framed by their contexts, and contexts by the texts that
permeate them. It is a cyclical relationship at best, and one that influences both the
textual and contextual analytical methodologies alike. Yet it is important to note that
there is a geographical imbalance at play here: most films I discuss come from Bosnia
and Serbia, with Croatia a distant third, while Slovenia is represented with but one film. I
do not discuss any films from Macedonia nor Montenegro (except for those who were
made during the time Serbia and Montenegro were still one country). Instead of
attempting to achieve a greater geographical distribution when it comes to the variety of
the films I discuss here, I caught myself quite instinctively looking more closely at the
cinema of those national spaces that saw war in a more sustained temporal and spatial
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way, rather than from a distance (as was mostly the case with Slovenia and Macedonia).
Not that those national spaces which did not experience prolonged war activity did not
produce extremely relevant cinematic works on the topics at hand (case in point:
Macedonia’s Before the Rain and the rest of Milcho Manchevski’s film oeuvre, for
instance), but rather, in creating an archive for this dissertation, my own greater affective
investments in specific geographical regions must have played at least some (to me
invisible at the time) role in concentrating on those cinematic and literal physical spaces
over others.

Spectatorship Theory as a Lens

Alonso: “You are illegal immigration!”
Bayo: “Why do you call me illegal immigration?!”
– Someone Else’s America (Goran Paskaljević,
1995)

In always considering the role of the spectator in the circular process of
creating meaningful utterances, affect plays a key role as it is that glue which holds the
relationship together. Following Ahmed’s work in The Cultural Politics of Emotion
(2004), I do not treat emotions as simply just there, but rather as products of affective
attachments to other bodies and objects placed within history, present and within cultural
and other contingencies of mutually intertwined existence. Ahmed’s term “affective
economies” serves as a poignant concept that neatly sums up some of the major
assumptions behind my use of affect in this project. For Ahmed, affect is not static or
firmly lodged within a body or a group of bodies; rather, it is a dynamic process that
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resides in “an effect of the circulation between objects and signs” (p. 45) (thus the term
economy, to mark the transaction that transpires between the two). For instance, in her
analysis of hate, Ahmed argues that its poignancy lies in the fact that it is often
formulated and circulated through articulation with its exact opposite – the emotions of
love. Hate speech is thus often veiled into speech that is, on the surface level, seemingly
about love towards those who are threatened by the (hated) Others. Most commonly, this
hate speech disguised as the language of love is geared towards protecting the nation,
which is, in turn, portrayed as threatened by the invasion of foreign bodies (at times quite
literally the foreign bodies of immigrants, racial and ethnic others and so on).
I feel obliged to note that, apart from my claim that the films selected for analysis
here are chosen based on my assessment that they offer a relevant iteration of and for the
analytical framework of the project, there is another, perhaps equally as relevant aspect to
the selection process. The decision about which films to include is most certainly
influenced by my own conscious, as well as subconscious affinities as to what narratives
matter, and what narratives matter more. I was eleven years old when Yugoslavia’s
violent break-up started. Ethnically a Bosnian Serb, born and raised in Croatia, I found
the abrupt unraveling of my identity closely intertwined with the messy disappearance of
my native country in inexplicably complicated ways. My experience of the Yugoslav
wars was immediate and first-hand. Yet very often, I found, and still find, the films made
about the conflict much more viscerally “real” than my own first-hand experiences and
memories seem to me to be. And that fact is one of the guiding forces of this project. It
makes me ask the question (and one posed by many film theorists, as well as
psychoanalysts through the years) of what it is about the moving image that makes us
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often experience its narratives and visuals viscerally, and almost subliminally real, more
real than what is really “real.” Here, I turn to Dina Iordanova (2001), who sums up the
answer to a similar question in the following:
Why film? First, because the visual has a crucial role in the discourse
formation at any level and because the informative power of transmitted
images is at least as influential as the exchange that takes place in spoken
or written language. Unlike the written word, however, the role of
mediated images is so subtle that it often remains unaccounted for.
Looking at cinematic texts helps bring to light the underlying dynamics of
cross-cultural image-making as it unravels within the wider context of
communicated concepts and interpretations. Second, because in today’s
world of electronic media, images reach out wider than writings, a fact
which is still rarely recognized or explored in a persistent manner.
Nowadays it is the moving image rather than the printed word that carries
more persuasive weight. (p. 5)
The question gets even more complicated when the varying degrees of lived
trauma are introduced to the mix of the complicated identification processes enabled by
and through film. Where relevant, I will speculate about possible viewing positions that
are allowed or denied by a text. Yet, when I discuss “him” or “her,” my spectator – one
who may engage in identifying or disidentifying with the texts I discuss here – remains a
hypothetical rather than an empirical figure. Here I side with a number of spectator
theory’s names who have claimed that a hypothetical, or a textual spectator is a device
with which to speculate on the possible (not necessarily preferable) viewing practices in
their myriad, non-mutually exclusive iterations (Williams, 1991; Doane 1982; Modleski
1988; Stacey 1994). I too am a spectator, so inadvertently, the empirical aspects of my
own viewing practices will be revealed through my readings of the texts and contexts at
hand. My own experiences of reading through, and variously identifying with the films
about the conflict certainly offer some emotional guidance, but they are not an
exhaustive, nor definitive roadmap with which to arrive at a satisfactorily conclusive
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reading of any one film. Instead, and as a few prominent film theorists on spectatorship
have done before me, I speculate about an unsteady and often messy proliferation of the
reading and identifying positions – some close, others far removed from my own
affective reactions to viewing – offered by each film, and through that, I argue for their, if
often very slight, instability as positively singular texts, predictable in offering paths to
identification.
My (con-)textual analysis is also diasporic, because it takes place with my body
placed, for the most part, “outside” of the region to which it mainly pertains. Although I
visit the region of the former Yugoslavia often, both to see family and friends, as well as
to conduct research (sometimes they even prove close to being the same thing), I
nowadays mostly live on a different continent altogether, and my dissertation is being
written within this new continent’s academic context. And while I want to acknowledge
my partial physical “away-ness” from the region about which I write here, at the same
time, I wish to somewhat destabilize, if not completely dismantle the assumptions of an
inside/outside binary which would see me physically and/or intellectually removed from
the context of my own analysis. Diasporic existence offers a productive positionality to
do so, since it is a kind of existence that is always already both/and, and not either/or,
both on the inside and on the outside, effectively denying either category complete
sovereignty of credibility. Therefore, I am neither more, nor less credible for being
diasporic. I might simply be a dialogic “both/and” with a hyphen (Conquergood, 1985).
My diasporic positionality is to be claimed as a form of a dialogic methodology, since I
literally attempt to use it as a tool – asking the question of how contexts and texts seem to
me to appear interchangeably more or less rigid or permeable, readable otherwise, or
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impossibly impenetrable to difference in their establishment of affective economies, once
my own body is not rigidly tied to a particular place or discursive space, but rather spread
out in a somewhat dialectic proliferation? What affective economies circulate between
the texts, their contexts, the diaspora, and my own body placed within them? While my
analyses rarely discuss my own affective responses overtly, or discuss me in general apart
from this very instance, I expose myself overtly here for the purpose of one specific
open-ended speculation: it is possible that it is precisely this diasporic positioning of my
body as well as my work that allows me to un-stuck the more problematic texts discussed
here from paranoia, or from their fixity in the harm-inducing ethnic or other intolerance?
Some then might call such a diasporic proliferation a privilege too, since it allows me
some breathing room to move within texts and contexts unburdened by the physicality of
stuckness within a space where war and atrocities are still freshly carved into the bodies
of the people of, and the landscape. In other words, precisely because I can move from
that wounded space to some different, non-wounding spaces, and quite freely so, it is
possible that my analyses are also allowed to move in and out of harms way accordingly?
For that reason, I acknowledge that some, more recuperative spectatorship positions
discussed here might remain but a (utopian?) speculation, rather than a realistic affective
response by a body that feels more stuck than I do as I analyze them and write about
them. But this assumption might work in the opposite direction as well: to what degree
am I the one who is stuck, what through assuming the degrees of stuck-ness for others, or
through attempting to adjust my speculative endeavor to an acceptable level of rigor
required by academic standards to which this work will subsequently be held?
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There is no simple answer to these questions, nor a stable, definitive one at that.
Perhaps one possible approach to the question of diasporic positionality can be through
film as a pathway for understanding the affect involved. Goran Paskaljević's Tuđa
Amerika (Someone Else's America, 1995) can serve as a good case in point, as it depitcs
diasporic subjectivities in both stuckness and mobility, sadness and longing, but hope too.
It is impossible to say 'whose' this film is – made by a Serbian director and with several
Serbian actors, it is an international coproduction, with American crew and actors, and a
mix of many languages spoken in it. Perhaps the most precise ownership denomination
would be to call it diasporic, or immigrant, but that also means it does not belong to
anyone in particular, and to everyone at once. It is a story about immigrant lives in New
York (some from the former Yugoslavia, although the country is never mentioned by
name, just implied), and the hopes and dreams, joy and losses of those who have come
from elsewhere and are attempting to re/create a sense of home in a new land, with
differing levels of success. The title of the film reflects the question of ownership too
(whose America is this?), and appears to decide that it is an impossible one, as it is
always someone else's. In this film, America belongs (and does not at the same time) to
immigrants, as they come from many parts of the world and create intricate bonds of
simultaneously belonging and not belonging. But their national home spaces are not
theirs anymore either, as it is poignantly illustrated throughout the film that a sense of
national pride and belonging proves to be a futile structure of feelings over and over
again (particularly mocked with the Yugoslav whose mantra “We no surrender,” spoken
in broken English, is used to illustrate the absurdity of such national self-aggrandizing
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when his entire home country has, in fact, surrendered to self-destructive violence at that
very moment).
The question of how we know that something is home permeates the film, as
different characters express their longing for an ephemeral place that seems to exist only
in their imagination. That space of mythical home is recreated through bodily experiences
of consuming food and drinks from ‘back home,’ or playing its music, but it is always an
evasive place, never fully recreated. The final scene of the film, in which two central
characters and best friends – the Montenegrin Bayo, and the Spaniard Alonso – get
together after all the trials and tribulations of each losing family members, can serve as a
metaphor for diasporic space in a larger sense, and one at play in this dissertation as well.
The two friends are sitting together on discarded car seats, and after they playfully buckle
up and get ready ‘for takeoff,’ they indeed to take off and levitate over the New York
skyline. This is the diasporic space: up in the air and uncertain, unanchored, neither here
nor there, but recognizable to so many across national and other borders of division. It is
the space from which this dissertation is written.

Figure 2: Levitating in Diaspora (Someone Else’s America, Goran Paskaljević, 1995)
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Archiving the History of (Balkan) Trauma

As noted before, the films I discuss in the following chapters are not an
exhaustive collection of post-conflict film created after the break-up of Yugoslavia.
Iordanova (2001) has pointed out that creating such an exhaustive list might prove a futile
task, since the field of production and distribution is impossibly unruly, and thus defies
numeral categorization. While the films discussed here can be archived under the
category of works about the break-up of Yugoslavia, the list is not all-encompassing, and
so a more useful concept for archiving here might be Cvetkovich’s notion of an “archive
of feelings” (2003), where the method involves “an exploration of cultural texts as
repositories of feelings and emotions” (p. 7), rather than of particular localities,
temporalities, narratives or genres. By default, such an archive of feelings has to be
incomplete, because feelings are fleeting and ephemeral, difficult to catch in a static state
of non-movement through these, and a great number of many other texts.
The archive created by this project cautiously leans on the premise of
geographical delineation. But, what is this region precisely? The term ‘the former
Yugoslavia’ proves useful, yet in the literature about the area, ‘the Balkans’ seems to be
the more preferred and more commonly used, if, strictly geographically speaking,
inaccurate term. Yet, we are not considering a strictly geographical meaning of the term
‘region’ to begin with, so such inaccuracies might prove productive rather than restrictive
after all. What is the Balkans in a non-geographical, non-physical, border-delineating
sense? Žižek (2000) has claimed that instead of being a concrete geographical region, the
Balkans rather functions as a ghost – an ideologically discursive space that is always
somewhere else, “a little bit more towards the southeast…” (p. 3). Furthermore, as Žižek
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claims, Europe needs the idea of the ghostly Balkans precisely because it creates its own
image of a civilizationally progressive society against the Balkans’ stuck-ness in the past
(and the resulting history of violence) from which the region cannot break free. Yet, as
Žižek points out, the displacements of the Balkan borders are multiple and not static: for
Europe, the frontier that marks the place where the Balkans start might be located
somewhere in Slovenia; for Slovenia the border is Croatia; for Croatia, the barbaric
Balkans starts in Serbia; in Serbia, it starts with the Kosovo Albanians and Bosnian
muslims and so on. “Always a bit more towards the southeast…” From these
observations Žižek draws a conclusion influential for the mapping of the region covered
in this project as well. He states that “the enigmatic multiple displacement of the frontier
clearly demonstrates that in the case of the Balkans, we are dealing not with real
geography but with an imaginary cartography which projects on to the real landscape its
own shadowy, often disavowed, ideological antagonisms, just as Freud claimed that the
localization of the hysteric’s conversion symptoms project on to the physical body the
map of another, imaginary anatomy” (p. 4).
A number of other authors have looked at the mechanisms that discursively depict
the Balkans as Europe’s imaginary, dark Other (Goldsworthy, 2003; Bjelić, 2003). In her
influential article “Nesting Orientalisms,” Milica Bakić-Hayden (1995) argues that the
Balkans plays a prominent role in Europe’s ongoing engagement with “Orientalism”
(borrowed from Said, 1979), whereby the imaginary, backward Orient acts as the Eastern
“Other” to the progressive West, namely, Europe. “The Orient” is not a singular space,
however, precisely because it is an imaginary geography that cannot be physically
located within one place. Because of the proliferating nature of the Orient, according to
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Bakić-Hayden, the Balkans acts as a prominent spot in the process of the “gradation of
Orients” (p. 918), in which “Asia is more ‘East,’ or ‘other’ than Eastern Europe; within
Eastern Europe itself, this gradation is reproduced with the Balkans perceived as most
‘eastern’; within the Balkans there are similarly constructed hierarchies” (p. 918).
Maria Todorova’s seminal book Imagining the Balkans (1997) looks at a number
of historical texts written about the Balkans (most notably, travelogues) to chart the
process in which the taxonomy of Balkan-as-wild versus Europe-as-civilized takes place.
Todorova argues that the Balkans acts as Europe’s dark underbelly, within which the
more negative aspects of modern society can be tucked away and cordoned off in a way
that would not threaten to overcome Europe (although the threat, at the same time needs
to always be there in order for Europe do define its own identity against it). Yet Todorova
disagrees with Bakić-Hayden’s claim that this “imagining” of the Balkans follows the
same mechanisms that are used to enact Said’s Orientalism. Todorova points out that, in
opposition to the geographically fleeting nature of the Orient, the Balkans are a concrete
place, and one that was not subject to Western colonization the way that other regions
often associated with the Orient were. Furthermore – and this might be Todorova’s most
insightful conclusion – the Orient, as Said has described in detail, is constructed as
feminine, sensual and submissive. The Balkans, on the other hand, are never depicted as
sensual. If anything, the Western imagining of the Balkans insists on the region’s
savagery and wilderness rooted in violent masculinity.
Perhaps exemplifying a curious tendency to cater to that masculinist stereotype, a
number of post-Yugoslav films “revolve around disgruntled, disillusioned, cynical, and
violent men” (Imre, 2009, p. 187). And indeed, Dina Iordanova’s analysis (2001) of a
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number of postwar films from the region argues that there seems to be a trend in the
regional filmmaking to make films with the Western audiences in mind (and thus playing
into the Western stereotypes about the region), rather than making them for audiences
inhabiting the region (they seem to be only of secondary concern, according to
Iordanova). Pavle Levi detects in this tendency to self-describe as violent, in order to
cater to the dominating and defining Western gaze, an attempt at pseudo-historiography
that relies on the problematic explanation that the region is simply “genetically
genocidal” (p. 112).
It is difficult to say whether the trend of playing into the stereotype of the Balkans
as inherently violent ‘by nature’ is truly something that can be generalized about, since
for each film that might point in that direction, a careful analysis needs to be carried out
to determine what ends its particular depiction meets. At the same time, it is also difficult
to generalize about the audiences that the films’ creators had in mind when the made the
films – whether the films were ‘made for’ its domestic or foreign, Western audiences. I
would argue that this particular speculation is of no importance to some extent, because it
requires a firm us/them binary, and moreover, a firm assumption that a film has one
author whose intentions are the key to interpretation. In tis dissertation, that assumption is
countered by contextual readings of films in which film-as-texts are treated as important
wheels in a more general cultural circulation of postwar trauma. One can tentatively
conclude that filmmakers are often actively conscious of the reputation that the Balkans
carries in the West, and try to either play into that reductive stereotype (and by proxy,
play into the expectations of Western audiences with the intention of winning them over),
or go the other route (as many films here do): work to actively subvert the stereotype of
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the Balkans as a “powder keg” and Europe as its complete opposite, by challenging the
grounds on which such a taxonomy is made in the first place. For this latter group,
according to Imre, the depiction of the Balkans as violent is “mythopoetic” – in other
words, acts as a “disruptive expose of the generalization of myth and cultural truths”
(Ravetto-Biagioli, 1998, p. 43, as quoted in Imre, 2009, p. 190). Instead of subscribing to
either the view that the Balkans is intrinsically violent by its nature, or that it merely
suffers from being made into a reductive stereotype as such, this dissertation takes a
different path, and looks at the ways in which either alternative is utilized in cinematic
narrativizations, and to what political, ideological, and even healing effects. And
furthermore, how such cinema works to normativize, or alternatively disrupt, a linear
sense of history. As Iordanova claims, “the more I look at the Southeastern Europe’s
cinema, the more it seems that all important films from the region ultimately deal with
historical memory” (2007, p. 22). But that treatment is different across the board, as
Iordanova suggests that Serbian cinema seems to avoid sensitive topics of postwar
trauma, while Bosnian film is entirely subsumed in it. These sorts of generalizations are
often too rigid to be accurate, and while I entirely agree that Bosnian films seem to
address war trauma more directly, I also think that even the films that do not seem to be
addressing war and violence often are precisely about war and violence, just indirectly so
(as my analysis of some recent Serbian films such as Tilva Ros and Clip will show) – and
this often tells us more about how trauma operates than when it is clearly spelled out, or
visualized in front of us.
While resisting generalizations of cinematic tendencies within national cinemas of
the former Yugoslavia, some other tendencies can be detected, not as absolute types but
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as emerging practices. It can be noted that the above-mentioned self-Balkanization was a
theme prominently featured in many former Yugoslav films of the 1990s: from Pretty
Village Pretty Flame, to Underground, to Powder Keg/Cabaret Balkan (Goran
Paskaljević, 1998, Serbia), and even in the Oscar-winning No Man’s Land (Danis
Tanović, 2001, Bosnia) to some extent, this tendency somewhat subsided in film during
the 2000s, as an increasing number of films turned to the everyday, postwar, transitional
reality in which violence is left behind but its aftereffects certainly aren’t. Films such as
the aforementioned Days and Hours, Snow and Grbavica, or Fine Dead Girls (Dalibor
Matanić, 2002, Croatia), Parade (Srđan Dragojević, 2011, Serbia), and many others turn
to exploring postwar realities, as their protagonists negotiate how to integrate their lives
back into a pretense of normality. Jurica Pavičić has called this turn to postwar life on
screen “the cinema of normalization” and argued that after the democratic changes in
Serbia (the fall of Milošević’s regime) and Croatia (the electoral win of the left wing
opposition over the right wing HDZ who ruled Croatia during the 1990s), “the rhetorical
strategies typical of the cinema of self-Balkanization had suddenly become
counterproductive and unpopular” (2010, p. 47). These new films of normalization,
Pavičić observes, “deal with characters who try to cope with postwar reality. These
characters live in a realistic, everyday, usually urban surrounding. They have to surpass
traumas and obstacles inherited by the past (usually, war)” (p. 47). Moreover, Saša
Vojković (2011) argues that these new tendencies of exploring social issues in postwar
realities make it increasingly difficult to classify films under strict national banners. More
often then not, post-Yugoslav cinema is transcultural and transnational in its themes and
production alike. But the turn to the ‘cinema of normalization’ is not an absolute
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tendency. In fact, there is a significant number of recent films that revisit war in order to
re-cast its meaning – for instance, in Serbia’s Neprijatelj (The Enemy, Dejan Zečević,
2011), or in Croatia’s Crnci (The Blacks, Goran Dević and Zvonimir Jurić, 2009) war is
an immediate setting that triggers the themes of accountability, guilt and the coping with
violence. The latter film, The Blacks, presents a nightmarish snippet from the life of a
paramilitary unit of the Croatian army, a group of men who are preparing to go on a
rogue rescue mission while the truce between the warring parties is bringing any military
action to halt. The film's first scene is an eerie shot of a dark room in which we can
discern blood on the walls and possibly dead bodies lying around. At the center of the
shot is a black cat and her kittens. This same black cat is seen later in the film roaming
the hallways of the paramilitry headquarters in which the majority of the film takes place.
Throghout the film, references to 'the garage' are made as it is hinted that these soldiers
are commiting some kind of unseemly acts there (the rumors of which their commander
vehemently denies to his wife over the phone, as he threatens the soldiers to keep quiet
about it). It appears that 'the garage' has something to do with killing, since a soldier at
one point exclaims that he “cannot kill anymore.” Who they are killing in the garage
remains unclear – whether it is the enemy soldiers, or civilians of a different ethnic group
is unknown. But that very first shot introduces the space to which the film does not return
later but rather only hints at it through the veiled references of the soldiers themselves,
and with this, the film literally embodies the soldiers' point of view: the garage is a
chamber of secrets in which the truth about atrocities is locked away. This, and the scene
in which the soldiers walk through the woods on their rescue mission, and in which they
eventually discover that they have been walking in circles, are perhaps poignant
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diagnoses of the act of fighting in the war itself, but also of the way in which war crimes
are compartmentalized and locked away into dark chambers that reappear only as
fragmented glimpses, never entirely exposed in full view.
While it is not my intent to overgeneralize and thus reduce the regional postconflict cinematic production to a couple of identifying traits, it is nevertheless important
to note that the cinema of the region has inevitably tackled the bloody events of recent
history, directly or indirectly. In that sense, I argue that film has been a critical element of
several different processes, from emplotting the visual chaos that is war into a perceived
order that becomes stabilized into history, to reflecting the belatedness of experiencing
trauma fully, to the enactment of the process of working through, so critical for survival.
All these and many other tendencies can be often detected in a single film, as each of
them stands as a layered assemblage whose textures reflext the myriad complexities of
life during and after wartime.
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CHAPTER 2
TRAUMA, AFFECT AND MEMORY:
THE GENDERED NURTURE OF CONFLICT

Working through ultimately means testing the limits of
necessary and ever-defeated imagination.
– Saul Friedlander (1993)6

The Yugoslav wars, particularly the bloody conflicts in Croatia and Bosnia, have
often been viewed through a distinctly gendered prism in which women’s bodies
appeared to serve the role of literal battlefields, particularly in the heinous practices of
mass rape (Stiglmayer, 1994; Žarkov, 2007). In this chapter I look at several films that
overtly deal with gender as an organizing principle when it comes to the cinematic
representation of war trauma. The three films I discuss here are certainly not the only
regional cinematic texts that put gendered war experiences to the fore (to a certain extent,
one can argue that most films made about the Yugoslav wars do so), but they represent
important moments in the evolution of the female presence when it comes to war trauma
depicted on screen. Throughout the chapter, I ask how gender has been used to reiterate
some of the normative tropes that delegate women into the role of helpless victims whose
pain is commonly rendered invisible, and furthermore, how that device has been used to
provoke a specific kind of affective economy that floats between the cinematic text and
the spectator in a way which might reiterate, or alternatively disrupt the status quo of the
process of ideological engendering of bodies? I use Berlant’s (2006) cruel optimism as a
concept with which the promise of an ideal heteronormative national formed through
6

From Memory, History, and the Extermination of the Jews of Europe. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press.
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masculinist trauma is exposed as an overdetermined hybrid informed by the politics of
ethnic, gender, and religious piety. Some other key works that inform my analysis in this
chapter come from trauma studies (Caruth, 1996; Laub 1995; LaCapra, 1999; Kaplan,
2005), as well as from the historians who challenge the normativity of witnessing as the
only legitimate basis for history (Scott, 1991; Friedlander, 1993; Young, 2009). The
insight into the proliferation of the affective responses to trauma in the films that I look at
here is positioned in my analysis as a potential pathway towards an empathetic
spectatorial alignment. That alignment might overcome the potential hurdles that some of
these films represent in their provocative (and at times problematic) stances toward the
questions of gender and ethnic/national divisions during the times of war. To that end,
one of the key questions posed here is about women: namely, I examine where and how
their stories are articulated or in turn erased by the films. Also of importance is how the
materialization of the female experience of war might pose a challenge to the normative
stereotyping about gender at times of crisis such as the one represented in the films here.
I start with an analysis of one of the best known but also most notorious films
about the Bosnian War, the Serbian Pretty Village, Pretty Flame (Lepa sela lepo gore,
Srđan Dragojević, 1996), and position it as a decidedly masculine-centered text which
nevertheless allows for ruptures in its positioning of gender roles to appear – cracks
through which female voices literally appear as ghosts that can only temporarily
materialize in the visual field of those who control the narrative for the most part – the
men (here exclusively depicted as warriors). Yet, as the film poignantly shows, the
men/warriors cannot keep a full grasp over the narratives that frame their wartime reality,
and as those narratives start to become increasingly unhinged under the burden of
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traumatic memories of the things suppressed, the women start entering the cinematic
frame in striking ways which reveal their stories to be one of the most actively erased
element in the process of sanitizing wartime reality.
I then move on to analyze two Bosnian films made by female filmmakers, which
both deal with the aftermath of the war: Grbavica (Jasmila Žbanić, 2006) and Snow
(Snijeg, Aida Begić, 2008). Considered to be two of the strongest films made about the
postwartime realities in the region to date, they both have women at the center of their
narratives. Because of that, I position them as poignant counterpoints to Pretty Village,
Pretty Flame, since they insist on the materiality of the women’s experience of war not as
a temporary device that punctures the narrative of the otherwise masculinist wartime
reality, but as a sustained, central prism through which war is experienced to begin with.
With this insistence on the female vision, Grbavica and Snow touch on some of the most
striking ways in which trauma seems to be articulated to gender, and importantly, to
ethnicity, as I will elaborate later. Importantly, even though Pretty Village’s dominant
frame of reference is one of a masculinist wartime reality, and those of Snow and
Grbavica are its exact opposites, I argue that all three films point to very significant
processes by which gender in general (including but not limited to its two stereotypical
extremes: the active, masculinist violence and the passive, feminine victimhood) is
revealed, on the one hand, as a vector in the workings of nationalist ideology, but also as
a pivotal tool for critiquing that very ideology through an understanding of how gender
interplays with traumatic affect in ways which might displace the dominance of ethnocentered frames of reference.
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Using Friedlander’s (1993) notion of “deep memory” – a form of memory which
does not seek to achieve closures and turn itself into a coherent, linear narrative – I
explore the nature of representations of war atrocities through a gendered prism, as seen
in the films discussed below. Regardless of their positioning as at times potentially
nationalist texts, I argue that the films voice a provocative and challenging treatment of
trauma nevertheless. Indeed, their insightful treatment of trauma is an often overlooked
aspect of their textual weaving, yet one that has the potential of problematizing the films’
otherwise at times reactionary ideological fixity within the premises that speak to an
ideal, pure ethnic identity. This, in turn, sets even the more problematic films up for a
potentially disruptive reading practice, or rather, spectatorial alignment, which denies too
simple a binary split between perpetrators and victims in gender-reductive terms. The
focus on trauma and the affect of deep memory is a key with which such reading can be
approached.
This potentiality for a non-nationalistic spectatorial positioning proves critically
important when Bosnia’s current, divisive political and cultural climate is taken into
consideration (a climate that sees division along ethnic lines still obsessively prominent).
In this context, the memory of the war often functions as further ammunition (pun
intended) to reiterate the seemingly inescapable divisions along ethnic and religious lines.
Bosnia is today at a critical time when the memory of the recent war is slowly and
steadily turning into an ideologically driven form of history, becoming locked in some
narratives at the expense of others. The normativizing of some memories of war (by
bestowing on them the legitimacy of being called history) is being performed through a
strictly essentialist, us-versus-them, ethically-centered lens which rarely problematizes
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the fixity of the victim/perpetrator binary division. Bosnia’s present, therefore, is marked
by the performance of acceptable collective memory in the act of becoming history.
The (often) ideologically driven collective, or, as Friedlander would call it,
“common memory,” gets formed through complicated processes whose unending sources
are difficult to summarize or account for in definitive ways. For Friedlander, the danger
of “common memory” is that it inevitably seeks to obtain a level of redemptive closure,
which in turn erases any inconsistencies and internal contradictions that traumatic
memory often carries within its less restricted articulations. In the process of creation of
“common memory” in the context of post-conflict Bosnia, personal narratives that
become symbols of a group’s collective suffering certainly play a large role. So do the
defining events of the war such as the revelations about mass killings, discoveries of
mass graves and so on.
In this chapter, I analyze films whose internal cinematic features, as well as the
extra-cinematic circumstances of their making, point to the complicated ways in which
war film often functions as both an object around which common memory gets
(re)created in mediated ways, and at the same time, as a first-hand expression of
traumatic war memory in and of itself. This double-bind of war film as both an attempt at
memory work, and as an “authentic” site for the (re)creation of common memory for
posterity, posits film on a particularly sensitive terrain. By arguing for the possibility of
reading these cinematic texts differently, this chapter argues for the importance of
cultural production – in this case cinema – that engages in post-conflict memory-work
which does not subscribe to narrative coherence at any cost, but rather gives voice to antiredemptive features of deep memory, that form of remembering that is often more about
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forgetting, less about coherence and closure and more about accepting the
incomprehensible without coating over it with premises of rationality. There is potential
in embracing that kind of dialectic between remembering and forgetting, if only for
dislocating trauma from a firm fixity within traditionally rigid gender/ethnic identity.

On The Fixity of Gender
The break-up of Yugoslavia and the wars that followed it are commonly
perceived as decidedly masculinist events during which women were rendered invisible
and powerless, often on the receiving end of heinous war crimes such as mass rape (this
conviction reiterated by volumes such as Stiglmayer’s Mass Rape: The War Against
Women in Bosnia-Herzegovina). Indeed, this is the discursive prism through which
wartime rhetoric itself was often filtered – the “men are warriors and women are mothers
and caretakers” mantra was adopted by virtually all warring sides, thus making the bodily
invasion of the “wives” and “mothers” of the enemy side all the more effective as a
strategy of war. In looking at the thusly-positioned wartime fortification of the most
rigidly traditional calibration of gender roles, it is easy to forget that many exceptions or
deviations from such gendered norms persisted nevertheless (for instance, the fact that
there were women who fought or otherwise actively participated in the war, and likewise,
that there were men who did not).
Perhaps the forgetting – or, to put it more bluntly, the simplification of the scales
of gender performativity – keeps being perpetuated because the critique of this gendered
violence has incessantly concentrated on reiterating the very dichotomy that predisposes
such violence: men always actively violent; women always passively victimized. For
instance, Catherine MacKinnon (1993; 1994) became an early voice against the practices
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of mass rape taking place in Croatia and Bosnia, only to reduce the issue to a mere
caricature of the problem that it posed, by attempting to blame its occurrence on the
“saturation” with pornography, which in turn, as MacKinnon states, made men objectify
women to such a degree to be able to systematically rape them. Apart from claiming
questionable links between pornography and violence, MacKinnon here reiterates the
trope of passive femininity, and furthermore, completely ignores the far more insightful
accounts of the problem that were being made by local Yugoslav feminists, from Serbia’s
activist group Women in Black, to Croatia’s Vesna Kesić and Slavenka Drakulić, to
mention a few prominent voices. These local feminists, by their very existence, deny the
rigidity of traditional gender dichotomy that delegates women into invisibility and
inactivity, as these women's activism proves such taxonomy unnatainable in lived reality.
Yet for the most part, the consensus on the gendered violence during the wars that
marked the break-up of Yugoslavia has remained reductively rigid nevertheless, with
women commonly being depicted as victims and passive victims only.
This framework, instead of centering on the mechanisms that drive gendered
violence to begin with, has achieved the exact opposite: it displaced the plight of women
altogether by positioning prescribed gender roles merely as a tool by which to reproduce
ethnic divisions. As Dubravka Žarkov has argued in her book The Body of War (2007),
the use of the narratives of threat to women’s bodies of one ethnic group as a means of
propaganda against a totality of another group which is supposedly threatening those
bodies (a narrative which MacKinnon’s work has aligned itself with), does not do
anything to alleviate the reality of gendered violence, but rather coopts gender into a tool
that drives the ethnic divisions deeper. As Rada Iveković has argued, the rise of
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nationalism in the former Yugoslavia has inextricably been coupled with the rise of
misogyny, and “the gradual deterioration of the position of women in the last few years
of socialism were a warning sign that precipitated the escalation of nationalism and the
disintegration of Yugoslavia” (2000, p. 16). In this ethno-nationalistically inclined
approach to women’s role in society, gender becomes constitutive of ethnicity, and
without its stabilization into stereotypes (men as actors, women as passive victims), the
stability of pure ethnicity would not have worked in terms of propaganda the way in did
in the end. Thus, gender is revealed, in the ethno-nationalist discourses that framed the
Yugoslav wars as one of the key elements by which the ideology of exclusion is
reiterated and perpetuated. It is precisely because of this that gender is a pivotal
framework through which the post-conflict culture – here cinema – needs to be examined.
Dina Iordanova (1996) has argued that in post-socialist film, women remained mostly as
marginalized figures they way they were during socialism, but that the nature of that
marginalization changed. In socialist film, women were usually represented as being
oppressed by aggressive men. But in post-socialist film, they are predominantly
oppressed by the set of historical and political circumstances themselves. This is why it is
imperative that gender is not examined in isolation, since it does not stand alone as a
wheel in the mechanism that drives the formations of agency and subjectivity. In my
analysis, as in Žarkov's, gender is closely articulated to the constitution, or in turn, the
destabilization of ethnic identity, but also to a range of affective responses to trauma that
come to frame identity in war and postwar times.
The films I discuss in this chapter take on the question of gender either overtly or
indirectly, as they fall on different sides of the issues posed above – reiterate, or in turn,
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destabilize the role of gender as a means to normativize ethnicity. Some veer dangerously
close to fortifying the traditional gender binary, while others work actively to dismantle
it. But, as I will argue below, even the more reactionary films that I discuss here, show
cracks within their veneer, cracks which expose a proliferation of possible gendered
stances during wartime, and reveal structures that poignantly challenge the conviction
that during war, it is only men who do, and only women who feel.

Pretty Village where the Bogeyman Lives
Pretty Village, Pretty Flame is arguably one of the most in/famous films about the
Bosnian war, and certainly one of the most popular among the audiences across the
former Yugoslav state. One of the most notorious facts about the film, often used by its
critics as proof of the director’s questionable complicity with Serbian nationalism
(complicity that he categorically denies), was that it was filmed on location in Bosnia
while the war was still raging. This was often seen as the director Dragojević’s way of
condoning Serbian nationalism, as he used the Serbian military resources for the benefit
of his film at the same time as the worst war crimes perpetrated by some members of that
very same military were taking place (an accusation he repeatedly denied even though he
admitted to using military resources). One the other hand, the fact that Pretty Village was
filmed on location during war – and in proximity of the real conflict taking place – is
often lauded by many as one of the most original features of the film, as well as the main
reason why the film should be treated as an authentic depiction of war experiences, its
own narratives not far removed from the actuality of violence taking place around it. It is
as if the fact of being made in the midst of warfare gives the film a unique aura, a sense
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of immediacy and presence in time and space (to allude to Walter Benjamin), all of which
provide for a construction of a specific kind of authenticity when it comes to the film’s
depiction of war experiences. And indeed, my reading of the film argues that its treatment
of war trauma is inexplicably influenced by the wartime reality that was the context of its
making, as the film uses a complicated formal structure of depicting trauma as a way to
address its own attempts of suppressing unwanted deep memory tied to complicity.
Furthermore, in terms of its approach to gender, this film, more than any other made
about the war, can be viewed as a decidedly masculinist depiction of wartime reality, as
has been argued by Svetlana Slapšak (2000), who finds the film troubling and extremely
problematic in its suppression of female war experience. But instead of casting it off as
merely reactionary, however, I look closely at the film’s explorations of masculinity
during war, as it is a telling barometer for the ways in which gender (even more so than
ethnicity) becomes an organizing principle of wartime participation or lack thereof. The
film’s absences are quite often more important than what is clearly seen or heard, as those
absences haunt its narrative structure and threaten to break its already fragile narrative
coherence. Women in particular, are mostly absent in the film – and when they do appear
they are either outsiders to the conflict (a clueless Western journalist), or dead and
therefore voiceless – but when they do appear, however briefly, their presence marks a
poignant break in the masculinist mold that otherwise frames the film.
Critically acclaimed internationally, Pretty Village went on to become one of
Serbia’s most popular, recognizable and frequently quoted films of the last two decades.
At the same time, quickly after its release and with rising popularity, the film started to be
criticized by Bosnians and Croats as decidedly pro-Serbian. And yet, Dimitrije Vojnov
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(2009) points to a paradox of sorts, when it comes to the film’s reception in the region:
while outside of Serbia, it was criticized as validating and condoning the Serbian army’s
bloody involvement in the Bosnian war, in Serbia itself, the film, although extremely
popular, was at the same time seen as very critical of that same military involvement. At
the same time, as Vojnov points out, the film enjoyed great popularity throughout the
region of the former Yugoslavia, which signals that even though potentially problematic
and divisive in its treatment of the politics of war, it nevertheless had a significant impact
on those affected by the immediacy of war experience, across ethnic lines.
The main narrative of Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, which was loosely based on a
true story, is constructed around a complex web of flashbacks experienced for the most
part by the film’s main character, a Bosnian Serb soldier Milan, but also by the film’s
several secondary characters. As Milan is lying wounded in a Belgrade military hospital,
his flashbacks take us through a non-chronologically ordered narrative of his growing up
in a multi-ethnic Bosnian village, his childhood adventures with his Muslim best friend
Halil, and then through the break-up of Yugoslavia, the loss of friendship with Halil, and
the war experience leading to his getting wounded and ending up in the hospital.
The film’s central event, however, and the one on which Milan’s flashbacks linger
the longest, is of his unit being cornered in a tunnel surrounded by the enemy soldiers,
and their efforts to break free and survive the ordeal. In the flashbacks about the origins
of the tunnel (which is located not far from Milan’s childhood home), we find that this
space was initially declared a symbol of “brotherhood and unity” (a popular Yugoslav
slogan that championed love and respect among different ethnic groups). Later in Milan’s
childhood, the tunnel increasingly becomes a source of fear for him and Halil, a site of
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the uncanny, because they hear rumors that a “bogeyman” lives there and is out to hurt
children. When the same tunnel ultimately becomes the site of Milan’s imprisonment
during combat, it serves as a symbolic space of a final showdown with his childhood
friend Halil (they eventually come face to face as soldiers on opposite sides), as well as a
showdown between the grownup Milan, now a Serbian soldier, and his multiethnic
childhood of Yugoslav “brotherhood and unity.”
Additionally, the tunnel as a site of the uncanny can be viewed as a metaphor for
the elusive nature of traumatic memory, which is never completely allowed to enter the
consciousness but has to, rather, be compartmentalized and processed in fragments, never
in totality (since such a totality is virtually unattainable). That Milan’s flashbacks are
fixated on the tunnel longer than on any other event of the war points to a protective
tendency to locate the memory of trauma within a contained space which can then,
arguably, be more easily controlled by consciousness. Almost paradoxically, then, the
tunnel – the site of Milan’s worst childhood fears – now becomes the exact opposite: the
only place where it is possible for him to remember and organize trauma in ways which
are not too threatening, precisely because its limited and contained space allows Milan to
leave many unwanted memories outside of it. By entering the tunnel, Milan literally
enters a narrowed down space of memory in hope that the tunnel’s walls would offer
protection from uncontrollable pain of certain aspects of his remembering. Furthermore,
it is precisely the space of the tunnel that allows for a convergence of Milan’s flashbacks
with those of the film’s secondary characters who are also captured in the tunnel.
Through the joint web of flashbacks and memory work of the soldiers in the tunnel, we
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witness a common memory being created through erasures that sanitize many aspects of
their war experience.
What are the memories Milan wishes to leave outside? Most of them are only
hinted at, never directly addressed in his flashbacks. As Pavle Levi (2007) points out, one
of the most prominent absences in the film is that of civilian victims in Milan’s
flashbacks that see his unit violently attack Muslim villages prior to getting captured in
the tunnel. What is depicted are only the burning villages (referenced in the film’s title),
as if the greatest casualty of Milan’s unit’s actions are buildings and other material
things, not people. Human bodies, on the other hand, are almost completely erased from
his memory. Yet tellingly, as I discuss later, these repressed bodies are not completely
erased, but rather resurface in some of the film’s key sequences, including the very last
scene of the film.
Milan’s flashbacks, although non-chronological and often disorganized to the
point where they threaten to sink into incoherence, keep returning to the tunnel as a way
to anchor memory and return it to some kind of, at least temporary, coherence. As Cathy
Caruth (1996) argues, the defining feature of trauma is that it is ultimately an
inassimilable experience, which comes to haunt through flashbacks and recurring dreams
precisely because it has not been fully experienced in the first place. Milan’s flashbacks
are certainly his way of attempting to assimilate his own trauma, but also the trauma he
witnessed others experiencing, and particularly the trauma that he inflicted on others
while he was an active soldier. Even though in his flashbacks Milan enters the tunnel and
symbolically faces his childhood fears in order to regain control over unwanted memories
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of the war, those unwanted memories nevertheless resurface in fleeting moments in
which Milan’s deep memory takes over and becomes uncontrollable.
As Friedlander posited it, deep memory, as a counterpart to common memory,
consists of those repressed memories which cannot be fully accessed, nor reduced to
narrative cohesion and its resulting satisfactory closure that would see traumatic
experience resolved in the present, usually through a redemptive stance. Deep memory
thus stubbornly denies resolutions, by refusing categorization or rational explanation. For
Friedlander, this is the more productive form of memory, because it is ultimately
unsusceptible to redemptive ideological appropriation. And indeed, this becomes crucial
for reading Pretty Village as a potentially non-nationalist, non-divisive text, precisely
because its expression of deep memory is too uncontrollable to be framed within a
nationalist mold (and this may very well explain its popularity across ethnic lines whose
conflict it depicts).
Yet as the same time, deep memory’s inherent incoherence also means that it
cannot be the only memory one relies on in the process of working through the trauma.
Friedlander sees the interplay between deep and common memories as a useful way to
approach memory’s relation to history. Indeed, history should be written with both types
of memory in mind: memories that be fully accessed, narrativized and treated as fact
should be intertwined with those that are incomplete, incoherent, factually inaccurate,
unassimilated. Only then can a history come closer to maintaining the impact of traumatic
experience as it seeks to make sense of the events that surround it.
In Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, precisely this dialectic relationship between deep
and common memories marks its narrative form. Even though Milan’s escape into the
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tunnel offers coherence and temporal relief from unwanted (at times literal) voices, those
voices nevertheless threaten to erode the walls of the contained and controlled traumatic
memory quite literally, as represented through the constant threat of the enemy soldiers’
voices that float above the tunnel. As Friedlander states, “any attempt at building a
coherent self flounders on the intractable return of the repressed and recurring deep
memory” (p. 119). Even in the tunnel, therefore, the coherence of Milan’s memory is not
completely safe. The voices of the enemy that surround the tunnel are voices without
faces or any other traces of physical presence. Are they the voices of an actual physical
enemy then, or, on the contrary, the voices of the repressed deep memory which cannot
be fully controlled even within the tunnel?
One of the film’s most striking erasures is that of women – they are virtually
invisible in any direct address, except through mediated representations such as being
heard through the phone lines or seen in pictures. This device of erasure insistently marks
the space of war as a strictly male domain (Modleski, 1991). Milan’s mother, for
instance, is seen only in the flashbacks from before the war. Her death and the implied
rape by enemy soldiers take place off screen, and when Milan goes to the destroyed
family home in which his mother had been killed, he is haunted by the fragmented
images of his mother’s almost unrecognizable face, convulsing in pain and screaming, yet
not saying anything coherent. The mother’s dead body is never seen, and this erasure
marks Milan’s impulse to react to the trauma of his mother’s violent death by quickly
repressing it, thus mirroring a larger tendency of war film to erase women’s experience,
and through that erasure, perpetually mark war as a decidedly male experience.
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During Milan’s unit’s capture in the tunnel, the only woman present is an
American journalist who ends up there by sheer chance. Bosnian women of any ethnicity
are almost unseen and unheard from directly, except in one of the film’s central and most
striking scenes in which the repressed story of women’s war experience threatens to enter
the tunnel in all its vivid realism. In this particular scene, the unit’s captors announce that
they are “dispatching a visitor” to the tunnel. As the announcement is made, Milan’s
elementary schoolteacher starts entering the tunnel and approaching the group. She is
naked, scarred, bleeding and barely recognizable, her face grimacing, her mouth trying to
produce words but unable to express anything coherent (echoing the image of Milan’s
mother, who was similarly unable to produce coherent words, as language proves
inadequate for expressing their agony). Milan and others in the tunnel are petrified of the
teacher’s sudden appearance, their faces showing a mix of sorrow, disgust and shame as
they observe her approaching. Her presence creates panic, because of the possibility that
she was sent in by the enemy to detonate a bomb with which she would kill them all. As
she is slowly approaching, a decision is quickly made to kill her before she gets too close.
Still, no one seems to be able to do it, until, ironically, the one woman in the group – the
American journalist – screamingly pleads for someone to “please shoot her,” and then
Fork, one of the soldiers in the tunnel, kills the teacher before she is able to get closer,
become too visible, and have her story be heard.
The request to “shoot” the schoolteacher is stated in English (since the American
does not speak the local language), and her choice of the word “shoot” tellingly evokes
Sontag’s (2004) assertion that quite often in war photography, the camera’s lens is
aligned with the barrel of a gun. The American journalist spends a lot of the time in the
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tunnel “shooting” the events with her camera, mediating her experience that way in order
to make it more bearable (even telling herself at one point, as she looks at them through
her camera, that “this is all a bad dream and you [the soldiers in the tunnel] are all a
bunch of electronic images”). So when she yells out that someone “please shoot” the
school teacher, she is inadvertently exposing her own accomplice role in the violence of
(any form of) “shooting” in a strikingly literal way. This particular spectator of the
theater of war, the American female journalist, is thus revealed as more than an innocent
bystander, her gaze an accomplice in the perpetuation of what goes on.

Figure 3: A Woman Enters the Masculine Tunnel of Trauma (Pretty Village Pretty Flame, Srđan
Dragojević, 1996)

Because the film coheres around a masculinist war frame, the teacher has to be
shot in order for her story to be repressed by containment – after she was killed, Milan
sadly observes that she “didn’t explode,” implying that they did not have to kill her after
all. But symbolically, they did have to kill the teacher because if they hadn’t, she would
have exploded with a story of trauma and suffering which would threaten to shatter the
already fragile stability of the tunnel walls, and therefore also shatter the attempts at
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repressing certain (female) memories from the collective (male) consciousness. As
Modleski argues, women’s war trauma is often tied to sexual subjugation (and indeed,
there are hints of rape and sexual abuse both in the case of the mother and the
schoolteacher), since sexual domination and wartime aggression are so intertwined that
“sexuality is manifested in violence, and violence carries and explosive sexual charge”
(p. 62). Women’s stories that are repressed in Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, puncture the
narrative every so often, and threaten to destroy both the narrative coherence of the film,
and the emotional coherence of the main hero, who stays afloat only by being able to
(barely) avoid facing the full extent of trauma and torture being experienced around him,
most significantly by the dead women who were so instrumental in his life – his mother
and his schoolteacher.
Young (2009) observed that quite often in representations of war and atrocities,
women’s gendered war experiences either get completely erased and coded as somehow
secondary to the “actual” events of the war, or get very quickly assigned a mythical role
in which they are not considered in their specificities, but are rather made to stand in for a
more general story of collective suffering and pain. In Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, this
assertion is made explicitly obvious in the schoolteacher’s attempt to enter the carefully
cordoned off area of common memory which the tunnel represents, and especially after
she is shot down before she fully arrives, and is, as a result, unable to make a meaningful
utterance. Her story is, therefore, quickly repressed because it is seen as literally too
threatening to the attempts at maintaining the coherence of (male) war experience.
Women’s trauma is shown to be too inappropriate, in a manner of speaking, for the space
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in which masculinity needs to be maintained as the only point of reference if trauma and
danger were to be effectively neutralized and overcome.
Yet, through the insistence on making Milan and his group confront the ghost
voices floating around and above the tunnel, as well as by making them see at least a
glimpse of a tortured woman, the film perpetually shows that the attempts at sanitizing
war experience by erasing unwanted traces of deep memory only succeed up to a certain
point. It is never a complete process, since unconscious aspects of trauma cannot be fully
effaced. Only after the outside of the tunnel is cleared of the haunting voices of the
“enemy,” (after they are killed off screen by another Serbian unit which comes to the
rescue) and through it, the outside space cleared of the threat of the repressed memory,
Milan and the remaining soldiers captured there are able to finally step out into a
“reality” that can be constructed more coherently now that the threat of the voices/the
repressed is seemingly effectively eliminated. At the same time, back in the hospital in
which Milan is lying wounded and experiencing all these flashbacks, an anonymous
enemy soldier is wheeled into the neighboring room. This soldier becomes an obsession
for Milan, who is greatly disturbed by the presence of the “Other.” While Milan is seen as
a moderate, quiet and sensitive soldier throughout most of the film, here in the hospital,
he becomes transformed into an aggressive agent whose hatred for the enemy becomes
uncontrollable. Why this shift in Milan’s character? It is quite possible that the presence
of this “enemy” in the hospital is so disturbing for Milan precisely because he has had to
erase the Other in order to regain a coherent memory that would neatly frame the history
of his participation in the war. In other words, he has to insist on the erasure of the
Other’s presence because it always threatens to remind Milan of his own role as an
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accomplice in the atrocities of the war, expose him as willing participant in some actions
which cannot easily be ethically defended.
Moreover, another important reason why the shift from moderation to extremism
in Milan took place is depicted in detail over the course of the film: he allows the
ideology that drives ethnic divisions to permeate him more and more, until he becomes so
consumed by it that he is unable to tolerate an ethnic Other in his midst at the end of the
film. How precisely does the shift from the accepting and kind Milan, whose best friend
is a Muslim, to the extremist who cannot bear a sight of a Muslim soldier happen? I argue
here that one of the key devices that drove that ideology of ethnic division is a gendered
prism through which Milan’s turn to extremism, so to speak, becomes definitive after the
murder of his mother, and cemented after the death of his schoolteacher. These two
deaths, both of which bring to the fore the brutality of gendered violence that is
commonly repressed, also serve to seal Milan’s determination that the ethnic Others that
he is warring against are a homogenous unit of “evil” and that his violent quest against
them is thus justified. With this crucial angle of tying gender to the stabilization of ethnic
stereotypes, the film reveals a process seemingly simple (“our women are threatened, so
we must kill the ethnic Other that threatens them”), yet very complicated in its
articulation to the tendency to repress women’s voices to begin with. As it is, Pretty
Village does not fall firmly on either side of the equation that sees women’s stories either
repressed or appropriated into tools for patriarchal ideology. Rather, the film explores
both mechanisms at once, revealing how frantically intertwined they can sometimes be.
The one thread that seems to permeate both is the failure to maintain either frame
consistently. In a process that can be likened to what Berlant has called “cruel optimism,”
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the ideological formations that promise the existence of the mythical enemy Other force
Milan to repress the emergence of real people from his memory, substituting them for
caricatures marked solely by their ethnic Otherness. Yet the optimism that such
formations can offer – that the world is neatly divided and tidy, manageable in its
simplicity – fail Milan, and thus proved to be cruel. Significantly, this cruel form of
optimism extends to gender as one of its key factors. As attempts are made – by Milan’s,
and by extension, by the collective masculinist psyche – to assimilate the plight of
women into a tool for justifying “revenge,” that very assimilation fails time and again as
women reenter the frame only to destabilize Milan’s narrative cohesion, not to reiterate it.
In the chaotic final part of the film, Milan manages to crawl out of his bed and
drag himself to the room where the enemy soldier is lying in bed, scared. As Milan drags
himself across the floor in pain, he leaves a bloody trace behind him – on a literal level,
from his wounded leg, but on the level of deep memory, this bloody trace can be read as
another rupture in Milan’s attempts to erase certain memories of the war. While Serbian
soldiers are never seen as leaving bloody traces behind them in Milan’s flashbacks of the
war, the bloody trace behind Milan tellingly emerges in the film’s final moments, and
precisely at the time when Milan is finally about to be seen doing something that his
flashbacks couldn’t address – in the act of killing another person. The bloody trace then
finally confirms what Milan’s psyche has worked hard to repress – a history of the hero’s
murderous participation in the war, the fact of which, although ultimately unassimilated
in his psyche (except symbolically), continues to haunt Milan to the end.
However, when Milan finally gets to the enemy soldier’s bed and crawls on top of
the scared man, he realizes that he is unable to carry out his plan of killing the Other, and
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is thus unable to erase what the solider symbolizes about the repressed aspects of Milan’s
memory once again. This failure to get rid of the Other also reveals the cruel optimism of
the ideology that drove the creation of that Other in Milan’s mind to begin with. Instead
of killing the soldier, Milan collapses on the floor, and in the film’s final moments, he
returns to the “ghost” figure of his childhood – the Bogeyman. This Bogeyman, as a
recurring motif in the film, appears and re-appears most closely in relation to the tunnel,
and symbolizes the fear with which Milan and Halil as boys approached its space. Later
in the film, the Bogeyman becomes a symbolic “filler” for the gaps in the logic with
which the war was being waged and with which the break-up of Yugoslavia was carried
out. With this Bogeyman, both Milan and Halil transfer a childhood fear into a symbol
which comes to stand as an acknowledgment that some things about the war and
bloodshed are simply beyond explanation or reason. The figure of the Bogeyman thus
becomes a way to acknowledge the inability of language, and by extension, of logic and
reason, to necessarily offer acceptable explanations for atrocities on any side.
Significantly, Milan’s attempts to harm the enemy soldier at the end of the film
are intercut with the flashbacks of his final moments in the tunnel, as the voices and
shadowy figures from the outside go on their final offensive towards those inside the
tunnel. In terms of memory, the simultaneity of these two story lines can be read as
Milan’s attempt to silence the overwhelming excess of unwanted memories threatening to
overtake the tunnel by actively attempting to silence the one physical reminder of that
memory – the soldier in the hospital. This simultaneity also stands as a literal enactment
of the both-here-and-there of traumatic memory, in which the border between the past
and the present becomes blurry. Milan is “possessed” by his memory to such an extent
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that he has to reenact it in the present moment, attempting to kill the enemy soldier in the
hospital while he is having flashbacks of the moment when he finally left the tunnel and
was forced to confront the one face that symbolizes his repressed memory most
dramatically – that of his childhood friend Halil. As it turns out, Halil was a soldier on
the other side and was on top of the tunnel the whole time, as if pressuring Milan’s
memory to allow him (back) in. The appearance of Halil as an enemy soldier in Milan’s
flashbacks occurs at the very time that he attempts to kill the ethnic Other in the hospital,
revealing a process of transference by which Milan is not attempting to kill one particular
enemy soldier, but the entire totality of the abject Other that has been created in his mind,
and that is most accurately materialized in Halil.
In Milan’s flashback, Halil is standing at the top of the tunnel, looking down on
Milan. Halil says: “So you went into the tunnel…” to which Milan replies, “So, I did.”
This exchange can be read as Halil’s accusation of Milan for going to a space (both
mental and physical) in which he attempted, albeit unsuccessfully, to erase Halil from his
memory. Then the following words are exchanged:
Halil: “Why did you burn down my shop?”
Milan: “Why did you kill my mother?”
Halil: “I didn’t kill anyone.”
Milan: “I didn’t burn any shops, don’t ask me about it.”
Halil: “Then who should I ask? Should I ask the Bogeyman from the tunnel?”
To this last question Milan does not have an answer, and soon after, Halil is suddenly
struck and killed by an explosion. Halil’s death is here pitted as an inevitable (or
desirable) step towards Milan’s regaining common memory, a kind of memory that
“tends to restore or establish coherence, closure and possibly a redemptive stance”
(Friedlander, p. 119). In their final exchange, both men deny actions which would
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implicate either as an accomplice in atrocities. Their respective culpability is unresolved
and left as an open question mark which finally re/turns to the Bogeyman to illustrate its
inability to offer a more satisfying answer as to why each of them did what they did.
Leaving the relationship between Milan and Halil as a question mark instead of as a finite
statement about who is to blame and who is not to blame, performatively illustrates
precisely the kind of dynamics that the film has consistently been pointing to – attempts
at achieving a good vs. bad morality narrative collapse under the pressure of mounting
responsibility, guilt and trauma moving in all directions, not just one way.
Crucially, the death of Milan’s mother is the one thing Halil is accused of here, as
gendered violence once again emerges as a pivotal device that stabilizes the ethnic Other
(here, Milan’s ultimate ethnic Other, his best friend Halil), into an unequivocally negative
subjectivity. Yet Milan at the same time knows that this transference of negativity that
the ideology driven by the notion of evil ethnic Other demands is futile as well, because
his accusation, instead of being a cataclysmic admission of guilt by Halil, falls flat with
his simple “I didn’t kill anyone.” And with that, Milan is stuck, since he once again faces
a person he knew his whole life, and not some mythical enemy Other. It is precisely
because this chasm between the ideological formation of the larger-than-life ethnic Other
who is coded as an enemy, and the presence of the individual (who happens to be of other
ethnicity) that Milan knows well, cannot be surmounted that both men turn to the
Bogeyman, a depository for unanswerable questions, and for irresolvable ruptures
between grand ideology and intimate subjectivity. The link between the two extremes
proves to sometimes be impossible to untangle.
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Finally, back in the hospital, Milan’s return to the Bogeyman, after he realizes he
won’t be able to kill the anonymous soldier, offers the film’s final anti-redemptive nod
towards the recognition of inability to organize the traumatic narrative into a neat, linear
and orderly story of the rise and fall of morality and human spirit. By putting the blame
on the Bogeyman (an ephemeral empty vessel, so to speak), it is revealed that a
redemptive apology or admission of responsibility is equally as impossible in its entirety
as is the insistence on the formation of the “Other” as a grand enemy figure, premised on
the erasure of the fact that one knows this Other intimately. Milan is unable to either deny
the existence of this repressed intimacy with the Other, or accept it completely and
unconditionally, therefore turning to the symbolic Bogeyman as an acknowledgment that
some positions cannot be resolved through an either/or logic of coherence and closure.
The very last scene of the film is an imaginary flashback of the camera panning
over what appears to be a pile of dead bodies back in the tunnel – mainly women and
children. This single shot illustrates that the unconscious parts of Milan’s, and by
extension, that of the collective psyche, have finally entered the tunnel and overpowered
common memory, and that deep memory in the end prevails over coherent narrativization
and repression. At the end of the row of dead bodies – who have finally materialized after
so many efforts by Milan’s conscious to not acknowledge their existence – we see the
grown up Milan and Halil, here also dead, lying next to each other. Symbolically, they
stand in for the death of the multicultural country in which they grew up together. And
just above them, the ten year-old Milan and Halil are standing and observing the scene,
before turning away and running out of the tunnel. It is only the seemingly carefree
childhood that is allowed to escape from this deep memory of violence and death, a
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childhood in which Milan and Halil are not seen as bitter enemies filled with hatred for
one another, but rather as close and loving friends who share many fond childhood
memories. And finally, it is precisely this idyllic childhood that makes their subsequent
history of violence all the more tragic in its totality of overwhelming destruction.
In so many ways, the context of the film’s making – the notorious filming on
location as the actual war still surrounded it – becomes another poignant factor in
interpreting the significance of the tunnel, as it can quite possibly be seen as a metaphor
for the film itself: inside the tunnel’s walls, the film is allowed to cohere and organize its
narrative, yet the chaos that surrounds it threatens to puncture through both its physical
walls and its attempts at rational narrativization. And indeed, as the striking last sequence
shows, the film is deeply rooted in the context of its making, especially in the fact that at
the very time of its making, and quite possibly in close vicinity of its production, people
were still dying in the conflict which the film attempts to depict on screen. The presence
of the dead in the last sequence thus becomes a final nod towards an acknowledgement of
this grim fact, the film’s way to possibly concede to the fact that coherent plots often
prove inadequate for representing violent war reality.

Faces in the Crowded Deep Memory
Bosnian film Grbavica was filmed ten years after the war ended, and its story is,
accordingly, situated in the postwar present which is, nevertheless, very much influenced
and burdened by the (still fresh) memories and after-effects of the war. Directed by one
of the first Bosnian female directors Jasmila Žbanić, the film went on to win the main
prize at the Berlin Film Festival. During her acceptance speech, Žbanić famously
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criticized the Serbs for failing to arrest their remaining war criminals and extradite them
to the Hague International Tribunal for war crimes in the former Yugoslavia. This
political speech did not sit well with the Serbian public, who accused Žbanić of
“unnecessarily” politicizing an awards show. As a result, Grbavica has never, to this day,
been officially shown in Republika Srpska (the predominantly Serbian part of Bosnia),
although the DVDs of the film can now be freely bought in stores. This extra-cinematic
politicizing of the film, as I argue later, does little to interfere with its poignancy in
carrying a significant amount of potential to stand as a representation of female war
trauma across ethnic lines.
In a manner of speaking, Grbavica begins where Pretty Village, Pretty Flame
ends. The war is over and we move from the battlefields and male soldiers to looking at
the difficulties of going back to life’s daily routines with a pretense of normalcy, when
this very normalcy is made impossible by the recurring traumatic memories of the war.
The erasures of death and suffering of the “Other” in Pretty Village, Pretty Flame are
reversed in Grbavica so that the latter depicts only that – post-traumatic civilian life,
mainly of women and children, in postwar Sarajevo (Grbavica of the film’s title is a
neighborhood in Sarajevo), a city which itself carries many physical war wounds across
its landscape. The film’s central characters, a single mother Esma and her twelve year-old
daughter Sara, navigate life through the wounded city, they themselves also deeply
affected by the recent atrocities and war in ways repressed by Esma, and not fully known
to Sara (she is too young to remember the war). The memory that Esma has repressed is
the story about Sara’s father. Despite Esma’s efforts to bury the traumatic memory of
what happened to her during the war, and through that repression protect both herself,
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and more importantly to her, protect her daughter, the truth eventually surfaces
nevertheless, and late in the film Sara finds out that her father is not a Muslim war hero
killed in action, as she had been led to believe, but rather an unknown Serb soldier, one of
many who raped her mother during her forced stay at one of a so-called “rape camp”
during the war.
As opposed to Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, the structure of Grbavica allows for
no flashbacks whatsoever, opting instead for a fairly linear form of storytelling which is
only occasionally, yet very importantly, punctured by significant, disorienting breaks in
the narrative. These breaks, however, do not take the form of transferring the narrative or
the characters into a different time and space (the one of trauma’s origin, as in the case of
the tunnel in Pretty Village), but rather represent more of a rupture in the present, a
puncture which does not completely break the continuity of time as much as it disrupts it
by inserting a parallel temporality which introduces the past back into the present. During
one of these breaks, for instance, Esma is commuting in a very crowded public tram
when she sees something that precipitates one of these ruptures in narrative temporality.
It is an unknown man’s chest, and especially his neck and a golden chain hanging around
it that upsets Esma, most likely, we are led to think, reminding her of one of her
numerous rapists in the camp. For a moment, Esma is paralyzed with fear and panic, and
the space around her becomes an incoherent mass of voices, faces and bodies. She then
quickly gets off the tram and is seen running through the streets of Sarajevo, attempting
to run away from such a literal, embodied reminder of trauma.
This sudden re-emergence of the traumatic memory and its literal physical
transference into the present time breaks the neat coherence of present temporality, and
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exposes trauma as a process of always “working through” the past, which is never
completely separate from the present. Indeed, as LaCapra (2003) states:
In memory as an aspect of working through the past, one is both back there and
here at the same time, and one is able to distinguish between (not dichotomize)
the two. In other words, one remembers – perhaps to some extent still
compulsively reliving or being possessed by – what happened then without losing
a sense of existing and acting now. (LaCapra, p. 212, emphasis in the text)
It could be argued that the breaks in the linear narrative flow of Grbavica
illustrate the inability to dichotomize between the present and the past more so than a
flashback structure, which to some extent always recreates more or less neat boundaries
between the “now” and the “then.” Esma’s brief paralysis and subsequent running out of
the tram illustrate the tension between existence in both temporal frames, being there and
being able to do something about it now at the same time, as inexplicably bound together
to create meaning in endlessly complicated ways.
Another example of a similar rupture in the narrative flow occurs in two
seemingly identical scenes that take place at the beginning and end of the film,
respectively. On closer inspection the two scenes differ from one another in significant
ways. The first is the opening sequence of the film, in which the camera pans across the
many faces of anonymous women sitting in a crowded room (one of the faces is Esma’s),
all somber and deep in thought, reflecting together and in silence. We later learn that this
is a support group for women who have lived through similar traumatic experiences to
Esma’s. We also learn that Esma is always a silent participant, when she is gently
rebuked for her silence by the group’s coordinator. Additionally, and tellingly, we find
out that Esma shows up for these meetings usually only on the days when women are
being given financial aid (through a humanitarian help program). Clearly then, we are led
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to believe, Esma does not believe in the usefulness of such a group, or the usefulness of
speaking up about trauma more generally. Yet, even with this knowledge of Esma’s
initial skepticism, the opening scene stands as a striking introduction into a space of deep
memory as shared by a group of anonymous, traumatized women, before the film moves
into a more conventional device of storytelling through a linear narrative progress.
Tellingly, as the camera pans across their faces, the women are silent. Perhaps this is an
instance of the film aligning itself with Esma’s point of view and acknowledging the fact
that, for many victims of trauma, speaking up often does not have the necessary
therapeutic effect that is often uncritically assigned to it.

Figure 4: The Faces of Trauma (Grbavica, Jasmila Žbanić, 2006)

And moreover, their anonymity is at the same time one of the film’s most
poignant nods towards acknowledging the prevalence of female war trauma across ethnic
lines, since the women in this sequence are not ethnically-marked and therefore not
fixated into a political narrative. Rather, the only identity marker they share is that they
are women, and that they have been traumatically injured in the war. This is one of the
film’s strongest devices that denies the coopting of gender, and particularly, of women’s
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war trauma, into a process of stabilizing ethnic divisions, precisely because this trauma in
the opening sequence of the film is always first and foremost female, regardless of what
ethnicity any of the women in the sequence might be. This approach towards subtly
representing the dialectic between the simultaneous possibility and impossibility of
expressing trauma, as well as its equally intimate and shared nature, is reflected in the
group scenes. As Mandušić claims: “In this sense the visual image is not subordinated to
the narrative but rather denies a sadistic scopic pleasure and de-objectifies the feminine
body” (p. 1, 2012). Arguably, the film’s effort to divorce gendered trauma from
becoming a building block in the formations of ethnicity was somewhat threatened by the
extra-cinematic controversies that surrounded the filmmaker’s political acceptance
speech and the Serbs’ subsequent banning of the film. I argue, however, that this is why it
became pivotal that the film itself opens up spaces of cross-ethnic spectatorial alignment
(the way demonstrated in its opening sequence) as a means to negate such politicized
positioning, by displacing it as inconsequential for the affective exchange that might take
place between the text and the spectator. This is not a guarantee, of course, as the reading
of the film might be influenced by its extra-cinematic context thusly politicized. But
neither it is guaranteed that the political controversy surrounding it would limit the
affective responses to the film either. As it stands, its “controversial” positioning may
have helped it become seen more than it would have been without the controversy
(particularly in the territories where it was officially banned, as films are viewed less and
less through these official channels anyway). And once seen, I believe that its contextual
framing as a ethnic-division driven film is at least partially displaced from the get go, as
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the opening sequence establishes a frame of reference that is decidedly non-ethnic in its
affective reach.
When an almost identical sequence occurs for the second time late in the film, it,
importantly, follows immediately after Esma’s big argument with Sara, during which
Esma tells her daughter the truth about her father. This time, when the panning shot
traveling across the faces of women in the room reaches Esma, she is crying. Then Esma
speaks up in the group for the first time. She tells the story of finding out that she was
pregnant, then unsuccessfully trying to give herself an abortion, and finally giving birth
and not wanting to look at or feed her daughter, only wanting to give her up and forget
about her existence, yet eventually turning around and learning to love her. Esma’s act of
speaking up is arguably the film’s central scene, the one in which the endlessly complex
relations between memory, and the issues around its representation and interactions with
the present, are illustrated in striking ways. After initially being skeptical about speaking
up, Esma finds that the support group is indeed the one place where she can finally do so
in ways which do not immediately assimilate her story into a mythical generalization of
the suffering of all women in which, as Young has shown, something of the individual
aura of each woman’s suffering is sacrificed in the interest of creating a more symbolic,
and less concrete, narrative of collective, politicized pain. Because in the space of the
support group Esma’s story is not more tragic, not less tragic, but simply one of many,
her story is at the same time allowed to remain private and individual, her own, instead of
being co-opted into a more general, symbolic narrative of suffering.
Yet tellingly, and quite poignantly, the act of speaking up is not treated as a
device of an ultimate, redemptive resolution of the trauma. Instead of falling into the trap
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of fetishizing speaking up as a means of achieving self-realization – that common trope
of “the culture of intelligibility-as-law” (Berlant, 2001, p. 50) – the film carefully avoids
such easy solutions by not offering a redemptive closure. Indeed, what Esma talks about
when she speaks up is only the narrative of her daughter’s coming into the world – her
story begins and ends with Sara. What happened before Sara’s conception – namely, the
rape and torture that Esma had to endure – remains an unspeakable experience to the end.
Esma’s life in the camp thus remains an elusive anti-narrative which is locked in the
domain of deep memory and therefore unable to be verbalized in coherent, linear ways.
This way, trauma is not fetishized for spectacular purposes of voyeurism. But, even
though unspeakable, it is not a completely invisible experience, as it unquestionably
comes to frame and organize Esma’s and Sara’s present in very important and undeniable
ways.
Additionally, Esma’s sharing of her story with the group is intercut with the
scenes of Sara back in their apartment, coping with the newly discovered truth about her
origin in her own way. In one earlier scene, in which Sara still does not know the truth
about her conception, she asks her mother which aspects of her physique resemble her
father the most. Caught in a difficult situation, Esma quickly answers with “Hair.
Everything else is mine.” As a direct result of this, in this later scene, and while Esma is
sharing the story of Sara’s coming into the world with the group, back in their apartment
Sara is aggressively cutting her hair, eventually shaving her head to become completely
bald. In this act of resistance towards accepting anything she might have gotten from her
(rapist) father, Sara is enacting an attempt to create a radical break with the violent nature
of her origin. Yet, that this break is not attainable in any complete form is shown through
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the outcome of Sara’s head shaving. Visually, Sara comes to embody precisely the
imagery of that which is missing in Esma’s story – her shaved head serves as a chilling
echo of the familiar imagery of a concentration camp victim, caught in a situation in
which her body is exposed as not completely her own, no matter how much she tries to
reclaim it. The unspeakable in Esma’s story thus becomes visible in Sara’s embodiment
of both their traumas.
Since Sara cannot know the extent of her mother’s trauma firsthand, her reaction
to it can be described in terms of what Hirsch (2001) has called “postmemory,” a lived
experience of a second generation of survivors, the children of those who have lived
through violence and trauma firsthand, and then passed on the consequences of living
with an “impossible” memory to the next generation. Importantly for Hirsch,
postmemory is not constructed merely through stories about the traumatic past, but often
precisely through the silences about it, and through randomly collected and discovered
artifacts which might reveal something about that past. In an important sense then,
postmemory is never complete either, never linear of fully discoverable to those who
experience it. Parts of it always remain obscure, yet always influence the present reality,
sometimes in ways unknown.
In a way, Sara’s postmemory begins long before she finds out the truth about her
origin (which only takes place close to the film’s ending). Her mother’s frequent silences,
exaggerated emotional reactions, as well as her persistent avoidance to talk about Sara’s
father, construct for Sara a reality of postmemory before she can even realize that its
presence is shaping her own existence. Frequently in the film, Sara is seen wandering the
streets of Sarajevo, with ruined buildings surrounding her, a device that invites us to draw
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parallels between the fragmented and bruised landscape of the city and Sara’s attempts to
construct a narrative of her own unknowable past from the fragments she discovers along
the way. Sara has a friend, Samir, whose father is was indeed a war hero killed in action,
and before Sara finds out that her story is different from what she was raised to believe,
she and Samir are often seen together, talking about their fathers in an attempt to make
these ghostly presences in each of their lives more concrete through the fragmented
stories they share. In one such scene, Samir brings her to a building in ruins in which he
keeps hidden a box with artifacts that used to belong to his father. The box in itself is a
literal embodiment of Samir’s postmemory, an assemblage of random object which stand
in for the absence of a coherent story. Furthermore, that this postmemory is located in the
ruins of a devastated building speaks to the dislocated and fragmentary nature of its
construction, which always threatens to collapse and lose the fragile balance that both
Sara and Samir work hard to achieve. And finally, the fact that the one object that Samir
takes out of the box to show Sara is his father’s gun, which the two of them then proceed
to happily shoot inside the ruined building, operates as a threatening reminder of the
buried history (and, inevitably, presence) of violence hidden under the wrinkles of this
postmemory, both inherited and unknowable to Sara and Samir at the same time. And
tellingly, what for Samir signifies his dead father best is the gun, and with this, we are
reminded of the more masculinist aspects of wartime reality.
This gun subsequently ends up being the literal trigger for Esma finally telling
Sara the truth – after one of Esma’s elusive answers about her father’s life, Sara points
the gun at Esma in desperation, which in turn provokes angry Esma to bluntly tell Sara
the story of who her father really was. In fact, the main conflict is caused by Esma’s
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inability to produce an official state certificate issued to the families of war heroes, a
document which would allow Sara to go on a school excursion by getting a significant
financial discount. This search for the official certificate spans throughout most of the
film and becomes a symbolic substitute for Sara’s search for her father, whose absence,
coupled with a mysterious lack of stories about him, causes great existential crisis for the
teenager. At the same time, for Esma, the certificate functions as a literal reminder of the
looming threat, a bureaucratic artifact that might (and eventually does) cause her coherent
story to rupture and explode in the final revelation of trauma which she has worked so
hard to conceal.
In Sara’s insistent quest for a reclamation of the memory of her father (before she
finds out he was not who she thought he was), she borders on what Freud (1971) has
called a state of melancholia, a means to hang on to an object-cathexis which cannot be
fully experienced because the object in question has been lost and became substituted by
a fantasy. Indeed, throughout the film, Sara tells invented stories about her father’s
bravery, in which the father becomes a larger than life figure that comes to ensure Sara’s
confident identity. In his analysis of melancholia, Freud claims that it is a state closely
linked to, and often mistaken for mourning. Yet, even though the origins of both states
might be similar (most commonly loss of a loved person or loss of an abstraction
important for one’s existence), mourning is never treated as a pathological disorder, but
rather as an inevitable process of learning to live with loss of a loved person or object.
Melancholia, on the other hand, is a pathological condition in which the person “knows
whom he has lost but not what he has lost in him” (p. 245, emphasis in the text). In effect,
melancholia is a largely unconscious state in which ego itself becomes “poor and empty”
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(p. 246), and this emptiness has to be compensated for with a fantasy object which stands
in for not knowing what exactly has been lost in a loved object.
Because Sara never knew her father, she cannot know what exactly she is
mourning. When she comes to associate her own body parts with her father (namely, her
hair), she is looking for a physical manifestation of a sense of loss in order to fill the void
that the father’s absence leaves otherwise. This void is an absence of an object that would
provide a coherent history, which Sara then partially resolves by making up stories about
her lost father’s heroism. These narratives of heroism displace Sara’s melancholia about
the loss of something she cannot know, and turn it into a form of Berlant’s cruel
optimism, a “cluster of promises” that “points to condition different from melancholia”
(p. 94). It is an affective regime different from melancholia because it is turned towards
the future, and also because it represents an attachment to an object ahead of its loss.
What Sara hadn’t lost yet at the time before she learns the truth about who her father was,
is the ability to invent the stories about his heroism. With this ability to invent such
stories, Sara is also able to solidify her own identity as an ethnically pure descendant of a
hero. The futurity thus relates, more than anything else, to the promise of who Sara would
be, especially as she assumes her identity to be firmly rooted in ethnic singularity. But as
it is with cruel forms of optimism, when she learns that her father was not only not a war
hero, but an unknown enemy soldier who raped her mother instead, Sara has no choice
but do away with the fantasy of heroism that does not, as she had assumed up until that
point, permeate her own DNA through the dead father after all. Sara’s newfound
knowledge signifies not only a dramatic break with the melancholic attachment to a
fantasy father of the past, but also a doing away with the cruel optimism about her own
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futurity, as she is revealed to be a child born out of extreme suffering and trauma, a
hybrid identity whose DNA is permeated by violence committed against her mother, but
also, quite literally, permeated by the DNA of an ethnic other. Sara’s failure, so to speak,
to maintain the fantasy of the ethnically pure, unambiguous futurity for her own
subjectivity reveals a crisis of every category that has come to inform that subjectivity up
until that point. But in a larger sense, it reveals the cruelty of optimism that maintains
heroism and ethnic purity as the only acceptable modes of existence for a child born out
of war trauma. Sara now has no choice but do away with the fantasy of who she might be.
She performs this through an act that marks the doing away literally – cutting off her hair
and shaving her head. The head shaving represents a visceral indication of change in
Sara’s formative object relation, which now transfers to her mother, embodied through
Sara’s shaved head as visually evocative of a concentration camp victim. The object that
defines their history is revealed to be simultaneously the foundation of the mother’s
traumatic past and the daughter’s traumatic postmemory.
Yet, the act of Esma and Sara facing some of the reality of their traumatic past
does not mean that trauma gets resolved and put to rest through closure. By the end of the
film, the two of them have barely spoken since the revelation, the only affectionate and
hopeful gesture between them occurring in the film’s final moments, as Sara’s school bus
is driving away, taking her and her schoolmates on that long-planned excursion (Sara
never got the discount offered to the families of war heroes, but instead, Esma’s female
friends at a factory all chipped in to collect enough money for Sara to go, in one of the
film’s most movingly understated depictions of female solidarity). As a sad-looking
Esma looks on, Sara raises her hand and waves, to give her mother the much wanted
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recognition, a gesture that makes Esma’s face turn into a happy smile as she starts to
wave enthusiastically. This gentle, silent scene marks the beginning of a process of the
joint “working through” for the mother and daughter, who now have to find a way to both
remember and forget the trauma in equal parts, never fully able to achieve either.
Strikingly, this scene reminds us that not every form of optimism is cruel, and that there
might be a way in which Esma and Sara will find a way to make peace with the fact that
they were both constituted by trauma, since that trauma now connects them more than
divides them. Furthermore, the gentle hints of attainable optimism about the future
between the mother and the daughter point to a larger cluster of promises (to use
Berlant’s phrase, but not her suggestion that such clusters need be cruel in the failure of
optimism), towards the futurity where the trauma of gendered violence against women
might not remain only a crippling form of silent suffering, but also a thread that
permeates ethnic divisions, and connects regardless of where such arbitrary divisions are
placed at any one point in time.

Loss, Absence, and Attainable Optimism
When loss is an organizing principle of being in the world (as the postwar reality
has proved to largely be burdened by coping with various forms of loss), some kind of
optimism eventually becomes developed to compensate for the present feeling of
emptiness by attaching itself to the hopeful affect of awaiting for fulfillment in the future.
Whether that optimism necessarily turns out to be cruel is a different matter, but
important in the way in which optimistic attachments might permeate the films I discuss
here differently. In Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, optimistic attachments seemed to mainly
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be organized around Milan’s attempts to remain subsumed within the ideological
formations that use gender, among other things, as a way to stabilize (and stereotype)
ethnicity on the way of creating the mythical ethnic Other, the ultimate enemy. When the
promise of such a larger-than-life enemy figure is proved to be unattainable, and the
Other exposed as merely human, Milan turn to the Bogeyman to deposit inconsistencies
and unresolvable questions. In Grbavica, optimism functions differently, and initially
relates to Sara’s attachment to the lost father as a way to create a cluster of promises
optimistically angled towards her own futurity. When that optimism fails her, Sara turns
to her mother, and the promise of their mutual affective re-attaching, so to speak, reveals
a different kind of optimism yet, one that need not be necessarily cruel. That hint of
attainable optimism is an important moment to note, as it represents an affective instance
within which optimistic attachments do not necessarily fail as a general rule, but instead
might reveal a potential for a more sustained maintenance of promise.
In the third film I discuss in this chapter, Aida Begić’s Snow (Snijeg, 2008),
optimistic attachments – both attainable and unattainable – are exposed as affective
regimes that play a pivotal role in post-traumatic coping (and quite often cruelly so). As
Cynthia Simmons (2012) claims, one of the key premises that guides Begić’s film is that
facing the truth about atrocities is pivotal for the region’s future.7 The story of the film
spans over several days in 1997 (two years after the Bosnian war had ended), and takes
place in a tiny Muslim village of Slavno somewhere in Eastern Bosnia, a place populated
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Simmons: ''A slice of the women of Slavno’s life in the aftermath gives visual
representation to small stories of recovery and individual paths toward the discovery of
the truth—that first step on the path toward reconciliation.” (Kino Kultura: “Women
Engaged in Postwar Bosnian Film”, 2012)
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by women for the most part, since men and boys, as we slowly discover, had all been
taken away during the war and were never heard from again (the only male members of
the village community are the imam Mehmed, and an orphan boy he takes care of, Ali).
The film’s central character is a young widow Alma, who lives with her mother-in-law as
they quietly share grief over the loss of their husband and son. The absence that the
disappearance of male family members creates is experienced on a daily basis by the
village residents, who live in a tightly knit community whose familial relations are
unclear and ultimately irrelevant for understanding the story. What is important is that
they are bound together through loss, as well as through hope that their loss, so
ephemeral and undefined and yet so deeply felt and definitive of their postwar lives, will
become resolved in some way – either by the men’s safe return, or at the very least by the
discovery of their remains.
Critically, Snow does not approach the representation of trauma in purely realistic
ways, but also contains a couple of notable instances of magic realism as well. The first
such instance concerns the boy Ali, whose hair keeps mysteriously growing long
overnight every time it is cut short. To the villagers, this does not seem like such an
unusual occurrence, but rather a sign that Ali “got scared” again. Quite possibly, the
growing of Ali’s hair is connected to the fact of his survival, as it is hinted that the boy
was not taken away by the Serb soldiers because he was mistaken for a girl. Begić herself
has stated that this motif of gender misidentification as a way of survival has been
inspired by a real life story of her friend who survived precisely because of his long hair.8
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TIFF 08: ''A Q&A with Aida Begic'': http://twitchfilm.com/2008/09/tiff08-snijegsnowqa-with-aida-begi.html
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But Ali’s hair growth also signals the impossibility of that survival, as his trauma is
literally lodged in his body and takes control of his physical appearance. This motif of
hair and its cutting and growing connects Ali to Sara from Grbavica, as both children
attempt to come to terms with the ways in which trauma inscribes itself of the body and
marks it in permanent ways. In both cases, the children cut their hair in an attempt to shed
trauma from their bodies, thus refusing to be entirely sublimated within its confines.
The devastating loss that the village community had endured becomes so
formative of their everydayness that the film meticulously depicts a process of loss
turning into an absence, the latter being the more irresolvable variation of the former. The
key distinction between loss and absence, according to LaCapra (1999), is that loss is
rooted in the process of mourning for something specific, and can therefore bring “the
possibility of engaging trauma and achieving a reinvestment in, or a re-cathexis of, life
that allows one to begin again” (p. 713), whereas absence becomes rooted in melancholia,
a pathological state of mourning for an abstraction, in which, as Freud states, the ego
itself becomes empty. For the women in the village, the loss of men cannot be maintained
at the level of loss and specificity, because the not-knowing of what happened to the men,
whether they are dead or alive, and most importantly, where their dead or alive bodies are
located, makes it impossible for the mourning to be rooted in anything concrete and
specific, and therefore loss turns into an absence, a phantom state that is marked by a
persistent state of melancholia. This melancholia becomes formative of the women’s
lives so much so that everything in their day to day activities seems to be geared towards
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sheer survival, while any form of affirmative affect is suspended until they are finally
able to know what happened to their men.
The impulse to know, the desire to have the knowledge gap filled, presents a a
rare instance of enthusiasm that the film allows for: throughout their deprived existence,
the women remain hopeful that some day, sooner or later, they will find out what
happened to their men, and where the men are located. The insistence on the where marks
a desire to transform absence back into loss by attaching it to something concrete: the
men’s bodies, whatever state those bodies might be in. The film’s depiction of the
optimism that the women maintain about the prospects of knowing is one of its most
devastating aspects, because it is understood from the beginning, by the spectator as well
as the characters on screen (regardless of the fact that some of the women refuse to admit
it) that this optimism is always already cruel (in Berlant’s sense of the word), and that
whenever the women do find out what happened to their men, the state of things as they
had been before the war is never going to be restored, the promise of happiness always a
failed promise.
And indeed, the women eventually do find out, but not before some events shake
up their monotonous everydayness in the village, most notably in the form of arrival of a
Serb, Miro, from the neighboring village, who is accompanied by a wealthy foreigner
looking to buy off the village properties for development of corporate projects (of a
vague kind). The women are torn about whether they should sell their properties and
move somewhere else, or stay in their village (what if the men return and the women are
not there, some of them ask?). But more than the dilemma about selling or not selling
their property, what disrupts the peaceful veneer of their everydayness is the arrival of a
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Serbian man, as it is Serbian soldiers who took away the women’s husbands, fathers and
sons away. First they tiptoe around Miro’s presence but slowly, some of them become
increasingly agitated and eager to ask him if he knew anything about what had happened
to their family members. When first asked, Miro assures the women that he did not
participate in the actions they wanted to know about, but still, the unease around his
presence does not let off, as the women are faced, for the first time since their men
disappeared, with the presence of someone from the ethnic group that took their men
away. They insist that he must know something. And this insistence attaches directly to
the workings of their melancholia shaped in absence: the specific, historical trauma of
their men’s disappearance has turned into what LaCapra calls structural trauma, a nonconcrete, trans-historical form of trauma that becomes formative of reality to begin with.
In other words, because the women are denied knowledge of what happened, their
mourning is unable to take any specific form and is thus turned into absence in which the
trauma of losing loved ones is not just something that happened to them, but becomes
formative of who they are. And by extension, when they are so defined by the fact that
they lost – and particularly through not knowing how and why they lost – the women
cannot see past the visiting Serb’s ethnic identity, as they come to equate him, as well as
an entire ethnic group, with the knowledge that is so unattainable to them. To the women,
Miro cannot not be the bearer of the knowledge that they strive to obtain, as he belongs to
that (ethnic) Otherness an understanding of which has been shaped through the structural
trauma that has come to define the women’s loss. The abject, harmful Otherness thus
formed knows what happened because its totality is responsible for it.
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And the film plays with our expectations by hinting that there might be a dash of
the irrational in the women’s obsession with whether Miro knows. But then, just as we
start to believe him that he doesn’t know anything, heavy rain starts to fall and coupled
with his car breaking down, causes Miro to extend his stay in the village. This prolonged
stay seems to take its toll on Miro, and in one of the film’s central scenes, when he comes
face to face with Ali, Miro suddenly blurts out something about the men being taken into
the Blue Cave. And with that, suddenly, a place is suggested, a “where” to which
mourning could finally become attached. The women go to the cave and find the remains
of their men, but the camera does not follow them there. Rather, the spectator stays
behind, and this approach to representing atrocities yet again speaks to the impossibility
of representing trauma head on, as well as to the film’s refusal to sensationalize violence
for the sake of voyeurism. Importantly, the women’s visit to the Blue Cave represents
another instance in which the film makes use of magic realism. Before they get to the
cave, the women have to cross a pond, and here one of them, Fatima, spreads the carpet
that she has been weaving throughout the film, and this carpet makes the trip to the cave
almost magical, up in the air. This way, the path to facing trauma is shown as always
partial surreal, fantastical, and not just purely rooted in realism.
Magic realism thus becomes one of the key ways of approaching trauma, as literal
realism is shown to be inadequate to encapsulate the entire spectrum of trauma’s affective
consequences. The sheer realism is countered by the elements of nature itself, as water,
wind, rain and the snow from the film’s title frames the reality of the film in a way in
which the nature itself becomes fused with loss and pain, not separate from it. The fog
that descends on the village when Miro and the foreigner Marc visit signals the vague,
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suspicious future that their corporate deal would offer. The rain that follows the fog
brings out the truth, as it forces Miro to come clean. The snow itself starts falling when
the women enter the Blue Cave, as it represents a metaphysical reminder that facing
trauma can often happen only under the guise of a somewhat surreal removal that
subsumes the elements of nature itself.
After they find the remains, finally able to bury the bodies of their loved ones and
return their loss into a process of mourning. Being able to perform a proper burial is
significant in the restoration of mourning because, as LaCapra claims, “through mourning
and at the very least symbolic provision of a proper burial, one attempts to assist in
restoring to victims the dignity denied them by their victimizers” (p. 713). This
observation becomes important beyond the boundaries of a cinematic text because it
points to a pivotal truth about the process of postwar coping, especially in societies where
reconciliation between the different sides in the conflict remains a challenge, as it does in
Bosnia. What Snow so effectively shows is that the unresolved melancholia, caused by
the lack of knowing what happened, forces trauma to become an unattached entity that
cannot be resolved, structural to such an extent as to become formative of identity, which
in turn, cannot escape perpetuating ethnic prejudice precisely because any sense of
trauma’s resolution is lacking. This perpetuation of divisions can be resolved only when
atrocities are admitted to and made concrete and locatable, as it is only then that trauma
too can become located within a specific place and event, and mourning thus allowed to
be anchored into a concrete loss, not an abstraction. This way, the loss does not become a
device for a perpetuation of divisions (the way that absence does), but is instead allowed
an attachment to the specifics of what happened. With this, reconciliation does not
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become a guarantee, but it does become a lot more plausible, as the mourning attached to
knowing is able to change and transform itself into something eventually ever so hopeful
much more than the melancholia attached to not-knowing.
In more ways than one, Snow is about clusters of promises attached to optimism –
optimism here being marked as one of the most prominent affects that permeates
posttraumatic existence. In one iteration, as it relates to the melancholia and the notknowing of what happened to the missing family members, that optimism is cruel
because as much as the women remain hopeful that the men would one day return alive,
that expectation proves to be a cruel promise, since the men have been dead all along.
Another form of cruel optimism can be traced in the narrative of a foreign investor
attempting to buy off the village in its entirety. He promises, quite literally, a better future
for the women, one detached from the physical space of their trauma. And some women
get quite involved in this promise of displacement-as-relief, but eventually, as the truth
about their men surfaces, the village comes to a unified stand about not selling out after
all. Now that the women know what had happened to their men, they decide to stay in the
village as an act of defiance and survival, their existence slowly becoming detached from
that absence of knowing that marked their postwar years. Their melancholia can finally
become transformed into a process of mourning the remains of their loved ones –
concrete, material. The concretization of trauma is imposed by film’s chronotope as well:
the events take place in eastern Bosnia (which was the site of the Srebrenica massacre),
and they develop over the course of a week in 1997 (two years after the war), with each
day clearly demarcated with intertitles. The key premise of this concretization is that the
face of trauma is female, and that the woman carries the burden of post-conflict
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reconciliation and healing to the greatest extent. But that premise is further nuanced by
the representation of everyday life in its complexity, as the women are depicted as
members of a subtle network of solidarity and mutual care. Their lives are permeated by
sadness and loss, but by humor and optimism as well.9
This optimism particularly attaches to Alma, who maintains that the women’s
future is in the village, and that their pickles and other produce would eventually feed
“half of Bosnia.” Early on in the film, Alma meets a young trucker Hamza, who promises
to come to the village and buy off their entire supply of produce for distribution. When he
does not show up on a set day, Alma’s hopes get deflated. But in the film’s closing
moments, an attainable form of optimism yet again emerges as Hamza finally shows up
and thus the promise of a developing a small business gets reignited. And with this,
Alma’s optimism proves to be attainable, and a door opened for a new cluster of affective
attachments for the women in the village, one turned to a productive future, and quite
literally so. This motif of a self-attainable productive future functions as the film’s anticapitalist stance as well. Turning down the offer to be paid off by a wealthy foreign
corporation, the women turn to a small local business as a way of providing for a brighter
future for themselves. But this turn to a potential of a local business and growth proves to
be an important element of post-conflict healing from trauma as well, as the microeconomy of self-sufficiency offers a promise of the more attainable optimism for all of
Bosnia. At the very end of the film, we see a brief scene of Slavno some time in 1998,
and it appears that optimism has turned into concrete results: next to the graves in which
9

Begić herself describes the women who lost loved ones during the war, and whom she
met while she researched the film, as “full of life” and “strong.”
(http://twitchfilm.com/2008/09/tiff08-snijeg-snowqa-with-aida-begi.html)
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their love ones are buried, we see Hamza’s car (signaling his continued presence), and
building material, presumably all signals of the rebuilding of the village itself, and of the
community that lives in it.

Figure 5: The Optimism of Self-Sufficiency (Snow, Aida Begić, 2008)

With its traverse from the abstract absence back to a concrete loss, Snow moves in
a different direction from Pretty Village and Grbavica. The latter two start off with the
concrete only to argue that there is importance to be found in the non-verbalized, nonlocatable, irresolvable deep memory. In Snow, the process goes in the opposite direction,
where lack of resolution is all the women in the film initially have, and since it is such a
non-concrete entity, they have to obtain something more concrete with which to anchor
their post-traumatic coping, and especially their mourning. And while these three films
are moving in different directionalities along the scale of concrete to abstract with respect
to trauma, all three prove the importance of the interplay between both (as Friedlander
argued historical emplotment should be done), since it is only then that a hopeful form of
understanding – of what happened, and of the pain of Other – can be allowed to take
(literal) place.
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What is important to consider here is the films’ positioning when it comes to the
question of gender and the politics that surround it. For the reasons I have described,
Pretty Village is decidedly positioned as a film about men, yet one that also offers
poignant commentary on the absences of female experiences from the masculinist spaces
of warfare. Grbavica and Snow, on the other hand, are films about women, as they
reverse the formula and put female experience to the fore, delegating men into the
category of absence. This reversal is undoubtedly tied to the fact that the latter two films
take place in the aftermath of war. While the warfare itself is shown to be an almost
exclusively male domain within which there is little to no room for articulating the plight
of women, the postwar phase seems to here be the exact opposite – a decidedly female
domain of coping, exacerbated with the absence of the men who so dominated the time of
war itself. While a certain form of traditional gender fixity might be assumed to inform
this taxonomy of men dominating war and women dominating the affective post-conflict
domain of coping, there is nevertheless an important insight into the workings of gender
hetero/normativity to be observed here, one that is closely linked to the establishment of
not only gender, but also ethnicity. For, it is precisely through the prism of the gendered
nature of injury and loss that the characters in all three films are positioned as
traumatized in various ways. Be it through sons losing their mothers (Pretty Village),
daughters losing their fathers (Grbavica), or women losing their entire male side of
families (Snow) it is always the process of one gender subjectivity losing its
heteronormatively positioned opposite that frames trauma in these films. Furthermore,
this gendered prism of trauma then provides a pathway towards stabilizing ethnic
identities as such, as the hero of Pretty Village is pushed into militant radicalism only
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after his mother is killed, or the women in Snow into inability to see past the fact that
someone in their midst is ethnically a Serb and so on. This link between gendered trauma
and the production of ethnicity proves to be a powerful mechanism by which divisions
can be reiterated. Yet, as I have shown, these three films do not stop at this nexus of the
production of the ethnic Other, but rather insist on exposing these mechanisms that
produce the Other as fraught, problematic, and ultimately futile reiterations of division.
The potential of that insistence is enormous, and as I argue in my conclusion below,
offers a hopeful pathway towards the culture of coping that does not eradicate, but rather
empathizes with difference.

Film and The Potential for Sustained Empathy
Caruth’s astute observation that there must be something to the recurring nature of
repressed traumatic memory and the way it informs and structures history should figure
prominently in any discussion of cinema’s role in such processes. It has been established
by many film theorists (Mulvey, 1975, Modleski, 1984) that a film taps into the
spectators’ unconscious desires by providing pathways to identification with the objects
on screen, whose stories in turn move the viewer in often ideologically-driven ways (a
process which does not preclude, on the other hand, the so-called “aberrant” readings
which go against the ideological grain). What effect does a filmic text have if such
spectatorial mechanism of identification is interpolated with Caruth’s observations about
trauma, memory and history, especially when it comes to those films representing
catastrophe, war and atrocities? I argue that in the specific context of representing war
and atrocities through cinema, film can play an important (and often overlooked) role in
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assisting the necessarily sanitized standardization of history that accompanies any attempt
at narrativization of trauma (Hughes-Warrington, 2007). On the other hand, however,
cinema’s role does not necessarily have to always be a vehicle of mere erasure or
simplification through repression. Quite the contrary, I argue that the films discussed
here, while at times ideologically driven and occasionally linear and non-disruptive in
their narrativization of trauma and catastrophe, nevertheless offer fleeting glimpses of
deep memory – which, because of its instability and incoherence, cannot be assimilated
by ideology – and this unstable memory, in turn, disturbs and ruptures some of the
cohesion achieved through repression/erasure.
Friedlander’s call for acknowledging the instability of deep memory rests on his
suggestion that a balance between both types of memory be found in the process of
writing history. Instead of seeing film as always necessarily contributing to the
(questionable) popular common memory, more attention needs to be paid to the way
cinema often does exactly what Friedlander stated the writing of history should be based
on: the balancing between common and deep memories in ways which would articulate
the ongoing dialectic between. I contend that Pretty Village, Pretty Flame, Grbavica and
Snow all represent precisely that kind of fragile balance between the two types of
memory as attached to the history-in-the-making, albeit in different ways. What the films
show through their treatment of collective memory and its ephemeral but persistent
interruptions by deep memory, is that the memory work informed by erasure and logical,
coherent narrativization, cannot ever be completely attainable, even when it is seen as
necessary for “therapeutic” or “healing” purposes. The films show that “working
through” is an ongoing process marked by a perpetual balancing between language and
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breaking down of language, between the representable and the unrepresentable, between
the redemptive and the anti-redemptive.
LaCapra has asserted that so-called testimonial art (in which he includes film),
produces “experimental, gripping, and risky symbolic emulation of trauma in what might
be called traumatized or posttraumatic writing” (p. 221). This emulation, in turn, acts
performatively towards opening itself up for the spectator’s “empathic unsettlement” –
i.e. the kind of empathy that does not allow for full identification with a victim’s story,
but rather leaves room for reflection and anti-closure. Indeed, Caruth has claimed that
there is something to literary and fictional accounts of trauma which proves to be more
productive in settling for non-resolutions than the realist, historically accurate attempts at
representing trauma seem to be. I have argued here that these three quite different films
about the Bosnian war both represent a kind of “posttraumatic writing,” in which
empathy can be allowed to become the orienting affective regime through which reading
may take place. The films’ representations of the process of working through the trauma
by losing oneself in it unhinges each cinematic text from firm ethnic identifications, since
such processes cut across ethnic, national, and other lines of division. Each film performs
the notion that working through trauma is an ongoing process marked by a perpetual
balancing between language and breaking down of language, between the representable
and the non-representable, between the redemptive and the anti-redemptive, and between
that which can be remembered and that which is inaccessible to memory, on any one side
of an ideological split.
Consistently in the three films I discussed here, the cluster of promises that the
world would prove to be simple, orderly and tidy, and that the suffering would be
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redeemed as somehow deeply meaningful is proved to be falsely, cruelly optimistic. The
promise of redemption is most often unattainable, or exposed as an ideological tool itself.
In a way, redemption is the cruelest form of optimism, since the deep memory of trauma
persistently exposes it as a utopian fantasy rather than a plausible, attainable reality. Yet
not everything is hopeless and pessimistic in absence of redemption. While the tools that
code the promise of redemption – and those include the appropriation of gender towards
not only the maintenance of ethnic divides, but towards the constitution of ethnicity itself
– are exposed as such, their existence does not become meaningless altogether. Indeed,
the role of gender in the process by which ethnic identity is discursively formed can be
redirected in such a way so that both categories are displaced from their fixity in
ideology. The films discussed here demonstrate this in different ways – yet each by
attaching gender and ethnicity to the question of what it means to be traumatized, and
how trauma not only displaces the stability of the categories that might have precipitated
it, but also how it becomes constitutive of the new ways of approaching the question of
self and other, be it in gender or ethnic terms, or at those points where the nexus of the
two creates our understanding of what it means to survive. That understanding might
create a form of optimism significant to hold on to, if for nothing else, than for its
promise of deeper empathy towards an Other. But this potential for empathy, instead of
being a romanticized vision of the possibilities of affective connection simply through
exposure to the stories of others (as that romanticized possibility is not a guarantee),
should instead be viewed more as a pathway towards a spectatorial alignment that does
not guarantee optimistic attachments to homogenous nations or ethnic groups alone.
Quite the contrary, this potential for a sustained form of empathy towards a different
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other opens a space for an understanding that the promise of a nation is most commonly a
failed promise.
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CHAPTER 3
HAPPILY SICK:
TRAUMA, NATION, AND QUEER AFFECT

When the war is over, the different ethnic groups will like each
other again, but they will always hate gays.
and
In the Balkans, it is easier to have a family member who is a
murderer than a fag.
- Kenan (Go West)
If we give you, fags and lesbians, human rights, they everyone else
will ask for them too.
- Police chief (Parada)

In this chapter I look at the mechanisms through which queer cultural production
can engage in the establishment of affective regimes by which to deny the primacy of
heteronormative responses to trauma. By doing so, the queer texts discussed here
intervene into the process in which the performance of post-traumatic coping is made
public only for those citizens who successfully reproduce, literally and figuratively, the
ideal heterosexual body. I argue that post-Yugoslav queer-themed films – for instance,
Serbia’s Marble Ass (Želimir Žilnik, 1997) and Take a Deep Breath (Dragan Marinković,
2004), Croatia’s Fine Dead Girls (Dalibor Matanić, 2002), and Bosnia’s Go West
(Ahmed Imamović, 2005) – establish a regime in which queer emotions are put into
cultural circulation in a way that stages an intervention into the normativized affective
economies with which to organize one’s material response to trauma. I call the films
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discussed here queer-themed rather then simply queer, because it is questionable whether
they are examples of what might be viewed as consistently alternative, queer vision of
reality. While it is difficult, if not impossible, to delineate a boundary which would
separate ‘legitimately’ queer texts from those that are not (as those delineations inevitably
imply normativizations of various sorts), I would posit here that of the four films
discussed here, Marble Ass comes closest to being deemed queer and not just queerthemed, because of its insistently provocative alternate vision both in terms of content
and form (whereas the other three films are much more conventional in both aspects), as
well as the fact that Marble Ass uses actors/performers who identify as queer outside of
the boundaries of the film, not just within it (the latter is the predominant case with the
other three films), thus not relegating the presence of queerness within the limiting
frames of the film only.
No matter how mutually different, all these queer-themed films work on
dissecting negative emotions – hate and shame in particular – in order to expose the
mechanisms with which these affects do not circulate in isolation, but are articulated to a
number of ideologically-slanted processes that insist on the purity of the national body,
rid of its unwanted deviations (under which cloak the Other is always included). As
Ahmed (2004) has claimed, hate provides an affective economy often circulated with
intention to achieve the ideal of national purity, whereby intolerance of the Other is
disguised as love for the nation. Shame, on the other hand, is often located with those
being hated – here with queer subjects who are expected to be ashamed for failing to
follow the well-trodden heterosexual paths with which to help reinforce the vitality of the
national body. Yet Marble Ass, Take a Deep Breath, Fine Dead Girls and Go West all
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articulate, in different measure, post-traumatic affect in a way that dislocates these
regimes of normalizing hate and imposing shame, by performing a reversal of sorts, in
which queer affect is, paradoxically, seen as the only productively affirmative response to
trauma. By doing so, I argue, the films stage an effective intervention into assumptions
that queer bodies are firmly attached to the notions of “unproductivity.” Here, affirmative
queer affect is stickier, and therefore more productive, than the shame that queers are
expected to feel, or the hate that is directed at them. The vitality of a queer response to
trauma – a process not linear in its nature, since ‘queer’ is always already imbued with an
archive of trauma in the process of becoming itself (Cvetkovich, 2001) – works then to
challenge the normativity of the affective economies in which to be queer is to be denied
the affirmation that comes with the more widely generative response to trauma. In these
films, the opposite might be true: queering the public discourses around the affective
responses to trauma might be the way to productively divorce that trauma from being
drowned in the ideology that forces bodies to perform as building blocks for a healthy
nation. In other words, being ‘sick’ might be the more affirmative way to be.

Ethno-Nations and Health
After the break up of Yugoslavia, it became not uncommon for the newly formed
nation states of the region to assess their national strength through the metaphors of
health (Žarkov, 2007). This is not unusual, since nations are often talked about as bodies:
the national body is treated as comprised of a finite number of policed particles, and the
health of the collective body depends on the health of each separate particle. It is an
assemblage of sorts, one that interpellates its citizens into an affective economy within
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which emotional investment into the well being of a nation plays a crucial role in the
maintenance of the health of the said collective national body.
For several countries in the region, and particularly Croatia and Serbia, this
national health is most prominently organized around the question of purity – most
notably ethnic purity (as various aspects of the war – and particularly ethnic cleansing –
revealed quite blatantly). The region’s bloody ethnic wars of the past two decades
brought about an almost hysterical insistence on the complete overlap between nation and
ethnicity: in order to be a healthy nation, the ethnic group that comprised it had to be rid
of any foreign bodies that might compromise its purity. Because of that, in this
dissertation I often refer to the region’s ethno-nations instead of simply nations, to bring
to the fore the ideology by which a nation has to comprise of one pure ethnicity. Ethnic
identity, however, is not the only measure by which the well-being of a nation is
measured. As has been claimed before, most notably by Puar (2007), the discourses
around ethno-national purity are never separated from the kin discourses of healthy
reproductive national bodies, heteronormativity and sexual propriety. Indeed, in her
insightful book about the Yugoslav wars, Žarkov (2007) shows how sexuality and gender
were used during the wars to manufacture ethnicity as a normative path towards an
ideologically interpellated identity.
The emphasis on the question of ethno-national health is, also, closely tied to
another important vector in the equation that comprises post-conflict collective national
bodies as such: that of a collective, as well as individual trauma, the two never fully
separated from one another. In the post-conflict national discourses of the region, trauma
becomes a commodity allowed to some and denied to others (or as Ahmed (2010) would
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say, it sticks to some bodies more than others): the question of who gets to claim a
traumatized existence becomes a political tool of the ideologically assigned roles
designated to reaffirm that the ethno-nation arose as a result of the suffering of the always
pure national victims, who sacrificed the sovereignty of their bodies for the sake of the
health of the collective ethno-national body.
In the cinematic texts that I consider here, all of the above mentioned factors
function, to a differing extent, as a backdrop against which a reversal of sorts takes place,
and one which pits these films as rather provocative texts that dare to turn the ideology of
ethno-national purity on its head. Through a reversal, the films show that what is
considered healthy about a nation might, in fact, be a pathology that denies a proliferation
of any kind of alternative to the strictly ethno-nationalized way of being in the world.
And furthermore, the same reversal that the films perform recasts the very illnesses that a
healthy national body is trying to defend itself from, as the only affirmative modes of
existence. Through an affective turn that they engage in, the films make the narratives of
illness sticky (again, in Ahmed’s sense) in a way that becomes affirmative in its creation
of an alternative, queer temporality and spatial economy, one temporarily unhinged from
the confines of ethno-nationality.
This becomes particularly important when the contexts in which the films are
made and primarily function in are brought into consideration. The post-breakup region
of the former Yugoslavia is still fraught with tensions that arise from the compulsive
insistence of the resulting ethno-national hegemonies to separate themselves from their
newly neighboring nation states. But even further than their local/ized applicability as
subversively sticky objects, the films offer a broader insight into the workings of the
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assemblages that come to define our understandings of who gets to claim citizenship,
under what circumstances, and in what relation to trauma. To that end, the films explore
the question of what the point of entry into citizenship is for those whose relation to the
trauma of national existence (Cvetkovich, 2003) is available only at a slant, if it is
available at all.
Croatia’s Fine Dead Girls is delivered in a paranoid format of a horror film not
unlike some of the most disturbing Polanski films that deal with the invasions of the body
and of the psyche – most notably, Rosemary’s Baby and The Tenant. In Fine Dead Girls,
a lesbian couple who is at the center of the story, as well as at the center of the
spectatorial identification (incidentally, another aspect of the movie that performs a
reversal – queer subjects are not only looked at, they are identified with), finds itself
cornered, both literally and figuratively, by the walls of the building that they live in, and
where virtually all other tenants engage in pathological forms of policing the behavior of
others. That this building, with its oppressive walls and dark and menacing rooms, stands
in as a metaphor of the totality of the national body becomes obvious as soon as the
spectrum of the inhabitants of the building is brought to light. There is an abusive war
veteran who waves the new ethno-nation’s flag, suffers from PTSD and abuses his wife
and children, and there is a senior citizen and a former communist party member who is
keeping the body of his dead wife in the apartment, refusing to let her go, presumably out
of fear of letting go of past life, one he had before the break up of his socialist former
country.
Other tenants – a young prostitute, a doctor who illegally performs abortions on
young girls and catholic nuns alike, and our lesbian couple – are all under the strict
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surveillance of the menacing landlady who takes it upon herself to intrude into
everyone’s business in rather aggressive ways. That the landlady’s husband and son are
often impotent observers of the exercises of the surveying power she has is an insightful
commentary on the nature of gendered mechanisms at play. Rather than subscribing to
the well-established polarity between masculine as active and feminine as passive, the
dynamics here are quite the reverse, to the extent where, as Marko Dumančić (2011)
observes, virtually all “heterosexual male characters are chronically incapable of
assuming patriarchal roles.” And with the case of the landlady in particular, the film
offers a rather poignant commentary on the role of the mother in the process of ethnonation-building, who here does not act as a metaphor of a passive territory to be claimed
(as women often discursively function in relation to nations), but instead acts as an active
enforcer and reproducer of the standards to which citizens need to be held accountable.
The mother’s role is reproductive after all, but reproduction has more to do with the
maintenance of national/ist ideology that insists on the policing of standards, rather than
with biology. The mother, here an agent of ethno-nationalist ideology, a stand in for the
state itself, acts as a castrating force, and even though she tries, she fails to instill the
much-desired phallic power into her son, save for the pathological form it finally takes
towards the end of the film, when her son rapes Iva, one half of our lesbian couple.
But before that violent invasion of Iva’s body, and before an escalation of
violence that follows the rape, and in which Iva’s partner Mare ultimately loses her life,
the lesbian couple moves into the building with hopes of finding a safe space with even a
pretense of privacy. That they ultimately find a violent invasion of their bodily
sovereignty, as well as surveillance at every corner, is an oppressively poignant reminder
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that try as they might, they cannot escape the insistent policing that the collective ethnonational body performs on the particles that comprise its collective organism. And even
though pathology is detected in virtually every other tenant of the building – from
domestic abuse, PTSD, necrophilia, crime, and so on – it is the lesbian couple that needs
to be eradicated, because their affirmative love does not contribute towards the stultifying
health of the ethno-nation state, the way that the hate and intolerance on the part of the
other tenants do. Indeed, Ahmed has shown how hate is often the prime organizing affect
of a nation. This hate is disguised as love for the nation, but in actuality it is hate towards
Others, those who threaten the nation’s health achieved through purity. Iva and Mare,
arguably the only tenants capable of an affirmative form of loving, become objects of
hate for others, because lesbian love here cannot be interpellated into the affective
economy that contributes towards ethno-national ideology. If it could, perhaps we would
talk about what Puar (2007) calls homonationalism, but as it is the case here, Fine Dead
Girls offers a vision of ethno-national ideology that has not (yet!) figured out a way to
interpellate same-sex love within its ranks. Instead, same sex love needs to be eradicated
at the expense of maintaining the sanctioned forms of pathology intact.

Figure 6: The Eye of the Nation Oversees Desire (Fine Dead Girls, Dalibor Matanić, 2002)
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All that I’ve claimed about the film so far could probably be true of many queer
texts that inspect the intersections of nation, sexuality and ideology. But Fine Dead Girls
does more than inspect this position; it insists on a spectatorial alignment with the queer
subjects on screen, and in such a way that one is compelled to read those who consider
themselves, and are considered by others, as “normal” members of ethno-nation, as
dysfunctional, violently, and oppressively confined individuals instead.
Iva in particular is the central character who we as spectators are invited to align
with, since it is her flashbacks that recall the events that transpire in the building. Very
importantly, through this line of identification, a great number of problematic discourses,
whereby the channels of spectatorial alignment can traditionally go only through bodies
that are recognizable in their sanctioned subjectivity as proper citizens, is being undone.
To understand the full effect of this, one needs to know that Fine Dead Girls came out
after a decade of regime-supported films that acted as poorly disguised vehicles of
justification of the nationalist ideology disseminated in Croatia during the 1990s. And
then suddenly, to have a lesbian girl as a central subjectivity whose body is violated at the
hand of those, elsewhere very affirmatively coded proper citizens, is a political move
whose provocative effects cannot be overlooked. The reversal that is performed does the
work of unmasking the nation as a violent organism whose vitality needs to be
perpetually maintained through acts that show that the nation will not tolerate those
elements whose actions do not contribute towards the vitality of the national body. This
way, the film puts quotation marks around the very notions of health and purity, and
exposes them as discursive constructs, and not some pure states outside of the
ideologically-informed economy of (not-)belonging. In other words, what it means to be
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sick, versus what it means to be healthy, is here always already discursively imbued with
the ideology of ethno-national/ist exclusions.
In her criticism of the film, Mima Simić (2006) has argued that Fine Dead Girls is
not only a decidedly non-queer film, but that it also represents a problematic affirmation
of the patriarchal, heteronormative gaze, among other things, through the fact that the
more active lesbian of the two has to be punished by death at the end of the film. Simić
further argues that the film's insistence on making the building where the lesbian couple
lives a metaphor for the entire nation provides a space for dismissal of any overt
inspection of the question of sexuality in and of itself, since that question is always
already a stand in for the question of the state of the nation. While it is certainly true that
the film insists on the reading in which the viewer is hyper-aware of the nation metaphor,
Simić's critique assumes a separation of sorts, in which sexuality is not an element always
already inscribed in the norms of national belonging. Opposite of Simić’s critique, I
argue that Fine Dead Girls' insistence on the metaphor of the nation through the lens of a
lesbian love brings starkly to the fore the ways in which heterosexuality is normativized
so as to be one of the key elements by which one is considered a national member to
begin with. Furthermore, Simić, in an otherwise insightful reading, fails to account for
the significance of the paranoid vision of the surveiling eye that polices the tenents and
their sexual and other everyday practices alike, as a means of policing the health of the
nation, since she ascribes the film's dramatic horror genre to a populist fad rather than see
it as a poignant metaphor of the constitution of national identity in and of itself. While I
certainly agree with Simić that Fine Dead Girls is more a queer-themed than a queer film
per se, I also think that it nevertheless offers significant insight into the processes by
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which national belonging is always normatively sexualized, since this approach implies,
contrary to Simić's assumptions, that sexuality is never separated from the constitution of
nationality as such.
And while not a lesbian or queer film per se, Fine Dead Girls offers a few
poignant glimpses of queer vision, or a queer time and space, as Halberstam (2005) calls
it. Since Iva and Mare are denied ethno-national membership because of their lesbianism,
they attempt, and at times succeed, to create enclaves – spatial, temporal, imaginary –
within which they can love and live without constraints. In one scene of their lovemaking, Iva and Mare are completely transplanted from the confines of the time and
space of their existence, so much so that they do not hear neither the landlady’s obsessive
knocking at the door, nor her subsequent entrance into the apartment and shocked
witnessing of the act of love between the two women. That they are being surveyed even,
or especially, in this intimate act of physical love is temporarily irrelevant, since Iva and
Mare, at least for the moment, exist in a different, queer time and space. And in another
instance, Iva dreams of a time and space outside of the world they inhabit – it is a beach,
filmed through an artificially bright lens and with an unsteady and sped up camera style
(all stylistic reminders that we are transplanted into an alternative, almost utopian spatial
and temporal domain), a beach on which they are able to express their desires without
fear, at least until the landlady’s son suddenly, and menacingly appears in Iva’s dream.
That moment is a stark reminder that queer time and space cannot yet exist in a longer
lasting spatial or temporal frame, without being invaded by the surveying eye of the
ethno-nation. But at the very end of the film, after Mare is dead and Iva is in a
heterosexual relationship and with a child (another reminder that queer time and space is
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unattainable), the film returns once more to the beach of Iva’s dream as the closing
credits role, and lingers on the beach one last time, perhaps envisioning a more hopeful
future in which a queer vision could be sustained for longer than Iva and Mare were able
to sustain it for themselves.

Recalibrating Sickness
Serbia’s Marble Ass, on the other hand, offers a more sustained vision of a queer
time and space. The film came out in 1997, at the height of Milošević’s power, and at the
height of Serbia’s nationalist fever that marked his rule. Made by a cult Yugoslav
filmmaker Želimir Žilnik, who made his name on directing provocative films that always
focus on people occupying the margins of society, Marble Ass is a look at a group of
sexual minorities whose lives off-center provide an oppositional view of Serbia's
tumultuous present. The film's main protagonists, two transvestite prostitutes, are played
by amateur actors and real-life prostitutes. Thus the film plays out more as a docu-drama
than as a piece of fiction. It takes us through the adventures of the two prostitutes, Merlin
and Sanela, who are attempting to make a living by making rounds on the streets of
Belgrade by night. Just like the position that they occupy in society, they live on the
margins of the city, in a dilapidated old building overlooking city blocks of apartment
buildings in the distance. Their world is jolted out of its routine when Merlin's former
lover Johnny suddenly returns from the front, where he presumably fought in the Serbian
army. Which front exactly he is coming from is never stated, since that fact would not
make much difference to anyone in the film, their lives on the margins being far removed
from the front as an actual place.
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Johnny initiates a new dynamic in the group, in which he takes over the role of an
unofficial pimp, but one who is more interested in spending his time playing billiards
(often with violent outcomes) on an improvised table he brought from the front lines. At
one point in the film Merlin learns that Johnny is emotionally attached to that table
because his close friend was found murdered under it. In a way then, the table is an
externalization of Johnny's war trauma, one that he never fully verbalizes. Somewhat
humorously, Merlin criticizes Johnny for returning from the front with only a table, when
"everyone else brings TVs, fridges and so on." This is an implicit critique of one of the
often unspoken realities of war, where looting becomes another way in which privacy is
invaded through destruction of homes and property. But more generally, the film offers a
stark critique of wartime reality, all the while maintaining focus on a group physically, as
well as ideologically far removed from any kind of ethno-nationalist interpellation (and
this includes Johnny, who seems to have fought in the war out of his own sociopathic
inclinations, rather than any form of collective identification with the ethno-nation). With
this, the film makes a statement about the way in which some bodies are
too inappropriate to be interpellated into an ethno-nationalist discourse: two transvestite
prostitutes that exist on the margins of society are literally too queer, in a manner of
speaking, to be hailed into a collective ethno-national subjectivity.
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Figure 7: The Margin of Sickness (Marble Ass, Želimir Žilnik, 1997)

This does not entail that Merlin and Sanela are not affected by the reality around
them in some ways: they certainly are. They brush against the realities of wartime ethnonationalism by the sheer fact that the economies of their profession require them to come
to contact with those who might be interpellated as ethno-national subjects to a greater
extent than our prostitutes are. To that end, Merlin claims that she does a kind of
humanitarian work: counteracting the violence of the nation state with the physical love
and affection that she offers to her customers. And through this act, Merlin actively
challenges the forms of love of the nation that implicate themselves into an ethnonational economy of violence towards Others. Compared to that kind of aggressive
ethno-national love, Merlin’s is an affirmative, even subversive act of re-appropriating an
affective attachment of love in order to show that the violence of the nation has to be
countered by acts that firmly dislocate the links between love and ethno-nation.
This is where Merlin and Johnny are very different - he comes back from the front
determined to counter violence with more violence, perhaps because he is not able to
fully escape the masculinist ideology that envelops his body. Indeed, he performs a very
masculine kind of manhood, all the while claiming that war emasculates men. It is an
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interesting dialectic of sorts, in which the hyper-masculine man is at the same time a
vulnerable, figuratively castrated man – and perhaps this is precisely the reason why he
has to perform masculinity to such an exaggerated extent, to mask the emasculation that
he experienced at the front. And from that perspective, the penises of our transvestite
prostitutes seem less vulnerable in their performance of drag, than Johnny's is in his
performance of exaggerated manliness. For Johnny's masculinity is ultimately the cause
of his demise, when he is killed by his billiard opponents, and on the same table that he
brought from the front, and that his close friend was said to have died on as well. There is
a cycle of violence being repeated here, one immersed in extreme performances of
masculinity, and closely tied to the kin performances of acceptable (male) ethno-national
subjectivity. And similarly to Fine Dead Girls, men here are again depicted as incapable
of fully embodying patriarchal masculinity – their performances always already destined
to fail the ethno-nation.
Merlin, who witnesses Johnny's demise but is spared herself, saves one last
comment in the aftermath of this violence - and, thus utters the last words spoken in the
film. As she is walking away from the site of Johnny’s death, and looking at his burning
dead body, she rolls her eyes and says simply "Men...," with a hint of annoyance and
disbelief that masculinity would be acted out to such an extreme as to cost Johnny his
life. He attempted to channel normative masculinity, only to end up emasculated through
his war trauma, and that is precisely why Johnny needed to perish, his masculinity no
longer a productive performance of a healthy ethno-national body. For Merlin and
Sanela, on the other hand, there is an opening for what might be deemed a happy end, an
affirmatively perverse one – for Merlin, to keep on healing the collective national trauma
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by selling sex to hyper-masculine and strung out men, and for Sanela, a queer marriage to
another hyper-masculine figure: the nation's champion body-builder.
For both Sanela and Merlin, this happy end exists in a queer time and place, since
neither would be attainable should the frameworks of ethno-national heteronormativity
unequivocally apply. But they don't in Marble Ass, and thus the film sustains a vision of
queer temporality and spatiality to a larger extent than Fine Dead Girls does, and with a
provocative and unapologetic relentlessness of queer vision at that. It is almost as if the
queer subjects are imbued with a rationality and practical thinking missing from all the
other – more normative, “healthier” – members of the society. The film insists that queer
bodies of men in drag cannot be fully interpellated into an ideology of normative ethnonational body, and thus our three protagonists exist in their own parallel universe, albeit
one that occasionally, and violently brushes against the world of the normative and
violent nationalism that envelops Serbian society.
In one final twist of tragic irony, however, Merlin's words that she is better off,
and in a safer place than Johnny do not come true, since the transvestite Vjeran
Miladinović who plays Merlin in the film, was found murdered several years after the
film was made (the circumstances of the crime were never fully brought to light, and the
main suspect was tried and subsequently acquitted of the murder). Sadly then, the queer
time and place that the film envisions, in which to be queer is also to be outside of the
cycle of violence perpetuated by the masculinist ethno-national ideology, was proven to
be unsustainable in life, where Merlin was very much vulnerable to that kind of grave
bodily invasion. Similarly to Fine Dead Girls, then, Marble Ass offers a temporarily
hopeful vision of alterity, but one that is shattered by a violent act that ends the life of its
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queer subject in reality beyond the film – that same reality that the film works hard to
recalibrate through a slanted approach to the mechanisms which code some bodies as
more appropriate than others, to be the carriers of ethno-national identity and ethnonational trauma alike.

Breathing Bodies
Serbia’s Take a Deep Breath (2004) positions its central love story between two
girls as a freeing alternative to the stifling atmosphere of normativist oppression of a
society in transition. The leitmotif of breathing, referenced in the title, is perpetually
invoked in the film as a metaphor for life itself, as when the lesbian couple engages in
their first intimate contact, and the more free-spirited Lana tells Saša, after they kiss, that
she is just checking if Saša is “breathing.” The expression of queer desire is thus equated
to the freedom of the body to breathe, become alive, as it were, for the first time. At the
same time, Saša, who is the more burdened of the two, refers at one point to their
romance as “sick,” thus perpetuating the theme of sickness of queer desire as an
alternative to the stifling health of the omnipresent heteronormativity.
This omnipresent heteronormativity is seen in the film as a source of great
oppression and unhappiness, most notably in the case of Saša’s parents’ unhappy
marriage. Saša’s mother has an affair, and subsequently leaves her husband for her
younger lover, who quite literally saved her from dying (in a flashback, she is about to
commit suicide just before she meets this younger man). For the mother, then, traditional
constraints of a marriage that the she feels stuck in are broken once she transgresses the
boundaries of unwritten laws, as she becomes much happier, allowed to breathe again.
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She is, therefore, quite unsurprisingly, very accepting of her daughter’s queerness, as they
both, in different ways, transgress the boundaries within which desire is policed and often
forced into suppression.
Saša’s father Miloš, on the other hand, has a strongly negative reaction to Saša’s
lesbianism, and attempts to interfere with his daughter’s relationship by sending the
police to arrest Lana, his daughter’s lover. Miloš is a judge, and this proves to be a
poignant fact since he quite literally becomes the enforcer of the unwritten heterosexual
laws of policing desire. Yet at the same time, he is shown to be a torn figure himself,
since we discover that he too has been harboring queer desire from a very young age,
when he was seduced by an older boy in the orphanage that he grew up in. Miloš treats
this queer desire as an illness, quite literally, and attempts to cure himself by taking
medicine for heart disease, even though his heart is said to be healthy. For Saša too, her
father becomes the strongest obstructing force in the way of her happiness as a queer
woman. At one point, during a heated argument between the two, Miloš asks Saša what
she would do if he died, and she angrily responds with “Start breathing!” Again we have
a reference to a bodily freedom of sorts, freedom to remain sick, so to speak, here directly
linked to the perishing of the figure of the oppressive father and his heteronormative
laws. But Miloš does not succeed in either suppressing his daughter’s queerness, or in
denying his own queer desire, as the heart medicine that he has been self-prescribing,
fails in curing his sickness of queer desire. In the end, he is overcome by this sickness
when he longingly watches his young clerk taking a shower in the locker room after
playing tennis. Miloš is so overwhelmed by this desire that he literally falls ill and is
taken to a hospital, where he later dies, although the doctors do not find anything
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physically wrong with him. It is the unfulfilled queer desire that kills him then, a
“sickness” that he was not able to either cure or live with.
His daughter, on the other hand, embraces her “sick” romance (as she refers to it
herself) as a freeing force from the general unhappiness that seems to be her life before
she meets Lana. So, her attitude towards sickness is that it is a welcome change from the
supposed health that is her life, and the life of everyone around her, prior to her queer
romance. It is the emergence of Lana, fresh from her decadent life in Paris, that acts as a
trigger for the undoing of Saša’s general inhibition towards “breathing,” and towards life.
Therefore, contrary to her father’s inability to embrace being ‘sick,’ Saša welcomes it
fully, so much so that the discrepancy between her and Miloš becomes such that she
inadvertently lets him die in front of her, since she does not believe that he was sick to
begin with.

Figure 8: Temporary Queer Pleasures (Take a Deep Breath, Dragan Marinković, 2004)

Crucially in this film, the free-spirited decadence seems to be a direct import from
the West, and depicted as a different kind of affective approach to life’s transgressions,
lighthearted and unburdened by traditional norms. Lana embodies the thusly conceived
‘Western’ free-spirit, as it were, as her life in Paris is referenced many times, pointed to
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as the main reason why she seems to be fearless in her pursuits of bodily pleasures. This
way, the film creates a stark dichotomy between the traditional, overburdened, and
constrained Balkans, and the free-spirited, bodily liberating West. This problematic set up
is not uncommon in the discourses around LGBT rights in Serbia more generally, since
they are almost without exception framed as a way for Serbia to reach the status of a fullfledged European country (quite literally so, since the EU integrations require more
advanced LGBT rights than Serbia has). Take a Deep Breath goes a step further from
setting up, or reiterating if you will, the dichotomy of the intolerant Balkans versus the
tolerant Europe, and makes queer romance (or any kind of transgression, for that matter)
virtually unattainable on the territory of the thusly framed backwards Balkans. Tellingly,
at the end of the film Lana returns to Paris, as she is frustrated with having to face too
many hurdles towards expressing her queer desire in Belgrade, and thus Saša is left alone
and without a lover, seen in the film’s final scene bungee-jumping solo, when earlier in
the film, she did the same free-fall exercise in tandem with Lana. Similarly, Saša’s
mother leaves Serbia as well, moving to Vienna to start a new life with her younger lover.
And Saša’s best friend, the sexually ambiguous Bojan, leaves Serbia too, in pursuit of
higher education in the West. Through all these stories, leaving Serbia – and by extension
the Balkans – is seen as the only way to indeed start breathing. Saša stays, lonely but
possibly hopeful that things might change after all. The fact remains, however, that in this
particular film, transgressions of normative, unwritten laws about sexuality, gender
identity, marital fidelity and so on seem to be only temporarily available, but prove to be
ultimately unattainable to a more persistent degree, because the Balkans are coded here as
a land of unchangingly traditionalist character. In the next section I look at another queer-
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themed film from the region, but this time queer desire is not placed away from war and
conflict but instead directly within it.

War, Men and Masquerade
Go West, a Bosnian film that came out in 2005, is the only one of the group of
films discussed here whose events take place directly in the war. It is a story about a gay
couple, a Serb Milan and a Muslim Kenan, who try to escape Bosnia at the start of the
war. When they are unable to leave, Milan disguises Kenan into a woman and takes him
to his Serbian village, introducing him as Milena. Milan is drafted into the Serbian army
soon after, and Kenan is left to live in drag, with Milan’s father Ljubo. When a local
eccentric Ranka finds out that Kenan/Milena is a man, she forces him to have an affair
with her. Towards the end of the film, Milan is killed at the front, and Ranka, in a jealous
rage that Kenan does not love her the same way he loves Milan, castrates Kenan and
reveals his drag to Milan’s father Ljubo. But Ljubo, instead of being upset at finding out
the truth, becomes even more determined to save his daughter/son-in-law Kenan, by
sending him “West” with false papers. Thus Kenan is saved, so to speak, and lives to tell
his story to the Western audiences – the film is framed by Kenan’s TV interview with
Jeanne Moreau, in which he recalls the events of the story as one long flashback.
In the most general sense, more than being a film about a gay love story, Go West
seems to be about the ways in which identity becomes a reductive category at times of
war. Here in particular, war brings about an obsessive awareness of people’s ethnic
belonging as the only way in which their identity matters. Furthermore, ethnicity seems
to be inscribed as a bodily trait, so much so that the Serbs in the film use the body as the
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most precise identifying mechanism, by discovering Muslim men through the fact that
they are circumcised (the Serbian army literally makes men strip to ‘identify’ them
ethnically). When Milan and Kenan face such a test, Milan passes, as he is proven to be
legitimately a Serb by the look of his penis, while Kenan survives because of his drag –
he is never checked as he is presumed to be a woman. Thus, ethnicity becomes an
embodied prison of sorts, an identity that is imposed on bodies themselves, and the only
way to escape the grave danger caused by belonging to a wrong ethnic group is to engage
into a masquerade by which one manipulates their bodily appearance, as well as their
sexual and gender identity in order to mask their ethnic belonging. Sex and gender are,
therefore, revealed as not only related to, but moreover constitutive of the ways in which
ethnicity is perceived and calibrated (as Žarkov has illustrated in great detail in her book
The Body of War).
Kevin Moss (2012) has argued that Go West is not about gay love per se, but
rather uses its homosexual characters to pose a critique of wartime nationalism in general.
This is true inasmuch as the film spends very little time on the intricacies of queer desire,
and completely shies away from showing gay sex, for instance, while straight sex is
prominently displayed (albeit in a slightly queer form, especially in the scenes between
Kenan/Milena in drag penetrating Ranka from behind). Less interested in spending time
with the queer affect that circulates between Milan and Kenan, the film concentrates
more on the troubles of passing, as well as on the practicalities around surviving. More
than anything, the film seems to be involved in diagnosing the ways in which nationalism
feeds the obsession with reductive identity organized around the axis of ethnicity and
nothing else. But because most of the characters in the film suffer, so to speak, from
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various forms of excess, their identities are accordingly unable to be reduced to a single
entity. Be it sexual (Milan), gender (Kenan), sexualized (Ranka), expatriotized (Ljubo),
excess of identity acts as a form of inoculation that prevents full immersion into the
madness of nationalism, and thus the non-normative quirks of the major characters in the
film represent the obstacles towards them becoming ethnic and ethnic members only.
They are too inappropriate and deviant – too sick, so to speak – to become assimilated
into the nationalist whirlwind that seems to surround them. This is emphasized by
Kenan’s statement to Jeanne Moreau: “In the Balkans, it is easier to have a family
member who is a murderer than one who is a fag.” Unspoken here is the context in which
this statement might be true, and that context is war, since at times of war, the act killing
is sanctioned by the state, while sexuality remains strictly policed and forced into
heteronormative iterations. In that context, it indeed seems to be true that being a killer is
deemed a more productive performance of ethnicity than being gay. By exposing this, I
argue, Go West delineates a clear connection between the performance of sexual/gender
identity and the construction of normative ethnicity.

Figure 9: A “Traditional” Queer Wedding (Go West, Ahmed Imamović, 2005)
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Even though it was lauded as, first and foremost, a film about homosexual love, I
would argue that Go West’s central character is neither half of our gay couple, but rather
Milan’s father Ljubo, a Serb who refuses to play into the expected matrix of Serbian
masculinity, and puts on a performance of masquerade himself, by steeping himself into
the iconography of the American Western frontier. He looks like a cowboy, and his
village tavern is set up in the style of a Western saloon. We learn that Ljubo lived and
worked in the American West for many years, and thus the iconography that he plays into
is logically explained to a certain extent. But this iconography becomes much more than
a mere import of Western taste dispositions, especially when it becomes clear (and it is
not clear from the very beginning) that Ljubo does not share the nationalist views of his
many fellow Serbs in the village: he does not think that “only” Muslims and Croats
should be exterminated from Bosnia, he rather believes that Serbs should be exterminated
too, and that Bosnia should “finally become inhabited by some normal people, who
would be able to appreciate this beauty.” This radical view held by Ljubo thus speaks to
the absurdity of any extermination policy to begin with, but also to the absurdity of
clinging to ethnicity when there is beauty to be enjoyed in the world, pure and simple.
The film thus gives us two different forms of masquerade as ways to escape
nationalist interpellation. Kenan/Milena disguises in drag in order to mask his ethnic
identity and thus survive, while Ljubo engages in playing a cowboy from the mythically
envisioned American West in order to avoid being a part of the mythologizing that is
happening closer to home – that of the supremacy of the Serbian nation. Thus Ljubo
displaces the masculinist national myth that is closer to home with one that is more
distant and therefore less invasive and threatening in his immediate context. Both
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respective forms of masquerade are put to the test when Milan, Kenan’s lover and
Ljubo’s son, is killed: indeed, Kenan’s masquerade falls apart, and he is exposed as a
man by Ranka, who castrates him in a rage. With his drag exposed, he cannot go back to
being male either, his body invaded with grave injury, as he is punished for not accepting
the offer of heteronormative love by Ranka. Ljubo, on the other hand, channels his rage
about Milan’s death by dismissing the calls to encapsulate that death into a nationalist
frame through giving Milan a religious funeral. Instead, he physically and verbally
attacks the figure of the most extreme nationalist prominence in the village, the Orthodox
priest who is subsequently banned from Milan’s funeral altogether. This way, Ljubo
poignantly points a finger towards the source of nationalist indoctrination, supported by
church, as the most contributing factor to his son’s death. For Ljubo, it is nationalism that
killed his son, not enemy soldiers. This understanding makes him more determined to
save what he has left of Milan – namely, his lover – even when he finds out that Milena is
actually Kenan. He sends the wounded Kenan off to safety (“Go West!”) with all the
money he had saved from his American days. Ljubo then commits suicide, as he sees no
reason to maintain his anti-nationalist masquerade any longer, his only son killed by
nationalism and by war. Non-normative masculinities therefore seem to be unable to
survive at a time of war. At the same time, however, normative nationalist masculinity is
coded here as self-destructive, fraught and unattainable even more so. Those who refuse
to perform it would rather die, or go “West,” than accept it, while those who do perform
it, die as a result of accepting participation in a bloody war.
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Queering Trauma, Traumatizing Queer
Where does all this leave the question of trauma, particularly as it relates to queer,
and therefore anti-normative desire? It seems to me that it has to be approached from at
least two directions, both reflected in the question of who gets to claim trauma. For
access to the collective trauma of a nation’s emergence (Cvetkovich, 2003) – and here,
that emergence is quite literally something new in the collective consciousness, since
Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia became independent nation states late in the 20th century – is
not available to just anyone. National trauma can be unproblematically claimed only by
those who otherwise perform acceptable forms of citizenship – which are in this context
always strictly heterosexual, and always ethnically pure. This way, trauma gets
implicated in the perpetuation of the national/ist myths of entitlement: because we are
traumatized as a nation, we get to perform violent forms of policing the sovereignty of
our national body, in the name of preventing further traumatization. This translates into a
call towards inflicting trauma onto others in the name of preventing ones own collective
body from being on the receiving end of it. As Žižek (2000) claims, this is one of the
driving forces of ethno-nationalism as entitlement: nationalism gives its citizens the
pseudo-freedom to perform atrocities sanctioned in the name of dedication to the nation.
In the films discussed here, these “freedoms” of the collective ethno-national
body are pitted against an alternative mode of being in the world, a queer way of
approaching precarious wartime and postwartime reality. And even though national
trauma is not fully accessible for appropriation to our queer protagonists, they are
nevertheless impacted, even formed by it, or rather, formed by their marginal/ized
proximity to the trauma of the ethno-national body. This is the second approach to
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trauma: sideways if you will, as opposed to the head-on consideration of the way trauma
becomes a commodity traded and circulated within society’s structures as a means to
claim legitimacy, or legitimize atrocities. This second approach sees trauma lodged at the
nexus where the heteronormative ethno-nation meets its counterpart in a queer form of
desire, and that desire has the potential to recalibrate both our understanding of what an
ethno-nation is and how it assimilates trauma into ideology. Ann Cvetkovich has argued
that more work needs to be done in exploring the ways in which trauma both forms and
informs articulations of lesbian identity – I would expand this call to include
considerations of the way that trauma in/forms queer identity more generally, and
especially in relations to the emergence of nations-as-heteronormative formations. In
Marble Ass in particular, such considerations rest on the premise that to be queer means
to be able to access national trauma – and likewise, claims to national identity – only
laterally, sideways, or from a slant, to use Ahmed’s word. But instead of being a site of
lacking, this lateral approach is treated as a much more productive, effective approach to
being a citizen during ethno-national/ist (war) times. Citizenship is thus recalibrated into
a formation that could use a dose of the affirmative unhealthy, if only to counter the
sanitizing insistence on the health as an appropriate metaphor for performing ethnohetero-nationally.
This metaphor of health is particularly prominent in Slovenia’s first queer film,
The Guardian of the Frontier (Maja Weiss, 2002), which follows a story of three women,
two of them bisexual, on a rafting trip during which they encounter events that center
around the question of the relationship between nation and sexuality. In this film,
queerness is positioned as a transgression of the boundary that defines a nation, and
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equated with the issues of immigration, whereby being queer and being an immigrant are
both viewed by the Slovenian nationalists as equal dangers to the health of the Slovenian
nation state. The queer women are thus foreign elements to the Slovenian society, as
much as the Chinese immigrants seen crossing the river to Slovenia illegally. When the
girls cross the river themselves, albeit in the other direction, to go to Croatia, they
discover that queerness seems to be more accepted and freely practiced “over there,” in
this eastern neighboring country, which has, by that point in the film, been positioned as a
point of ridicule by Slovenian youth, as a land of backward savages and war. Therefore,
queerness in The Guardian of the Frontier, unlike in some of the other films discussed
here, is not positioned as a Western occurrence – since Slovenian nationalism positions
Slovenia itself as a Western country – but rather a behavior practiced in the ‘backward
East,’ here located in war-torn Croatia. This backward East is a site of violence, war, and
sexual transgression alike, and with this, the film locates queerness as a transgression of
other civilized behaviors such as peace and order. With this, The Guardian shows how
within Slovenia’s nationalism, queerness is yet again treated as a foreign element, and
displaced onto a different territory, but one that is imbued with war and trauma, as if to
speculate that there is a close connection between being queer and being otherwise
traumatized.
Perhaps we can extend this notion of the queering of trauma further, and view it
not only as an informative approach to alternative forms of affective investment during
wartime, but moreover, as potentially constitutive of the particular forms of local queer
identities that have marked the postwar reality of people with non-normative sexual
orientations. This way, those very subjectivities would not have to perpetually be
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legitimized through comparisons with their Western counterparts (an argument that plays
into the conservative complaints that homosexual orientation is but a Western import,
while it also erases much of the local queer specificity), but would rather be allowed to be
positioned very locally and idiosyncratically, as orientations framed through the recent
history of trauma as much as their heterosexual counterparts are. If war and national
crises police and frame sexuality in particular ways, the resulting trauma cannot but affect
any sexual being, no matter what orientation they subscribe to. This way, the trauma of
recent years becomes constitutive of what it means to be locally queer in post-conflict
times, as much as it constitutes the articulations of normative heterosexuality.
It is these very specificities of what it means to be locally queer in post-conflict
times that are often missing in the discourses around the LGBTQ rights in the region
altogether (since they quickly turn into the narratives about European values, modernity,
EU integration and so on). Perhaps that is why it is all the more important to note
exceptions to this rule then, those instances when local specificities of being queer do
come to the fore. Marble Ass is certainly one such text in its entirety, because it insists on
a vision of being queer that is idiosyncratically local and inextricably bound to the
context of its existence: the violent time of war. But even in the less accomplished visions
of queer locality, some temporary shimmers of its specificity come through, as, for
instance, in a scene in Take a Deep Breath, in which Saša abruptly stops Lana from
telling her shocked father Miloš that the two women had had sex the night before. Saša
angrily tells Lana: “This is not Paris, we don’t tell our parents who we fucked last night!”
to which Lana responds with: “If you all did tell, maybe you wouldn’t be this fucked up!”
Aside from it being yet another attempt at implying that it would be “healthier” to mimic
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the Western practices performing sexuality – in this particular case by telling one’s
parents about one’s sex life, as they, apparently, do in Paris (and here, Foucault’s
repressive hypothesis could be used as a way to critique the assumption that speaking up
automatically implies less repression) – this exchange could be read in yet another way. It
can be seen as Saša vocalizing a very local form of being queer, one that does not imply
the process of “coming out of the closet” as its inescapably constitutive element.
Indeed, Martin Manalansan (2003) has critiqued the notion that “coming out of
the closet” must be seen as a universal occurrence, a milestone ‘officialization’ for any
queer person out there, anywhere. Manalansan argues that the concept of coming out is,
instead, a distinctly Western notion that plays directly into the decidedly Westernmodernist meta-narratives of self-realization, individualism and so on. Contrary to what
the fetishizing of coming out implies – that one is not legitimately queer until he/she
declares themselves openly as such – Manalansan shows that there exist queer
communities (in his case, that of the Filipino gay male diaspora) where queerness is
organized around an alternative form of modernity in which silences are valued over
verbal declarations. I argue that Saša’s angry reaction in telling Lana that one does not
inform their parents about who they slept with the night before nods towards a similar
kind of local specificity of sexual identity in general, and queer in particular. It is possible
to be queer without having to declaratively denominate oneself as such, particularly if
silences provide safety from harm and from hurt. Silences around queer identities become
all the more pivotal in the contexts such as this post-conflict one, where sexual identity is
policed to a distinctly violent extent. This is, indeed, why most of the queer characters are
not given “gay” or “lesbian” titles in the films that I discuss here: virtually none of them
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profess their sexual identity declaratively, perhaps as a testament that in their
occasionally problematic representations, some of the local specificity does come through
after all, through silences and performances rather than through words.
Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, the one film in which such titles are persistently
given is arguably the least queer film of them all – Srđan Dragojević’s Parada (Parade,
2011). The film purports to depict the struggles of the LGBTQ community in Serbia to
organize a Pride Parade, but its central character is a war veteran and an excessively
masculine homophobe Limun, whose journey from prejudice to eventual friendship with,
and protection of several gays and lesbians during their Pride march mark the key arc in
the film. The audience is rarely invited to identify with the queer characters here – they
are, more or less, caricatures or props for Limun’s struggles to adjust to the changing
times in which queer visibility is an ever greater reality. Parada – mostly a comedy,
although it ends tragically for the queer couple, of course – mocks normative masculinity
from its very first scene, in which we see Limun taking a shower, as the camera pans
across his many tattoos: some from the Yugoslav army (JNA), some from prison, some
from the front lines, but all representing different eras of normative masculinity as it
becomes inscribed on the body itself. Limun’s excessively silly masculinist aesthetic
borders on the absurd to such an extent that at times he becomes the queer figure in the
film. At the same time, the actual queer couple – Radmilo and Mirko – reflects two poles
when it comes to the politics of LGBTQ activism. While Mirko is actively involved in
organizing the Pride, his partner Radmilo actively believes public exposure for the queer
community is an unnecessary thing as it raises many questions about safety. Radmilo
eventually gives in and, with the help of his new ‘friend’ Limun (who acts under the
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‘orders’ of his fiancé), recruits a team of pan-Yugoslav tough guys (all former war
veterans on different warring sides) to act as security detail during Mirko’s Pride. In this
absurdly poignant, and comic turn, Croatian, Bosnian, Serbian, Motenegrin and Albanian
former enemies are united in their masculinities to defend the queer population against
the right wing extremism during their Pride walk. This is quite an intervention, however
comic and ultimately non-subversive, into the normative positioning of the masculinist
war veteran as a guard against queer presence. Here war veterans guard that very
presence, aiding its visibility. Thus the film performs a shift from the introduction in
which different derogatory terms commonly used in the region are defined: “Chetnik –
derogatory for Serbs, used by Croats, Bosniaks, Albanians; Ustasha – derogatory for
Croats, used by Serbs, Bosniaks and Albanians; Balija – derogatory for Bosniaks, used by
Serbs, Croats and Albanians; Shiptar – derogatory for Albanians, used by Serbs, Croats
and Bosniaks. Peder – derogatory for a homosexual person, used by everyone.” This
humorous but accurate lexical introduction into the politics of derogatory language points
out an important commonality. Whoever the ethnic Other is and however arbitrarily those
divisions apply, queer presence is a uniting Other for all of the ethnic groups, equally
despised by all nationalist ideologies in the region. This is why Parada’s turn of events
represents a reversal of sorts: introduced as bigots in the beginning, the various
representatives of ethnic masculinities become united in defending queers. But they do
not do so out of some deep conviction or a change of heart (except maybe Limun by the
end of the film), but rather out of their own buddy-relations (homoerotic in their own
right) and favors they owe each other from the war and so on. Their impulse to defend
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queers is then motivated by a masculinist sense of brotherhood more so than by a
conviction that queers should be defended per se.

Figure 10: The Pan-Yugoslav Security Detail (Parada, Srđan Dragojević, 2011)

In terms of its representation of queer subjectivities, Parada trades in stereotypes
more than depth. Queer love seems to be entirely platonic as there is no physical desire
depicted between queer couples. Its one relevant depiction of the dynamics of a queer
couple has to do with their differing attitudes towards LGBTQ activism. Yet, even
though Radmilo caves in and helps Mirko organize the Pride, thereby admitting that
Mirko’s belief that a fight for greater visibility might be an important step, during the
actual Pride the group is aggressively attacked by hooligans and even though the security
detail does their best, they are not able to defend everyone. Mirko – the greatest
proponent of Pride – is the one who gets beaten the most, and dies as a result. Thus he is
punished for his belief in the importance of visibility, and pays the ultimate price. And
yet again, the queer couple ends tragically as a device of social critique. In the end, we
see Radmilo carrying Mirko’s picture and proudly walking in a much bigger Pride,
together with Limun and his fiancé, and the implication seems to be that Mirko did not
give his life for nothing and that visibility is being achieved after all.
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But that visibility remains an open question: how effective is it, and to whom?
And, does it really reflect a change? After a ‘successful’ Pride held in Belgrade in 2010
(this is the one that Parada depicts at the end), in which 2,000 marchers were protected
by 5,000 police, right wing extremists demolished the city and clashed with the police for
hours, thereby challenging the notion that a walk for LGBTQ rights was successful if it
was held under such dire circumstances. In Parada, the police chief at one point explains
to the Pride organizers why having their walk would not be a good idea: “If we give you,
fags and lesbians, human rights, then everyone else will ask for them too.” This quote, as
humorously deadpan as it lands in the film, reflects an important issue, one of the
connection between LGBTQ rights and the rights of other marginalized groups. This link
cannot be neglected nor easily dismissed, as marginalization of seemingly different kinds
often drives the same politics of normativity, be it national, ethnic, gender, sexual and so
on.
In the cinematic representations of queer bodies and queer desire of the postconflict, post-Yugoslav region, we have yet to see a happy ending in which a queer
couple might embody a more promising futurity. While all the unhappy endings reflect a
certain rootedness in reality, and act as devices of social critique (which might not be
considered as ‘critical’ if the endings were happy), the fact remains that none of the
queer-themed films discussed here linger, or allow for too many happy moments for
queer subjectivities, however constructed that very happiness might be too (in Ahmed’s
sense). To be queer is always tragic, a positionality filled with sadness and threat more
than with pleasure or joy. Perhaps a greater intervention in the politics of representing
queer subjectivity would then be to insist on juissance over tragedy, as that would create
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a counter-image to the persistent conviction that to be queer is to inevitably be confined
to doom.
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CHAPTER 4
POST-YUGOSLAV HERITAGE CINEMA
AND THE FUTURITY OF NOSTALGIA

My grandfather taught me how to walk in the dark.
– boy (St. George Shoots the Dragon)

This chapter looks at the particular trend in Yugoslav post-conflict cinema which
has brought about various iterations and utilizations of a structure of feelings that
commonly thrives during a time of a great upheaval – that of nostalgia. This nostalgia,
far-reaching in its articulations, is far from being a singular or one-dimensional
occurrence. For former Yugoslavs, as Dubravka Ugrešić argues, nostalgia for multiethnic
Yugoslavia (popularly termed “Yugo-nostalgia”) is often a politically sensitive affect
because it goes against the current rule of ethno-nationalist pride (1996). Because of this,
Yugo-nostalgic longing is often countered by a very different kind of nostalgia, one
rooted in the very ethno-nationalisms that brought Yugoslavia to an end, as this form of
nostalgia seeks to evoke a sense of mythical national belonging rooted in trans-historical
suffering and perseverance. The tension between these two approaches is precisely why
nostalgia is never a ‘mere’ affect rooted in escapism, but rather has overt political
implications that use the past to orient one in the present. As Ugrešić argues, “with the
collapse of multinational Yugoslavia, the process began of confiscating the Yugoslav
collective memory and its replacement by the construct of national memory” (p. 34). And
while this national memory has become the dominant form of collective memory postYugoslavia, through her own reflections and through the stories of others Ugrešić shows
how the memory of Yugoslavia (and with with it, the performance of Yugo-nostalgia) is
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alive and well, albeit delegated to a minority and to private feelings and spaces. In the
time since Ugrešić wrote her essay however, Yugo-nostalgia has become a more
prominent public feeling, overtaking physical spaces (in the form of bars or restaurants
saturated with Yugoslav paraphenalia, for instance) and emerging as a bonafide political
stance. In this chapter I look at how both the remembering of Yugoslavia and of mythical
national histories have been represented onscreen since the breakup, as a way to address
divisions and anxieties about the post-Yugoslav present.
In her influential analysis of the concept in The Future of Nostalgia, Svetlana
Boym (2001) argues that nostalgia has become a prominent feature of modern life, an
affective state in which Western modernity in particular finds itself increasingly invested.
Boym argues that:
Modern nostalgia is mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the loss
of an enchanted world with clear borders and values; it could be a secular
expression of a spiritual longing, a nostalgia for an absolute, a home that is both
physical and spiritual, the edenic unity of time and space before entry into history.
(p. 8)

Boym goes on to describe two ways in which nostalgia can operate, but this
division does not explain the nature of nostalgia’s origin. Rather, the separation into two
types of nostalgia is more “about the ways in which we make sense of our seemingly
ineffable homesickness and how we view our relationship to a collective home” (p. 41).
Furthermore, for Boym, the two types of nostalgia are not “absolute types, but rather
tendencies, ways of giving shape and meaning to longing” (p. 41). One version, termed
restorative nostalgia, ignores historical incongruities and instead seeks to restore things
as they were at a time of mythical and romanticized heroic past of a nation. Its goal, as
Boym claims, is the search for the Truth that would offer closure and coherence, and thus
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recreate that idealized long lost “homeland” of the past (even if such a thing never existed
in the first place). This kind of nostalgia is often utilized for conservative ideological
purposes to create a sense of a national coherence and homogeneity that harkens back to
some kind of “authentic” historic time of the nation’s origin.
Another kind of nostalgia that Boym articulates is what she calls a reflective
nostalgia. This type of nostalgia proves to be a more productive, if more challenging
affective space of convergence of the past, present and future. Without seeking a specific
resolution, reflective nostalgia is an affective state that seemingly exists simply for the
sake of existing (although, its existence arguably performs a kind of politics as well). Its
goal is not to find closure or satisfaction for its yearnings, and its gaze is projected into a
futurity in which nostalgia becomes a way of performing non-ideologically manipulated
collective belonging. Boym summarizes the key difference between the two nostalgic
tendencies thusly:
Restorative nostalgia puts emphasis on nostos and proposes to rebuild the lost
home and patch up the memory gaps. Reflective nostalgia dwells in algia, in
longing and loss, the imperfect process of remembrance. The first category of
nostalgics do not think of themselves as nostalgic; they believe that their project is
about truth. This kind of nostalgia characterizes national and nationalist revivals
all over the world, which engage in the antimodern myth-making of history by
means of a return to national symbols and myths and, occasionally, through
swapping conspiracy theories. Restorative nostalgia manifests itself in total
reconstructions of monuments of the past, while reflective nostalgia lingers on
ruins, the patina of time and history, in the dreams of another place and another
time. (p. 41)
Elsewhere in her work, Boym states another important distinction: “Restorative
nostalgia evokes national past and future; reflective nostalgia is more about individual
and cultural memory” (p. 49). In this chapter, I lean on Boym’s mapping of the two forms
of nostalgic tendencies – and their intricate interactions – to analyze several post-
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Yugoslav films that tap into the genre of so-called “heritage cinema” (Higson, 1995).
According to Higson, heritage films actively seek to restore an affirmative vision of the
past, in order to attempt to resolve some of the present (and future) contradictions of the
post-conflict reality in which they are created. That restoration is usually permeated by an
overabundance of affective investment, and it is precisely through this affect that the
films’ utilization of nostalgia is marked as either restorative (here taken as synonymous
for conservative and nationalist) or alternatively, reflective (here usually progressive,
anti-nationalist).
I will argue that the form of memory being articulated through post-Yugoslav
heritage cinema does not have the past as its primary object of interest, but rather
metaphorically stands in for the unresolved conflicts of the present (particularly those
conflicts that have to do with the questions of pure, post-Yugoslav national or ethnic
identities). As Higson claims:
The construction of the national heritage – an ideological space as much as
anything else – involves not so much the selecting of only certain values from the
past, as the transference of present values on to the past as imaginary object” (p.
41)
Additionally, I would add, this transference involves a sublimation of present-day
anxieties and unresolved conflicts into such representations of the past. This is precisely
why I use Freud’s concept of “screen memory” (1989), to illuminate the claim that a look
back at another time in history is never just that – more than anything, it is always a stand
in for some other content that has otherwise been denied visibility. In Freud’s own words,
a screen memory is “one which owes its value as a memory not to its own content but to
the relation existing between that content and some other, that has been suppressed” (p.
126). Although the ‘screen’ in screen memory does not refer to the cinematic screen, but
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rather to a veil of sorts that covers memory in such a way that it does not allow a clear
vision, Freud’s concept has proven to be useful to apply to cinema as a theoretical tool
with which to explore the interplay between film and the process of remembering. One of
the main traits of screen memory is that it is an unreliable source of knowledge, because
often, it is created out of fantasies and inaccuracies more than out of fact. Nevertheless, it
is always about something that is being repressed in the present, hidden away from a
clear conscious view. I will argue that what is often being suppressed in the case of postYugoslav heritage cinema is a contradiction inherent to the post-conflict state of singular
national identity, which frames the nation as an accepting and loving collective body
while it actively excludes others from its loving embrace, and therefore trades in hate
more than in love (Ahmed, 2004). By masking that contradiction with the nostalgic
representations of a multiethnic Yugoslavia, some heritage films attempt to compensate
for the present that critically lacks such plurality and acceptance of difference. On the
other hand, some heritage films I discuss below engage in a different form of nostalgia,
one that restores ethnic animosity as a historical fact that has been permeating Yugoslav
society from the beginning, and elides the fact that it suddenly burst out onto the scene in
the early 1990s. This latter subgroup of nostalgic films manipulates past political
divisions and upheavals to rationalize the present-day animosities along a strictly
delineated ideological and ethnic split which, represented this way, seems as inevitable as
co-existence seems impossible. After I trace and map out these two approaches to
nostalgia in post-Yugoslav film, in the final sections of the chapter I will move on to
discuss cinematic works that blur the boundary between the two absolute types, and
instead represent the past more as a phantasmal carnivalesque vision than as an indication
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of facts rooted in reality. I will argue that this hallucinatory state is the most productive
space for a nostalgic heritage film to reside in, as it is in the space of hallucinations,
unburdened by strict attachments to reality, that reflective nostalgia – that elusive,
ephemeral structure of feelings that complicates the link between the individual and the
collective memories – can most successfully reside.
In his writing on British heritage cinema, Higson has argued that the question that
dominates heritage cinema is often the problem of inheritance – his “who shall inherit
England?” (1996, p. 47) can be replaced by “who shall inherit [insert national space
here]?” Moreover, for Higson this question rests on the conservative premises of a noble
national past when national identity was in its purest form (as opposed to its purity being
threatened in the present, by immigration, for instance). This argument will similarly be
applied in this chapter to the forms of post-Yugoslav heritage cinema that trade in
restorative nostalgia – films such as Nož (The Knife, Miroslav Lekić, 1999, Serbia), Zona
Zamfirova (Zdravko Šotra, 2002, Serbia), and Sveti Georgije Ubiva Aždahu (St. George
Shoots the Dragon, Srđan Dragojević, 2009, Serbia) – and which rest on the premise of a
mythic and noble national origin (here Serbian) and, overtly or by implication, extend
that nobility to justify violence in the present.
On the other hand, I argue that there is a trend in some heritage cinema that
operates somewhat differently, and that circulates a progressive form of reflective
nostalgia, by articulating Yugo-nostalgia, a term coined after the breakup of Yugoslavia
and reserved for those structures of feelings that negate an affective attachment to the
newly founded nation states. Under the banner of Yugo-nostalgia, longing is directed
towards an impossibility – a country that vanished – as a means of refusing acceptance of
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omnipresent nationalisms that rose in its place. Because Yugo-nostalgia has no realistic
channels for resolution of the longing, and because it represents a stark resistance to the
national myth-making strategies deployed by restorative nostalgias, I consider Yugonostalgia to be a form of reflective nostalgia. Increasingly growing in popularity as
disillusionment with the new post-breakup reality sets in, Yugo-nostalgia has informed an
increasing number of cultural texts, films in particular. According to Boym, reflective
nostalgia is a form of “social memory, which consists of collective frameworks that mark
but do not define the individual memory” (xviii). By being nostalgic not about a singular
ethnic past, but rather about the multi-ethnic Yugoslavia, films such as Tri karte za
Holivud (Three Tickets to Hollywood, Božidar Nikolić, 1993, Serbia) and The
Underground (Emir Kusturica, 1995, Serbia), which I discuss in detail in this chapter,
undermine conservative efforts of those who insist on the ethnic purity of the newly
founded nation states. Instead, these films dream of a pseudo-romanticized, multi-ethnic
Yugoslavia and through it, utilize the affective state of nostalgia as a progressive political
tool by which to potentially counter the proliferation of post-Yugoslav nationalisms. At
the same time, some of these Yugo-nostalgic films fall into the trap of overly
romanticizing Yugoslavia as a state of omnipresent love and acceptance, thereby masking
its more problematic histories of political and other persecutions, hidden animosities and
so on. With that tendency, and with the mechanism of screen memories in mind, this
chapter asks if nostalgia can still be used as a productive affective state circulated through
and with cinema, or if it inevitably flattens the complexities of the past for the sake of
present satisfaction? Another issue that this chapter explores is how these two different
forms of heritage cinema work on the spectator to either reiterate or undermine the post-
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Yugoslav discourses that take national purity as their point of departure for any kind of
collective belonging.

On Reflecting and Restoring Memories
In one intricately humorous case of heritage cinema, Serbia’s Tri karte za Holivud
(Three Tickets to Hollywood, Božidar Nikolić, 1993) portrays Yugoslav society through
the metaphor of a microcosm of a small town somewhere in rural Serbia, a place
inhabited by many quirky types, both likable and unlikeable. The story of the film takes
place in 1962, but the time of the film’s making has to be considered one of the key
aspects of reading the film, especially if Freud’s screen memory is taken into
consideration. In 1993, when the film came out, the breakup of Yugoslavia had already
taken place, but the wars that followed it were still raging in Bosnia and Croatia, with
Serbian military actively engaged in both. Milošević’s rule in Serbia was firmly
established, and nationalist rhetoric in the political discourse was not only prevalent but
virtually the only form of political engagement available. In other words, there were few
obvious alternatives to the omnipresence of hardline Serbian nationalism being framed
through nostalgic myth-making about the greatness of the nation, and the righteousness
of its fight. This is precisely why the emergence of films such as Three Tickets represents
an important intervention into the discourses within which it emerged – in the time of
oppressive nationalist singularity, this film offers a complicated study of the nature of
collective belonging, the fate of the small people at times of political upheaval, and a
stark critique of autocratic regimes with cults of single rulers at the helm.
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The three tickets referenced in the film’s title belong to three young boys whose
plan is to escape that small town and go directly to Hollywood, their infatuation with
cinema being the driving force in the desire to escape the provincialism of their
surroundings. This is at the same time an interesting device for positioning a heritage
film, since the narrative that frames it—the three boys’ efforts to escape their birth
place—protects the film from falling into the trap of romanticizing this Yugoslavia-insmall, even when it makes light some of the more complicated aspects of that society.
Besides the boys’ plan, which acts as a backdrop for the entire film, the main event that
jolts the small but lively community out of its everyday ordinariness is the impending
passage through the town of Yugoslav’s lifetime president and sole political autocrat,
Tito. The announcement of his imminent visit (even if it is just a brief passage on the
train) shakes the entire community and proves to be a highly controversial event that
brings different political affinities to the fore. While some residents are thrilled to have
the president visit, others voice resentment towards his leadership style (at a time when
voicing such resentment might have guaranteed jail time). The preparations for Tito’s
arrival take place while a background political drama of the Cuban missile crisis is taking
place. This backdrop story proves to be pivotal in the rise of tensions within the small
community, as the prospect of a nearly inevitable nuclear war unveils the community’s
hidden political alliances: some side with USSR, others with the US, and each side starts
preparing for the new world order in which their righteous side would win, their
preparations ultimately leading to a mass fight in the town’s main square, after which all
the participants are arrested and driven away by the state police who comes to intervene.
At the end of the film, all that is left in the town is livestock, a humorous metaphor for
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the mindless collective following of political ideas that do not benefit anyone. This
polarizing dilemma – which big political power to side with – serves to highlight the
absurdity of the position of those caught in between the cracks of big historical events.
Siding with either the US or USSR proves to be a pointless exercise in attempting to
achieve relevance in this small town (and by extension, small country), the only thing
achieved by choosing either side being that the community is destroyed altogether.
Falling for big political divisions seems to be the tragic flaw of this community of small
people, as they fall victim to an ideological split that informs the way in which they
frame their understanding of the world outside their small community. The film thus
represents an examination of the fate of small people caught in big political events, and
offers a frequently humorous but ultimately solemn study of their prospects. In one scene
in which residents practice their welcoming parade for Tito, a group of residents carries
letters which, when aligned as planned, should read “Narod je uz tebe” (“The people are
with you”), but after some confusion and shuffling around, the carriers of the letters are
inadvertently realigned in such a way that their banner reads “Narod jebete” (“You are
fucking the people over”) instead. This humorous moment shows how a simple-seeming
play on words can expose a manipulation of collective political support for what it is – an
exploitation of those who are on the receiving end of it.
The film’s central character, Gavrilo, is a police officer and the town’s authority
figure who is in charge of organizing a welcoming parade for the president, but whose
main task is, in fact, to suppress those dissenting voices that might make it seem the
president is not welcome or not appreciated (because having those dissenting voices
exposed out in the open might reflect badly on him as a figure whose main job is to
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police others). Thus the policing of attitudes towards the president, as well as towards the
ongoing backdrop of the missile crisis, becomes another way in which the film avoids
romanticizing Yugoslavia, since its overt political implications position the society as
always having been a contested space in which the cult of one leader, Tito, is accepted
without criticism by some and derided by others. The plurality of opinions on Tito, and
by extension on Yugoslavia itself, makes the film function as a rare example of a
balanced instance of heritage cinema in which nostalgia is not used as a device to flatten
the past into a singular vision of either prosperity or lacking. Instead, Yugoslav society is
depicted both nostalgically and through a critical comedic lens that exposes its many
contradictions and intricate layers of political and emotional investment alike. If
anything, Yugoslav society is depicted here as tragically caught in the conundrum that
often marks the fate of small nations: they get caught up in divisions bigger than they are,
only to end up destroyed

Figure 11: Getting Ready for Tito, Who Never Appears (Three Tickets to Hollywood, Božidar Nikolić,
1993)
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by them often in violent, non-sensical ways. It is impossible to view the scene of the
town’s mass fight that results in community’s implosion and not think about the conflict
that envelops the time of the film’s making – that of Yugoslavia’s violent breakup. In that
sense, Three Tickets can be read as a shorthand, screen memory if you will, for the
existence and demise of Yugoslavia – as much as the look back is nostalgic, the breakup
is viewed as an inevitable result of internal autocratic policing of the people, coupled
with society’s being caught up in between bigger political and ideological divisions that
surround it. The pressures seemed too heavy to bear, and the only way out offered here is
a fantasy of a happy ending embodied in that ultimate land of dream-production, namely,
Hollywood itself. As virtually all the town’s other residents get arrested and driven off by
the state police, the three boys infatuated with cinema start their planned trek towards
Hollywood by walking away on the train tracks (those same tracks which were supposed
to bring Tito, a figure who never materializes). The boys’ trek is as unrealistic as the
fantasies produced in the film industry of their destination, but perhaps being realistic is
not the main goal here. Perhaps the boys willingly suspend belief and dare to dream of an
alternative ending, one where stark realities and divisions can be replaced by a meditation
on longing for a more accepting world – just as Boym describes the operations of
reflective nostalgia. And just like that, the boys’ trek, and with them, the film’s final nod
towards a longing for a happier ending, does not have to be realistic after all, since
reflective nostalgia does not seek a realistic resolution for the loss that triggered it. By
letting the boys walk away and start their impossible trek towards Hollywood along the
tracks in the last scene (after they request “three tickets to Hollywood” at the local train
station), the film opens wide a path towards dreaming an alternative to violence and
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conflict that both destroys their community and that enshrouds the reality of the film’s
making. That alternative is movies, and just like that, a mise en abyme is created, in
which the film points to itself as one of the ways in which a stark reality can be at least
temporarily suspended in favor of an affirmative longing for what is lost.
In Three Tickets, Tito, although central to the narrative, never materializes, but is
only always simply somewhere on the horizon, an approaching mirage that never
becomes real. The theme of Tito’s immaterial, ghostly presence is explored in a few other
films as well, such as Tito i ja (Tito and Me, Goran Marković, Serbia, 1992), in which
Tito appears to a little boy who is composing a poem in his honor; Tito po drugi put među
Srbima (Tito Among the Serbs Again, Želimir Žilnik, Serbia, 1993), a mock-documentary
in which a comedian dresses as Tito and walks the streets of Belgrade, where many
people engage in a conversation with him, addressing him as if he were really Tito; and
Maršal (Marshall, Vinko Brešan, Croatia, 2000). In this last example, the theme of
nostalgia towards Tito's Yugoslavia is directly pitted against the reality of postcommunist nationalisms, transition and capitalism that have materialized since
Yugoslavia's demise. The ghost of Tito (who was commonly referred to as “the
Marshall” during his life) in this film appears to people living on a small Croatian island.
The news of this occurence triggers the arrival of many Yugo-nostalgics, who here
appear to be mainly men who fought in WWII and who thus forged a lasting bond with
Tito's communist and anti-fascist project. When the ghost of Tito turns out to be a person
from a local mental institution who thinks he is the dead Yugoslav leader, the veterans
decide to keep the pretence going anyway, since, as they decide, “any revolution needs a
leader, be they real or fake.” This aspect of the film represents a humorous yet critical
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commentary on the cults of personality that often come coupled with social upheavals
such as conflicts and revolutions. Because of this, the motif of constructing a pretense of
a cult leader extends to Croatia’s more current situation, in which the first democratic
president and wartime leader, Franjo Tuđman became a sanctified figure for the
nationalist movement the same way Tito was once for communism (incidentally, the film
came out shortly after Tuđman's death, which only added to its relevancy as a
commentary on developing the cults of dead leaders, as well as the ways their ghosts
haunt our collective consciousness). Furthermore, the film represents a commentary on
what Ugrešić has called a trend of “collective amnesia” by which the legacy of a joint
communist past is now being suppressed at the expense of drawing singularly national
histories as sources of collective pride. The state of the “Tito Museum” in Marshall
depicts this collective amnesia metaphorically, as it is a building cordoned off and
barricaded, with only flickers of daylight peering into it, but otherwise impenetrable for
full access and inspection, just as the memory about that time seems to be.
These several films that deal with the ghostly presence of Tito are, incidentally or
not, all comedies, which makes them even more interesting to consider within the genre
of heritage cinema, as that genre often relies on the grandiose styles of cinematic drama,
rather than on the arguably more “base” premises of comedy. The use of humor as a
means of mediating representations of otherwise stark realities has a long tradition in
Yugoslav cinematography (Horton, 2002), where a turn to comedy has often been a
device with which tragedy is mitigated and disguised as a farce. Some of the most
celebrated and canonized films of the former Yugoslavia happen to be comedies that at
the same time serve as devastating diagnoses of some of the more problematic ailments
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of the society which they represent. Slobodan Šijan’s Ko to tamo peva (Who’s Singing
Over There?, 1980) and Maratonci trče počasni krug (The Marathon Family, 1982), as
well as Balkanski špijun (Balkan Spy, Dušan Kovačević and Božidar Nikolić, 1984)
represent films with a near-cult levels of worship among the film audiences of former
Yugoslavia. Perhaps the reason lies in the fact that the comedic aspects of these films
always contained a thinly veiled critique of the socialist regime and its undersides. While
there is no doubt that laughter can often be used as a reactionary force whose effect is to
placate dissent of any kind, this is not the case in the subversive comedic potential of the
above mentioned examples of this particular strain of Yugoslav comedies (which is not to
say that reactionary comedies did not exist in Yu-cinematography, quite the contrary).
One of the key things that these comedies have in common is the figure of Dušan
Kovačević, who wrote or co-wrote screenplays for both of Šijan’s films, and wrote and
co-directed Balkan Spy. Kovačević’s accomplished career as a playwright spilled over
successfully into cinema, perhaps peaking with the screenplay he wrote for Kusturica’s
Underground, a film I discuss later in this chapter. Kovačević’s opus as a playwright and
screenwriter has been deeply imbued in the exploration of the workings of laughter as a
subversive force with which problematic political and social realities might at least
temporarily be destabilized. The laughter in his texts is always at least partially
uncomfortable because it never resolves the tension created by the fact that it exposes
some problematic aspect of society.10 In other words, Kovačević’s humor, at least in his
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In Dialectic of Enlightment, Adorno and Horkheimer state: “Laughter, whether
reconciled or terrible, always accompanies the moment when a fear is ended. It indicates
a release, whether from physical danger or from the grip of logic. Reconciled laughter
resounds with the echo of escape from power; wrong laughter copes with fear by
defecting to the agencies which inspire it.” (1969, p. 112)
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early works, served as a destabilizing force that did not allow for an ameliorating effect
of laughter to take over the more ominous undertones exposed through such use of
comedy. Quite interestingly, Kovačević has tried his hand at writing a screenplay for a
heritage drama as well, in the form of Sveti Georgije ubiva aždahu (St. George Shoots the
Dragon, 2009), a film that I discuss later in this chapter, and that I classify as a
problematic performance of restorative nostalgia. In the figure of one author then, we
have a quite literal split in which his heritage comedies consistently perform reflective
nostalgia, but when he moves to drama, nationalist implications of restorative nostalgia
take over instead.
Three Tickets to Hollywood owes much of its use of humor to the legacy of
Kovačević’s early comedies (its director, Božidar Nikolić, helped Kovačević co-direct
Balkan Spy, and was the cinematographer on virtually all the comedies discussed above),
and it pays homage to that legacy, among other things, in the form of a cameo appearance
of a cult Yugoslav actor Danilo Bata Stojković, who appeared in all the comedies
discussed above, most memorably playing the paranoid lead in Balkan Spy. With this nod
to its provocative comedic predecessors, Three Tickets positions itself quite overtly as a
continuation of the use of laughter towards non-reactionary goals. But the use of comedy
within the heritage film genre does not guarantee that a film would necessarily aim to
cultivate a more critical look at the political and social contexts that inform its making.
For instance, Zdravko Šotra’s comedies Lajanje na zvezde (Barking at the Stars, 1998,
Serbia) and Zona Zamfirova (2002, Serbia), which are both set in different, nostalgically
veiled past times, represent forms of uncritical reactionary filmmaking devoid of any
hints of commentary that might point to social or political problems, present or past.
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The story depicted in Barking at the Stars happens in 1963, virtually the same
time as the story of Three Tickets, but the treatment of the social and political climates of
the time could not be more different in these two films. Where Three Tickets offers an
overt critique of both past and present totalitarian regimes (of Tito but also, implicitly, of
Milošević), and situates its story within the context of the larger political events that
surround it, Barking at the Stars completely ignores contextualization of any kind,
making its narrative completely apolitical, as if its characters exist in some timeless
happy vacuum where only lighthearted things happen. The story is one of coming of age
for a group of high school students, their typical adolescent adventures piled on to make
for an entertaining narrative. This story of a carefree small town adolescence is
bookended by the depiction of the same characters in their middle age, as they
nostalgically look back at the time when life seemed to them to be much simpler. Barking
at the Stars thus offers quite an overt exercise in nostalgia, where present day middleaged characters yearn for a lost time and for the unadulterated happiness of their youth.
Nowhere in the film is there a hint that this construction of pure happiness as a feature of
past times might be exactly that, a construct. Quite the contrary, the film seems invested
in arguing that things indeed were better and happier in times past, as exemplified by a
depiction of contemporary youth (the children of those former adolescents-turnedmiddle-aged “nostalgics”) who seem to be overly preoccupied with material things such
as cars, phones and so on. This critique follows a well trodden path of older generations
holding firmly to their belief that the time of their own youth was a much healthier and
happier time to grow up, and that these new young generations are polluted by
technology, materialism, and by modern life itself. But this critique of present day youth
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is not political in any way, as it fails to engage in explorations of any contextual
circumstances that might expose either the past or the present as temporalities fraught
with tension and, ultimately, unresolvable contradiction.
Šotra’s following film, Zona Zamfirova, goes even further in depoliticizing and
romanticizing a past time. The film is an adaptation of a famous Serbian novel by Stevan
Sremac, and still holds the record as the most watched Serbian film of all time. The story
takes place in a small Serbian town some time in the 19th century, where a rich girl falls
in love with a poor boy, and we follow their struggle – often with humorous turns – to
end up together. This fairly conventional narrative (starkly different from the novel) does
not engage in any exploration of the class implications of the narrative, except to use
class markers as an opportunity for comic relief. The film is filled with numerous
supporting characters and there is a sense in which they make the heart of the film more
so than the two love-struck, but quite one-dimensional main characters. As the film
makes its depiction of 19th century small-town Serbia an idyllic place to live (ignoring
any hints of upheavals that marked that time in Serbia’s history, such as it emerging as a
nation state after an uprising that freed it from five-hundred years of Turkish/Ottoman
rule), without any hints of trouble, social unrest or tension. The legacy of the centuries
spent under the rule – and heavy cultural influence – of the Ottoman Empire are here
present only as an aesthetic category, through the almost fetishized visuals of the clothes
and room interiors, whose detailed depictions contributed to the film being considered an
authentic representation of that time in history.
If viewed from the aspect of screen memory, these comedies seem to be actively
working towards masking present struggles by presenting an idyllic past as a means to
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ameliorate – or even obliterate awareness of – social upheaval such as unrest and war.
Comedies such as Šotra’s two films might be viewed as textbook examples of a cultural
exercise in escapism of sorts, but to say so is not to dismiss such exercises as irrelevant –
it is only to begin to dissect the mechanisms that are at play in their popularity (and both
these films achieved record audiences upon release). It is possible that they are in
conversation with their more critical comedic counterparts, and that the audiences have
that in mind as well, welcoming laughter which, for a change and at least temporarily,
does not have to be burdened with reminders that their social reality is dire. In that sense,
escapism that the audiences engage in by accepting apolitical comedies en masse could
be a political performance after all, if only as an indication that for once, both publics and
counterpublics might be oversaturated with reminders of their collective grim reality.
Achieving happiness seems to be a goal here, and to use a metaphor pertinently
introduced by Ahmed in “Happy Objects” (2010), we orient ourselves towards objects
that make us happy, objects that are sticky, so to speak. As Ahmed states, “happy objects
could be described simply as those objects that affect us in the best way” (p. 22). Because
of that, there is an implication that objects themselves are happy and by orienting
ourselves towards them, they “make” us happy too. But in the case of the comedies I
discuss here, it is not necessarily and solely film-as-object that is assigned happiness;
more likely, it is a dreamed up community depicted in such comedies – an imagined
nation of the past – that is seen as a happy, sticky object towards which a traumatized
collective body of the present-day audiences orients itself, as if it were soothing to do so,
to collectively invest themselves in a dream of possible happiness. In that sense, their
seemingly apolitical nostalgia is revealed as quite political in its restorative effects, a
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jointly dreamed utopia of a past when people were nobler, and history made the Serbs the
great nation that the films imply they still could be. It is no wonder then that these two
comedies were most watched precisely at times where the nation was going through
dramatic (and traumatic) upheavals such as the Kosovo war, the NATO bombing and the
fall of Milošević’s regime.

The Drama of National Feelings
In “What is a Nation?” Ernest Renan (1990) notes that nations are relatively new
occurrences in the history of human kind, but that the narratives that surround – and
construct – a nation rest on the premise of a long, transhistorical feeling of collective
belonging. Renan states that “a nation is a soul, a spiritual principle,” and that two things
constitute it: “One lies in the past, one in the present. One is the possession in common of
a rich legacy of memories; the other is present-day consent, the desire to live together, the
will to perpetuate the value of the heritage that one has received in an undivided form”
(p. 19). According to Renan, a nation does not come to be because of geographies, past
conquests, dynasties or other political things, but out of a shared feeling of solidarity
about a shared past, present and future. “A nation is therefore a large-scale solidarity,
constituted by the feeling of the sacrifices that one has made in the past and of those that
one is prepared to make in the future” (p. 19). Feelings are thus constitutive, rather than
merely characterizing the nation. In The Cultural Politics of Emotion, Ahmed (2004) has
similarly argued that emotions are entities whose political dimensions in the national
context cannot be overlooked. Ahmed shows how the common feeling circulated within a
national space is seemingly that of love – love for one’s nation being a predominant
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discourse within which this love is disseminated. But according to Ahmed, this love is, in
actuality, a disguised feeling of hate for the Other who might threaten, or invade, change
or deny the sovereignty – if not purity – of the national body. Indeed, most nationalist
discourses are framed by a rhetorical construction of a menacing foreign body that
threatens to pollute the health - and happiness – of the collective national body framed
this way. It is the use of feelings that I am particularly interested in here, with respect to
both the constitution of a common understanding that one belongs to a nation, as well as
in the constitution of the feeling of threat by a foreign body that might end the collective
happiness of a dreamed-up national body. As Renan claims, the feeling that constitutes a
nation is projected both towards the past (a shared heritage) and towards the future
(attempting to secure the well-being of future generations). Nostalgia, more than anything
else, ties the past and the future together in one complex assemblage of affective
responses to what it means to belong collectively and nationally. While it is always a look
back at some different time, nostalgia is inevitably informed by a present time and its
anxieties for the future. In this sense, nostalgia marks a nod towards futurity, in that it is
always positioned as a means by which to resolve anxieties that the collective belonging
which defines a nation might become interrupted by some enemy force in the future. As
long as there are reminders that the heritage of a nation is forceful and far-reaching, there
are assurances that future troubles would be met with force and unity. A nostalgic
re/construction of a past threat that has been overcome becomes a useful tool in this
process, since it assures the national body that it would be able to deal with any future
enemy force that comes its way. Films that belong to the domain of heritage drama in the
post-Yugoslav context have often invested their efforts in re/creating exactly this kind of
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unity through a trans-historical threat of a foreign body that persistently denies the nation
its uninterrupted happiness. This use of past foreign others who threaten to invade a
national body serves to mitigate a perceived threat in the present time, but it is also
always turned towards the future, aiming to warn generations to come that the struggle is
never over. The “history repeats itself” pseudo-educational mantra becomes an
ideological tool for a perpetuation of the divisive politics that place some bodies firmly
outside the national framework.
Jakov Sedlar’s film Četverored (1999, Croatia) was made during the decade in
which Croatia became an independent nation state, “freed” from the shackles of being a
part of Yugoslavia. More than anything else, this film reflects a form of collective
euphoria about that newfound national freedom, articulated, among other things, in active
attempts to re-write history. Here, the history that is being revised is that of WWII, when
the official Croatian state sided with Nazis. After the Nazis were defeated, the liberating
communist/partisan forces punished the domestic Nazi collaborators often by executing
them. This part of the WWII history – both Croatia’s Nazi collaboration, and the
subsequent partisan retaliation against the collaborators – has often been suppressed in
narratives about the foundation of multi-ethnic Yugoslavia. After Croatia gained its
independence in the 1990s, films like Četverored turned back to this highly contested
time in history to re-write the narrative of what took place by depicting the Croatian Nazi
collaborators as sympathetic guys, and the communist partisans as a menacing threat to
Croatia’s national pride. This re-writing is not new, since revisions like these, immersed
in the process of whitewashing the more uncomfortable aspects of the story, became a
leitmotif of sorts for the attempts to cast the entirety of Yugoslavia’s socialist existence as
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a period during which Croatia’s (as well as any other ethnic group’s) national pride was
being violently suppressed by the communist regime. By engaging in a narrative that
positions the very emergence of the Yugoslav state on foundations that suppress Croatia’s
positive national self-identity, Četverored revises history for the sake of the present,
drawing a direct link between communism and the denial of Croatia’s self-pride. In that
setup, a collective identification as a Croatian is depicted as entirely impossible as long as
a communist and multi-ethnic Yugoslavia existed, since the latter’s very existence is
premised on the suppression of each individual sum of its multi-national parts. But even
more importantly, the existence of Croatia’s collective national pride is depicted here as
always threatened as long as foreign Others are allowed to co-exist within the same
boundaries of a legal state. In that sense, Četverored represents a form of screen memory
that uses the past to excuse a present dilemma – any project of ethnic cleansing is
justified in this setup, since it assures the future of singular ethno/national pride.
The Serbian film Nož (The Knife, Miroslav Lekić, 1999) came out in the same
year as Četverored and represents its virtual counterpart, since it is engaged in similar
revisionary goals within the Serbian context that Četverored attempts to achieve in the
Croatian case. Based on the novel Nož by Vuk Drašković (a prominent Serbian
politician), the film looks at the difficult history of the WWII ethnic infighting in the
former Yugoslavia. While the novel ends before the recent wars of Yugoslavia's break-up
(it was published in the 1980s), the film adds an aditional chapter that draws a straight
line between previous ethnic tensions and the more recent history of violence. The central
character in both is a young Bosnian Muslim Alija, who decides to look into his family
history since there are some unanswered questions that haunt him. What Alija discovers
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is that he was actually born to a Serbian family, and that this whole family, together with
the rest of the Serbian village, was burned alive in their church by the Muslims during
WWII. Alija, whose birth name, as he discovers, was Ilija Jugovic, was the sole surviving
Serb in that bloodbath, and was subsequently taken by a Muslim family to be raised as
their own. The discovery of this “truth” triggers in Alija/Ilija an identity crisis that he
cannot easily resolve, since he was raised in an orthodox Muslim environment and does
not hold favorable views about the Serbs. Now that he discovers that his background is
Serbian, Alija asks “Whose shoes will I now wear?,” and decides that he cannot reconcile
his biological background with his adopted one and therefore has to chose only one. In
the film’s addendum to the book, the wars that marked the break-up of Yugoslavia now
pose a literal challenge for Alija/Ilija, who chooses to fight on the Serbian side (thus
turning to his “true” birth religion), but to the film’s end he remains ambivalent about his
belonging nevertheless.
The film is problematic as a piece of heritage cinema in several different aspects,
the most prominent being the commonly held nationalist Serbian trope that Bosnian
Muslims are Serbs anyway, because their Christian ancestors converted to Islam under
the Ottoman rule. But more importantly, they are traitors because of that conversion, seen
as weak in betraying their inherently Christian “nature.” In the story of Alija/Ilija, that
motif is honed into a moral struggle within the main character who cannot reconcile his
two identities. In this set up, ethnic and religious belonging is naturalized, treated as a
part of a person’s DNA and therefore inescapable, unalienable from their “true” identity.
The fact of Alija/Ilija being raised in his adoptive religion of Islam is treated as a falsely
imposed identity and as a fraud, since one of the film’s main premises is that a person
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cannot be raised into an identity, one has to be born into it. This, by extension, implies
that an entire ethnic group – here Bosnian Muslims – is a fraud, as their “true nature” is
actually Serbian and Christian. Moreover, the film is problematic in its depiction of
ethnic hatreds as inevitable and inescapable, as it draws a direct line from previous
animosities to the more recent ones, and thus posits that peaceful coexistence among
Yugoslav peoples was always merely a utopian dream masking the harsh realities of
inevitable divisions. This view, just as is the case with Croatia’s Četverored, works to
justify, even rationalize violence by converting it into a coat of heritage and inevitability.
In the example of these two films, then, we see the formation of a cinematic articulation
of some of the most stubbornly utilized tools of historical revisionism: we fight because
“we” are inherently and inescapably different from “them.” In both these problematic
films, then, ethnic and national belonging is premised on a feeling of threat, albeit a threat
that in both cases proves to be a justified entity since the violence of it materializes quite
brutally.
It is no surprise that such forms of problematic screen memory arise during the
times of upheaval that accompany any creation of a nation state. But even more
generally, since the importance of nation state as a concept is becoming increasingly
displaced by transnational global flows of ideas, capital and people, national purity is
considered to be under threat even when there is no visible upheaval in sight. As Lauren
Berlant states: “Indeed, it is precisely under transnational conditions that the nation
becomes a more intense object of concern and struggle” (1997, p.13). Since film as a
form of art trades in a discursive circulation of affect, among other things, an important
question here is how such dramatic, and visually explicit depictions of threats throw back
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into cultural circulation more ammunition, for lack of a better word, for the machinery
that produces nationalist/exclusionary discourses in the first place. It is safe to say that
there is an ethical responsibility that is being neglected altogether within the frames of
these films, as experiencing a joint threat, past and present (more so than, say, love), is
posited as the primary organizing principle of belonging collectively (here meaning:
exclusively ethnically). In the section that follows, I discuss in detail another example of
a heritage film, but one whose political implications are not as involved with the feeling
of threat from an ethnic/external Other as much as they are invested in the feeling of an
internal threat to the nostalgically-slanted traditional ways of life.

The War at Home: On Domesticity and Masculinity
One of the highest profile heritage films to come out of the region (and Serbia’s
most expensive film to date) is Srđan Dragojević’s Sveti Georgije ubiva aždahu (St.
George Shoots the Dragon, 2009). Based on a play by Dušan Kovačević (who wrote the
script as well), the film tells a story about the lives of the residents of a small village on
the border of Serbia and the Austro-Hungarian empire just before the start of WWI.
While the political situation is an important backdrop to the story (and the film's pivotal
scene at the end is the famous Cer Battle – the first battle the Serbs fought in that war),
the central conflict depicted in the film is that of a love triangle in the village, where a
young and disabled war veteran (from the recently ended Serbian-Turkish war) Gavrilo
loses the girl, Katarina, to his former commander and now a village police officer Đorđe
(George). But Katarina does not love Đorđe, and her extramarital affair with her old
flame Gavrilo triggers a conflict that stands at the film's center more so than the brewing
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world war. Since the village is on the border with the enemy empire, it is always in the
fragile liminal position in which it is exposed to atrocities first. But in a more general
sense, the village quite overtly stands in for Serbia itself, here conceived as a liminal
borderland between the east and the west. In the very first scene of the film, a grandfather
is teaching his young grandson about the ways of the world in the darkness of the night,
and explains to the boy that there is a place called Paris, which is always so bright with
lights, that its residents can't tell night from day. The description of that brightness is in
stark contrast with the darkness that surrounds the grandfather and his grandson. The
grandfather explains that the darkness that surrounds them has always been there and that
'we deserve nothing better'. With this, Serbia is immediately positioned as a land of grim
suffering, in stark contrast with the brightness of the easigoing lives of the civilized
Europe embodies in the vision of Paris, a place that seems to know no darkness. That
positioning of Serbia as a place of inevitable darkness is reinforced at the very end of the
film by a scene in which Katarina and the same young boy wheel the bodies of both
Gavrilo and Đorđe (who die in the Cer Battle) into the darkness, with the boy saying: 'My
grandpa taught me how to walk in the darkness'. With this, the boy communicates a
narrative of masculine heritage in which Serbian men are taught that life is grim and that
they will have to find a way to walk in the darkness, in which they will eventually die a
brutal death.
The film seems deeply invested in reiterating the notion that Serbian heritage is
that of gloom and inevitable suffering, in which wars repeat themselves on a regular
cycle. The epigraph at the end of the film thus reads: 'And so it goes through the entire
20th century', hinting at the future devastating conflicts that would follow – WWII and
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the break up of Yugoslavia. But by positioning these conflicts as somehow inherent, even
compatible to the way of life as Serbs know it, the film glosses over the complicated
socio-political factors that bring those wars and conflicts about. Instead, it views them as
simply inevitable. The 'history repeats itself' mantra is yet again depolyed as a
mechanism by which collective heritage becomes a flat surface of inevitability, devoid of
any complexities that might contribute to the many historical upheavals that the Serbs
went through as a nation. It becomes simply a story of 'the way we are,' the implication
then being that 'we' do not deserve any better. But the 'we' of the collective belonging is
pitted here against the omnipresent power and influence of the state. Reminiscent of the
chasm between the state interests and the well-being of its people in Three Tickets to
Hollywood, the characters in St. George voice a disilussionment with the state of things
that binds them into collectivity. The state is pitted as the source of greater distress than
well-being, because it pushes the common man into wars and suffering that are outside of
his control, yet he perpetually falls victim to them. This approach to Serbian history has
earned the film some strong criticism from the political right, on the basis that the film, as
historian Predrag J. Marković claimed, engages in blatant 'auto-chauvinism' and 'hatred
of its own people'.11
At the same time, the film was harshly criticized by the liberal left as well, but
mainly because of the extra-cinematic circumstances surrounding its making. Namely,
the film's pivotal Cer Battle scene was filmed on location in Rebublika Srpska, a part of
Bosnia with majority Serbian rule. The site chosen for filming the Cer Battle was
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Omarska, an infamous location in which the Serbian military maintained a camp for
muslim prisoners (and in which many of those prisoners were tortured and killed) during
the recently ended Bosnian war. Since the film tells a story about an entirely different
time, references to the more recent atricities that took place at the exact location where
the battle scene was filmed do not permeate its narrative. But if screen memory is applied
here as a framework through which a heritage film is always inevitably more about the
anxieties of the time of its making than about the past time it purports to represent, then
the fact that St. George was filmed on the location of an infamous Serbian torture camp
cannot be easily overlooked. Indeed, Pavle Levi argues that this fact of being filmed in
Omarska is so problematic that the film needs to be boycotted altogether, in an act of
non-watching turned into resistance towards the erasure of history in which the film is,
according to Levi, deeply invested.12 In a scathing indictment of the film titled: 'The
Capo of Omarska: Why I Won't Be Watching St. George Shoots the Dragon,' Levi (2009)
claims that the refusal to watch the film is not merely an ethical, but moreover a political
act because it is important to 'think and write about the fact that the location which was
the site of mass crimes against humanity in recent history, all committed in the name of
Serbian national interests, is now simply being used as an appropriate location for the
filming of a historical ethno-spectacle.' But as Levi himself shows, there is never a
'simple' usage of such a contested terrain (in the literal sense of the word), and since the
film itself does not make any space for a self-reflexive exploration of the nature of
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historical accountability (even in the context of its literal WWI story), Levi deems it
important to simply circumvent viewing altogether.
Levi's call for a political action of not-viewing is not a mere dismissal of the film
on the grounds of its problematic choice of location. If screen memories are taken into
consideration, that choice of location becomes an unalienable part of the film’s texture, to
such an extent that it cannot not inform its cultural relevancy altogether. For Freud,
screen memory is never simply self-referential, it is always about something else that has
been suppressed and is thus unresolved (in this case, within the collective psyche of
Serbian accountability). In a very important sense of the workings of screen memory,
then, St. George indeed is a film that inadvertently exposes the suppression of the
atrocities of the more recent war, its primary narrative of WWI acting as merely a screen
mask through which other, more current, collective ailing is being addressed (or
suppressed). Being filmed on the site of unspeakable war crimes, the film addresses a
different time altogether, but in that address is revealed a chasm within which the
masking is always incomplete, and film proves to be an inadequate tool for completely
erasing a sense of national guilt about these more recent atrocities. If on the surface, St.
George explores the plight of Serbian masculinity in the early 20th century, its deeper
subtext is a more current plight, and one that has seen many Serbian men directly
involved in shedding the blood of ethnic others. The tragedy (and assumed guilt) of such
recent events is negotiated through a narrative of a past time, in which it seems that an
excuse for those Serbian men is being created in depicting them as victims of the state, of
politics and of the violent ways of the territory that they inhabit. Violence then gets
problematically relativized, and men that commit it get acquitted of accountability
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through the narrative of “higher powers” that control those actions. That people are
absolved of accountability in this version of events is demonstrated by one character, a
disabled war veteran, in a witty statement in which he claims that: “Serbia always wins
its wars, and the people lose them.” Here, the state is put in a direct juxtaposition to “the
people” who inhabit it, and when the state wins (presumably at the expense of the dead
bodies of many), it is the people who always lose regardless. In this sense, the state is the
doer, the people merely subjects who are the mechanical extensions of its apparatus, but
not accountable by any means. By veering towards positioning things this way, St.
Georges comes dangerously close to absolving individuals of their crimes – a motif that
becomes pivotal when the location of its filming is taken into consideration. This is
precisely why Levi’s position that this location cannot be dismissed as an irrelevant
aspect of the film’s texture becomes undeniable, since a great amount of the film’s
investment is spent on relativizing individual accountability at a time of war, transferring
it instead to a relativized higher power of the state.
If there is in the film someone human to blame for the plight that the society is in,
it appears that it is the women that are to be held responsible. Namely, more than
concerning itself with the prospects of wars and death on the front, what becomes
strikingly obvious is that the entire narrative invests itself much more in a meandering
meditation on the crisis within Serbian domestic/familial life, a crisis which seems to be
taking place not because of an external threat, but because domesticity is falling apart
from inside its own boundaries, self-destructing, as it were. And the main reason for that
are the women, who complicate things for the men, and whose sexuality – depicted as
threatening and uncontainable – seems to be what the men are mainly concerned about.
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Even when they are all at the front, and fighting the famous Cer Battle, their minds are
back home, as they worry whether the “cripples” who have stayed behind (as they are
deemed unable to perform military duties) will take advantage of the women. When the
able-bodied men at the front hear a rumor that it indeed appears that their worst fears
have come true, the soldiers threaten leaving the front altogether to go and fix things back
home, which is to say, to reign in the women’s sexual drives so they won’t be sleeping
around while their men are away fighting wars. These domestic concerns are so
overwhelming for the soldiers that the central character, George, at one point tells his
commander: “I came from a bigger evil [i.e. his own home] into a smaller one [i.e. the
war]”. The soldiers are so distracted by these concerns that someone eventually goes back
to the village and forcibly mobilizes all the “cripples” and brings them to the front to
fight, but more importantly, removes them from the village to take away the threat of the
women having sex while their men are away. Only after the threat of uncontained female
sexuality is removed from their minds can men engage in some war fighting, and they do,
all dying in the battle at the end of the film. The tension between the state that the
soldiers eventually die for, and the home that they are looking to protect is here embodied
in a striking form: it is not the battle that is protecting their domestic life, it is the removal
of other men, so that female sexuality can be better controlled. Before dying, one soldier
pointedly states: “I always believed there was a country and that it was worth dying for,
but all I ever saw of that country is my own home. Fuck this country. Fuck this country.”
Clearly then, there is a country/state, and then there is a home where the wife is, and
these two seem to here be completely divorced (pun intended) in where they locate their
interests, as well as the ways in which those interests are met. The state/nation furthers its
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interests over the dead bodies of men, while men preserve patriarchal/heteronormative
domesticity by making sure no other men are left behind to “usurp” their women. This is
perhaps one of the film’s most problematic theses – an active attempt to separate
domesticity from a more collective involvement in external preservations of a
state/country. Yet, as feminist theory has shown time and again, domesticity is not as
separate a sphere as the film would have us believe, since personal is always inevitably
political. The men’s incessant obsession with the threat of female sexuality being
uncontained is as important an aspect of being Serbian (or any national/collective
patriarchal unit) as is the warfare, and these two are not separated along the private/public
axis, but rather create a complex assemblage by which women’s bodies are positioned as
ideological tools as well as excuses for the men to act violently. Furthermore, if this
aspect of the film is viewed from the screen memory point of view, it is quite possible to
read it as suppressing an anxiety rooted at an entirely different time – that of the more
recent wars, in which women’s bodies became, quite literally, the sites of battle and
masculinist control, most tragically through mass rape (Stiglmayer, 1994).
St. Georges positions itself as anti-war, perpetually reminding the viewer how
absurd it seems to sacrifice one’s life for some vague common goals that unite one side
against another. But what is offered as an additional layer of that criticism is an argument
that men should rather be back home and rescuing domesticity, returning it onto stable
foundations, and that this plight of domesticity is what is really ailing the society. But
those stable foundations are distinctly patriarchal and heteronormative, and so the film
ends up reiterating several problematic tropes within which a contained female sexuality
is the key to national stability (since it is the key to the male peace of mind). And
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moreover, the preservation of domesticity is positioned as a distinctly private task, which
is a problematic premise especially when one takes into consideration to what extent the
threat to female bodies has been used for ideological purposes of justifying violence
against others (Young, 2009).

Figure 12: George about to Shoot the Dragon (St. George Shoots the Dragon, Srđan
Dragojević, 2009)

The symbolism of the titular dragon that George shoots functions on several
different levels in the film. St. George was a Christian saint who killed a dragon which, in
many versions of Christian mythology, represents paganism.13 To some extent, St.
George represents traditon altogether, a reminder that there is a “higher purpose” in play
when it comes to the events depicted in the film. But in a larger sense, St. George
represents a moral compass by which external threats must be overcome for the
preservation of one's faith. In the film, the central character George's “dragon” seems to
at first be his rival for the love of his wife Katarina, the young Gavrilo (who is one of the
“cripples” as he lost an arm, and is therefore also a part of the group that the able-bodied
13

http://www.lib.rochester.edu/camelot/teams/whgeodintro.htm
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men find threatening when it comes to the women). But in the film’s final scene of the
Cer Battle, George and Gavrilo come face to face and as George raises his gun to finally
fulfill the film’s titular prophecy and “shoot the dragon,” he does not kill Gavrilo, but
instead kills an enemy soldier that has snuck up to Gavrilo behind his back. Thus George
seems to have realized at the very end of his life (both he and Gavrilo die in the battle)
that fighting an external threat needs to take primacy over killing a domestic rival.
While interweaving the narratives of historical events around the start of WWI,
and the more intimate concerns about the breaking down of traditional domesticity, St.
George Shoots the Dragon predominantly engages in a form of distinctly restorative
nostalgia in which the main goal seems to be a solemn reminder that history repeats itself,
and that it will do so until Serbian men sober up and realize that fixing things at home –
that is to say, finding a way to control female sexuality – is sometimes more important
than fighting an external threat. The characters in the film are themselves nostalgic
towards a time – if there ever was one such time – when things (and especially women)
seemed simpler, and when the state did not dictate the outcome of their lives. With this, a
heritage film is created in which a nostalgic look is simultaneously a warning of the
perpetuation of the threat. As Boym claims: “What drives restorative nostalgia is not the
sentiment of distance and longing but rather the anxiety about those who draw attention
to historical incongruities between past and present and thus question the wholeness and
continuity of the restored tradition” (p. 44-45). St. George occupies a curious space with
respect to such anxieties. While it takes a rather disillusioned look at the notion of a
“homeland,” it also zones in on an anxiety that permeates the present as much as it might
have permeated the past: an anxiety around the destruction of familial traditions (which,
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in turn, form that very sense of homeland, although the film fights against that
connection). The destruction of familial/domestic (which is to say, patriarchal) traditions
threaten the “wholeness and continuity” that Boym writes about more so than any wars
and atrocities that the film uses merely as a backdrop (both within its cinematic frame,
with WWI, and with its extra-cinematic context, the controversial filming location) to its
main conflict, which takes place inside the home.

Now that the Men are Dead: A Heritage Voodoo
Where the story of St. George ends – with the men dying on the battlefield and
the women collecting their dead bodies – another recent Serbian film begins. Charleston
for Ognjenka (Čarlston za Ognenjku, Uroš Stojanović, 2008, sometimes also translated as
Tears for Sale) depicts a story of a distant Serbian village in which only women reside,
since all the men have died in the recently finished WWI. The film mixes realism and
magic rooted in traditional rural beliefs in spirits that live on after death and can be
summoned to haunt the living. The film’s official tagline describes it as telling a story
about Serbia “between the East and the West, between magic and civilization,” where the
East seems to be associated with the more traditional ways – which include voodoo and
other forms of mystic spirituality – and the West is associated here with modernization,
depicted in the film through the Charleston, cars, different beauty standards for women
(no traditional garbs, and no hairy legs), and film itself. The film’s two main characters,
Ognjenka and Small Goddess, are sisters who carry on the family trade called naricaljka
– a traditional and nowadays near-extinct skill in which women are paid to mourn at
funerals, but their performance is not simply of mere crying. Rather, naricaljka takes a
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very specific cry-and-song routine that narrates the life of the deceased as well as
vocalizes the grief of the surviving. This traditional profession of Ognjenka and Small
Goddess, typically associated with the more rural areas, is in direct juxtaposition with the
profession of the two men they meet on their quest to bring back a man to the village in
order to satisfy the women. One man is a Charleston dancer, the other a strong man and
an acrobat. But there is a parallel between what the two pairs do for a living as well –
they all require certain levels of showmanship, albeit rooted in different civilizational
implications. While naricaljka is a dying profession, modern dance and song, as well as
acrobatics are on the rise in the new world. After a series of adventures, as well as
troubles that the two sisters fall into with the spirit of their great grandmother, Great
Goddess, the girls return to the village with the two men, but once there, a conflict takes
place over who the men belong to. Women in the village are depicted as extremely
possessive of them, each eager to bed them as soon as possible. In the end, Ognjenka and
her strong man manage to leave the village and set off for Belgrade, while Small Goddess
and her Charleston dancer die in a mine field left over by the last surviving man of the
village. It is unclear whether Ognjenka will stay in Belgrade and embrace the new age,
where “the 20th century has already started and there are supposed to be no wars in it,” or
whether she will return to her village and continue with the old ways of life.
Charleston for Ognjenka does not resolve these tensions caused by the
positionality of the region on the crossroads between modernity and tradition, but rather
uses magic and hallucinations (prompted by a special kind of rakija /plum brandy called
paukovača) to bridge the divides between different worlds: the dead and the living, the
old and the new, the rural and the urban. The question of heritage is here pitted as a
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dialectic between different polarities – the impulse to maintain traditions, but also to
embrace newness and modernity. Just like it is not clear whether Ognjenka is staying in
Belgrade or returning to her village, it is also not clear whether the land in general is
choosing modernization or sticking to its old ways and traditions. If there is any nostalgic
slanting here – and there certainly is – it is attached to this particular dialectic more than
any one pole that comes to produce it. In more ways than one, the film comfortably
resides at this paradox and thus does not attempt to resolve it. While it seems to be
voyeuristically in love with the magic and the surreal beliefs of the women in the village,
it also looks favorably on the symbols of modernity that the men bring. The latter is
particularly overt in the figure of the strong man, who is based on a real historical figure:
a famous acrobat and strongman Dragoljub Aleksić, who was also a film actor and
director, and was believed to have made the first Yugoslav talkie Innocence Unprotected.
That talkie was not preserved in its entirety, but the fragments that were saved were later
used in the legendary Dušan Makavejev’s film-collage of the same title, Innocence
Unprotected (1968), in which Aleksić himself appears to talk about his own film. Thus,
by having the character of a young Dragoljub Aleksić now appear in Charleston, the film
offers a multi-leveled insertion of the intertext of film history, and that in and of itself
represents a significant moment of the film’s ambivalence towards the tension between
tradition and modernity. While it looks to pay homage to the village wisdom, voodoo and
other supernatural beliefs, as well as to the dying trades like naricanje, it also nods to
what it sees as potentially positive aspects of modernization such as the emergence of its
own medium of film (which is yet another version of showmanship).
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The nostalgia about the dialectic between modernity and tradition is central here
and serves to somewhat displace the implicit gendered considerations of the historical
hardships in the region. Yes, the men die and women are left to fend for themselves, but
apart from the more practical concerns that this brings to their lives, the women do not
seem to be particularly grieving. Instead, they take such events as wars and mass dying of
the men for granted and with a level of resignation. This is precisely why they need to
hire someone to do the crying for them at funerals, they themselves too busy figuring out
the more practical aspects of the problem, such as where to find new men to have
children with, so that they can secure the continuation of the same cycle of life and death.
But the heritage of female loss is a central motif of the film, even if the women take it in
a matter of fact manner. Where St. George was about the male concerns (what do the
women do when they are away fighting wars), Charleston is about the female side of
things: how to secure and procure reproduction, but sheer pleasure too. In fact, the
women here seem to support some of the concerns that the men in St. George had – they
do indeed seem horny and man-hungry, to the point where they are willing to have sex
with an old man on his death bed if it’s their only chance of having sex. But female
sexuality is not fetishized here as much as positioned as a driving force of survival,
whereby it serves as a practical counterpoint to the tradition of loss that the women
inherit. They counter that tradition of loss and grief by celebrating carnal desires and
bodily pleasure, and quite unapologetically so. Open carnal desire does seem more
associated with tradition here, whereby in modernity a body is more disciplined, and
fetishized in a different way – either through sartorial excessiveness, or through the
voyeuristic gazing at bodies such as the strong man’s (and this is yet another wink at the
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history of cinema, particularly at what Gunning has called “the cinema of attractions”
[2000]). It is difficult to pinpoint Charleston’s use of nostalgia as either restorative or
reflective. For it to be restorative, it would have had to entail strong overtones of national
belonging, which it does not. It concerns itself more with modernization and its effects on
gender roles, as it positions itself at the nexus of new lifestyles and ancient ritualistic
beliefs. In that sense, the film is more reflective, because its longing is not for one
specific time frozen in history, but rather for the small historical shifts, and the overlaps
of traditions that influence our present and future alike.
The final film I discuss in this chapter, Kusturica’s Underground, merges together
many of the themes brought up by the films discussed so far, from the uses of comedy
and excess, to the crisis of masculinity, the fact and fiction of history, as well as the
carnal desires that lie beneath the surface of them all (underground, as it were). I now
turn to this film to discuss the ways in which it might be the ultimate heritage/nostalgia
film coming out of the region since the break up of Yugoslavia, precisely because it
contains all these and many other components, yet refuses to be contained by any of
them, always breaking the frame of representation into unexpected things.

What Lies Beneath: The Heritage of Grotesque Fiction
It is safe to say that Emir Kusturica is one of the most celebrated, as well as the
most denigrated filmmaker that has come out of Yugoslavia. While his first two films –
Do You Remember Dolly Bell? (Sjećaš li se Dolly Bell?, 1981) and When Father Was
Away on Business (Otac an službenom putu, 1985) – earned him domestic and
international praise (the former won the Golden Lion in Venice, the latter won the Palme
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d’Or in Cannes, and earned an Oscar nomination best foreign language film), with each
subsequent film, Kusturica’s reputation seems to have fallen deeper into the domain of
controversy. The events around his personal choices and public persona seem to be the
more dominant factors in the decline of his standing as a filmmaker, more so than the
quality of his films themselves. A Sarajevo native, Kusturica chose to leave his
hometown at the start of the war and eventually move to Belgrade, the capital of Serbia.
In Bosnia, this was perceived as a direct betrayal, as Sarajevo ended up spending several
war years under the siege of the Bosnian Serb army. To add insult to injury, Kusturica
converted from Islam to Orthodox Christianity, and refused to apologize for seemingly
abandoning his “people” and siding with “the enemy.” While today in Bosnia Kusturica’s
first two films are considered as unquestionably a part of the Bosnian cultural heritage,
and celebrated for the masterpieces that they are, the rest of Kusturica’s film oeuvre is
often dragged through the political prism of the controversies surrounding the
filmmaker’s own persona and life choices (Škrabalo, 2006).
This is true of Underground (1995) more so than any other of his later films,
perhaps because it is one that gained the most prominence, as it was widely hailed as yet
another masterpiece, and earned Kusturica his second Palme d’Or in Cannes. Just as the
war in Bosnia was drawing to a painful close in 1995, Kusturica was making film history
in Cannes, but also bringing to the fore the stark discord between the criticism in his
native Bosnia that he betrayed his own, and the glitz and glamour of the Cannes red
carpets and acolytes that followed him there. What often stays masked by this extracinematic controversy is the fact that Underground itself addresses some of the discords
that Kusturica-the-public-persona did not address in reality (which is not to imply
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Kusturica simply wanted to speak only through his movies – but he remains dismissive of
any kind of criticism of his life choices).
Underground is a visually rich and dark film whose story spans over 50 years,
from the beginnings of WWII to the war that marked the break-up of Yugoslavia. As
Dina Iordanova describes it, in more ways than one, Underground intertextually “refers
to Francois Rabelais, Hieronymus Bosch, Terry Gilliam and Federico Fellini” (1999, p.
69). And indeed, the film’s formal, stylistic and narrative aspects are all about various
forms of excess – be it visual and auditory oversaturation, abundance of affect,
exaggeration of certain aspects of history and so on.14 From the very first moment, the
film is punctuated by long scenes of elaborate weddings and rancorous parties, all
accentuated by an incessant use of folk music (the popular “trube” [wind instruments])
that has been one of the most iconic stamps of the film. Later in my discussion, I show
how the film’s usage of hedonistic excess proves to be one of its most important
discursive tools for framing a tilted version of history.
Formally, the film is divided into three chapters, which are titled “War,” “Cold
War,” and again “War.” These correspond to the chronological developments during the
fifty years that the film covers (WWII, the Cold War, and the wars that tore Yugoslavia
apart). The film’s central characters, the crooks Marko and Crni, are best friends but love
rivals too, as they are both infatuated with a young actress Natalija. The film’s first
chapter starts with the Nazi bombing of Belgrade, and the resulting occupation of
Yugoslavia. Marko and Crni use this as an opportunity to start making money off of
smuggling weapons to the resistance, but Marko soon decides to get rid of his love rival
14

In an otherwise favorable review of the film in The Village Voice, J. Hoberman
described it as “truly maniacal” (“Lost Worlds,” The Village Voice, 24 June, 1997, p. 75)
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Crni by closing him and many others (including his own family members) in an
underground cellar under the pretense of safety. In the film’s second chapter, the war is
over but Marko, who married Natalija, continues the pretense of an ongoing war for those
who are hidden in the cellar, so that he can keep deceiving Crni and keep Natalija to
himself. Marko has also transformed into a powerful communist official and embellished
his war participation so that he is now celebrated as a war hero about whom a film is
being made. When Crni escapes from the cellar twenty years after the war, Marko’s lies
are exposed and he and Natalija blow the underground cellar up and escape. In the film’s
last chapter, Yugoslavia’s break-up is under way, and Crni, Marko and Natalija all
reemerge at the front somewhere in Bosnia, where Crni is commanding an army, and
Marko and Natalija are arms dealers. When Crni inadvertently orders the execution of
Marko and Natalija, he returns to the underground to attempt to continue the pretense of a
country that no longer exists above the ground.
Even though it won one of the most prestigious film awards in the world, the film
received its share of critical controversy, with some hailing it as one of the best films
made about the troubled history of Yugoslavia, and others dismissing it as a piece of
Serbian propaganda. Levi (2007) sides with the latter and claims that the film’s usage of
documentary footage that depicts Croatians welcoming Nazi troops into Zagreb is a
strategic act “whose primary function is to cinematically empower the discourse of ‘Serb
victimhood’” (p. 97). Even Slavoj Žižek chimed in on the debate, stating that:
Underground [together with Milcho Manchevski’s Before the Rain] is thus the
ultimate ideological product of Western liberal multiculturalism: what these two
films offer to the Western liberal gaze is precisely what this gaze wants to see in
the Balkan war – the spectacle of a timeless, incomprehensible, mythical cycle of
passions, in contrast to decadent and anemic Western life (1995, p. 38).
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Several other critics have argued that Underground engages in a problematic kind of selfBalkanization (Iordanova, 1999; Elsaesser 2005), thus treating the film’s insistence on
excess as an exclusively self-objectifying device by which the Balkan people are yet
again depicted as wild and uncontrollable for the sake of pleasuring the Western gaze.
What this criticism finds most problematic about the acts of self-Balkanization is that the
implication seems to be that Balkan people are inherently savage and controlled only by
passion.15 Iordanova goes even further to indict the film, accusing its filmmaker of
something she calls a “Riefenstahl syndrome,” whereby Kusturica, according to
Iordanova, caters to Serbian nationalism and thus mimes the cinematic propaganda of the
kind that Leni Riefenstahl delivered for Nazi Germany. This accusation has been
disputed by some critics (Gocić, 2001; Keene, 2001), who argue that, if anything,
Underground is distinctly anti-ideological as well as anti-nationalist, working towards
deconstructing such narratives rather than reiterating them. Keene thus argues that the
film simply cannot contain valences of any form of nationalist propaganda because its
main driving force is the fact that it “is more appropriately located within the cluster of
discourses about the structure and formation of national memory” (p. 242). In that sense,
the film does not side with any national group, but rather inspects the elusive processes
by which collective memory often runs in discord with the more private, individual
memories. Keene:
I argue that the criticism was misplaced which dismissed the film as Serbian
propaganda or as ‘Balkanism’ writ large. Instead the film is more usefully
15

As Iordanova argues: “Failing to prove communism accountable for the low morals of
his characters, Kusturica ends up attributing it all to impaired moral standards innate in
the Balkan social character, an approach which is nothing else but a refined version of the
primordialist argument according to which primal passions are being played out in the
Balkan conflict” (p. 74)
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critiqued as part of Kusturica’s concern with the narratives of national existence
and how they in turn resonate within the private lives of ordinary people. (p. 233)
And while Keene dismisses the nationalist propaganda/Balkanism frames of critique of
the film, she concludes that Underground is about private lives under difficult historical
circumstances, and that its pivotal tension is the one between collective and private
memories. According to Keene, family, and not a nation or ethnic group, is a key unit that
Kusturica concerns himself with (and this is true of virtually his entire oeuvre), and thus
the stories he tells are intimate and devastating narratives of private failings rather than of
grandiose disasters.
Keene’s critique of Iordanova and Žižek is astute and pointed, as it seems that
their dismissal of the film is always connected to the insistence that the director’s place of
residence (Belgrade) cannot but guarantee that his work would be an extension of the
Serbian nationalism nested there. What Keene shows, on the other hand, is that a careful
look at the film itself reveals a text intricately complicated in its approaches to memorywork with respect to ideology more than anything else. But Keene’s conclusion that the
film is about families, and the rich and passionate lives that Yugoslav people lived, seems
to not take into account the political dimension of the film’s uses of excess, ambiguity,
absurdity, farce and pastiche. Instead of being merely tools for self-objectification, or for
the celebration of a passionate mentality, perhaps these devices can be viewed as much
more complicated mechanisms by which Yugoslav histories of violence are pushed into a
representative mode in which any imposition of rational explanations fails under the
burden of excess absurdity. Instead of being pushed through the prism of the current
trends in politically correct worldviews premised on protecting the Eastern object from
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the imposing Western gaze, perhaps excess in Underground could be read through a
Rabelaisian prism – Keene herself states that ““Underground is more a carnival than a
movie” (p. 233) – whereby it exposes the attempts of imposing one-sided (the
aforementioned political correctness, for instance) meanings to a complicated history of
violence as utterly inadequate and insufficient. In other words, maybe these conflicts
were incomprehensible to a large extent, but that incomprehensibility does not have to
serve as a mere pleasurable device for the Western voyeuristic gaze as Žižek posits it, nor
does it have to serve as a unilateral celebration of the passionate mentality of the common
folk. It might have more to do with an internal gaze, from which making no rational
sense, distorting history, manipulating facts and puncturing the limits of logical
storytelling with an overabundance of excess so as to wink at the audience, is the only
way to approach representing the events in question altogether. This might be the biggest,
and most misunderstood contribution of Underground: while many critics took it at face
value, searching for (and often failing to find) the proof that Kusturica indeed became a
puppet of Serbian nationalist propaganda, they failed to notice that its formal, stylistic
and narrative absurdities and abundances point to a self-mocking of a kind, and represent
a ridicule of those very viewers who would expect a single film to contain a legible,
“realistic” narrative of a history of violence as complicated as that of Yugoslavia and its
demise. What the excess of Underground paradoxically shows is that a film frame, or any
frame for that matter, is inadequate for capturing the many truths about a conflict (those
“truths” contained in the tensions between the private and the collective), and that a story
does not make sense unless some of its aspects are erased (sent underground) so as to
achieve a neater narrative. Thus, film is exposed as merely a temporary vessel which can
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contain only some, never all aspects of a complicated history, perhaps because
completion is an impossible utopian dream, and all that can be put in its place (as a
masking device of sorts) is absurdism and pastiche, irrationality, parody and farce. With
such uses of excess, Underground refuses to be a part of simple divisions along political,
historical, ethnic and national lines, precisely because it cannot be contained within any
such singular modes of reference. As Goran Gocić (2001) claims:
Underground does not offer instantly recognizable good guys and bad guys –and
that was the most harrowing experience for everybody who grew up with a
constant imposition of a Hollywood worldview. There are culprits and victims,
but they are not nationally identified through a racist theory of ‘good’ and ‘bad’
nations. (p. 33)
Instead, Gocić claims, Underground is “the last in a string of great Eastern European
absurdist pastiches” (p. 3), and it works towards reinventing nostalgia by positioning it as
a more complicated affective state than a mere reiteration of ideologically-slanted
positionalities. Gocić goes on to claim that “since [Underground] is an explicit pastiche,
one should not jump at the opportunity to read any of its historical ‘propositions’
literally” (p. 29). Indeed, there is no doubt that in many instances, Underground bluntly
rewrites history, 16 but it does so quite overtly and deliberately, and the function of that
rewriting serves to show that revisionism is not there to be read as “real.” Rather, it is
there to puncture through the veneer of the very notion of the real, as well as through the
collective memory which has been taken for granted, frozen as a static entity. This
puncture exposes history as suddenly dangerous in its newness and unexpected riskiness,
surprising and prone to rewrites and manipulations, and often quite pleasurably so.
16

Not unlike the forms of overt and deliberately exaggerated cinematic toying with
historical accuracy performed by films ranging from Chaplin’s The Great Dictator
(1940), to Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds (2009).
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The hedonism that functions as the driving force behind much of Underground is
far from being a device of detached escapism. I argue that it can be read as a political
intervention in and of itself, particularly if viewed through the prism of how Bakhtin
theorized the carnivalesque. Michael Holquist’s observation that “the folk” about which
Bakhtin writes in Rabelais and His World “are blasphemous rather than adoring, cunning
rather than intelligent; they are coarse, dirty, and rampantly physical, reveling in oceans
of strong drink, pools of sausage, and endless coupling of bodies” (1984, p. xix). This
description easily fits any character in Underground, as they quite literally live a
carnivalesque excess throughout the film. If, as Bakhtin claims, “carnival celebrated
temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the established order, it marked
the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and prohibitions,” then this
“temporary suspension, both ideal and real, of hierarchical rank, created during carnival
time a special type of communication impossible in everyday life” (1984, p. 10). These
carnivalesque spaces often find their flickers in postmodernity, as sites of the undoing of
grand narratives, logic, linearity, Truth, and closure. I argue that the prism of the
carnivalesque is the key to a reading of Underground that pits the film as a self-reflexive
device of reflective nostalgia in which an overabundance of excess is not meant to be
taken as a literal indication that all Yugoslav people are drunks, crooks, fools and jesters,
but rather as a self-conscious signal that the medium of film functions as one of the few
remaining spaces where a temporary suspension (also known as the carnival) of real-life
hierarchies of oppressive wartime reality can still take place. The film’s insistence on
excess denies impositions of any normative frame of interpretation, precisely because
none of those frames can contain that excess in its entirety. In that sense, carnival is a
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means by which a refusal of received truths and rationalizations of linear, neat history is
taking place, and in its place the film offers debauchery and absurdity, but also numerous,
intertwined transcripts hiding underground. The film’s hedonism is a political act by
which the prevalent ranks, norms, and prohibitions that frame the reality around it (and
extend to every aspect of acceptable representation) are suspended, even negated by its
staging of a three-hour extravaganza in which kitsch music is virtually non-stopping,
people are unsympathetic, alcohol is abundant, emotions are excessive, and events are
turned on their head, downright grotesque. Even the division between the ground and the
underground in the film can be read through the prism of the carnivalesque, in which an
obsession with the lower strata in every sense of the word – be it bodily, societal,
cultural, geographical – is a predominant trait (Bakhtin, p. 368). The under ground/above
ground dynamics function as a metaphor for the unconscious/conscious binary (Keene),
but also as a reminder that visibility is a deceptive category, as it is often that which
remains hidden from view that is a more formative category of collective
un/consciousness.
More than imposing its own truths about the history of Yugoslavia and its breakup (as it has been accused of doing), the film is actively invested in mocking truths
altogether, and turning them into the sites of their own, as well as the film’s, undoing
time and again (one of the film’s many hints at mocking its own “truths” is expressed by
Marko, who says to Natalija: “Art is a lie. We are all liars a little bit.”). In the film’s
second chapter, “Cold War,” a socialist propaganda film is being produced, based on
Marko’s (highly fictionalized) memoirs about the war, in which he portrays himself as,
obviously, a hero and not the crook and arms dealer that he actually was. This
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propaganda film becomes a form of mise-en-abyme in its obvious absurdity of twisting
the events that Underground depicted in its first chapter. With that, the film winks at the
audience and invites it to understand that this propaganda film is but a version of
Underground itself, as both trade in manufacturing fictive truths more than supporting
facts. One striking element of this complicated film-within-a-film scheme is the fact that
the actors who are now playing fictional versions of Marko, Crni and Natalija in the
propaganda film are played by the same actors who play the actual Marko, Crni and
Natalija. When Marko and Natalija (who is an actress herself) come face to face with
these actors who play them in the propaganda movie, they are actually coming face to
face with themselves, and this doubling exposes the film’s attitude towards identity as
such: it can be as manufactured and as manipulated a notion as history itself. Fictional
Marko and Natalija are no different that the actual Marko and Natalija, because the latter
two fictionalized their own identities to begin with. Marko has the following exchange
with the actor who plays a version of himself on film (both played by Miki Manojlović):
Marko: “You are me.”
The actor playing Marko: “Yes, I am you.”
This exchange simply reiterates the film’s attitude towards subjectivity: there is no
authentic self, only fictionalized versions that we produce through the stories we tell. For
instance, Marko and Natalija already play several different roles themselves, as they
perform war heroes based on a fictive version of their actions in the war above the
ground, and victims of Gestapo torture for those who are still underground (and who still
believe the war is going on). Similarly, when Crni finally escapes from the underground
cellar, he stumbles upon the propaganda movie set, where he mistakes the actors playing
Nazis for real Nazis and kills them. Crni comes across the set exactly when they are
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filming a scene of the fictional, heroic Crni’s execution by the Nazis (above the ground,
Crni has been commemorated as a deceased war hero). But instead of the fictional Crni
being executed, the actual Crni kills the actor playing a Nazi who was about to order the
execution. The actual Crni thus inserts himself into a reenactment of a falsified history of
his own life, saving the fictional Crni from his fake death (both Crnis are played by Lazar
Ristovski). With this layering of competing “truths,” and the doubling, or rather
multiplying of identity, and, above all, with the questioning of the representational frame
altogether, Underground performs an undoing of its own cinematic frame, selfreflexively signaling that it, too, trades in a manipulation of reality that has already been
manipulated to begin with. Even the film’s use of documentary footage is tampered with
– for instance, when Marko is added into it to appear to be standing next to Tito himself,
or when the footage of the procession of Tito’s coffin through different Yugoslav cities is
accompanied by the song “Lili Marlene” (and thus the death of a man who lead
Yugoslavia to defeat Nazis is musically accentuated by this unofficial Nazi anthem). This
deconstruction, and incessant mocking of all levels of truth (Crni to his son: “Never trust
a woman who is lying,” or Natalija to Marko: “God, you lie so beautifully.”) leaves
things in a murky relativism, but this relativism need not be a device that dissolves all
accountability into nothingness. Rather, it seems that Underground is an indictment, its
key premise being that everyone plays a wheel in the machinery that comes to frame our
understanding of reality, subjectivity, history and Truth. To that end, the underground is
not a metaphor for Yugoslavia per se (as many critics asserted), but rather for the more
general processes of Truth-and History-making as such. The underground does not
represent an underbelly of Yugoslavia only, but appears to be a much more elaborate
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transnational network. Its maze of hallways and tunnels seems to create an underground
highway of sorts (with road signs pointing to Berlin, Athens and so on), in which
unofficial flows of hidden truths and histories, as well as people take place. Thus Ivan,
Marko’s brother, wanders through these halls and ends up in Germany (where, in the
mental institution that he is placed in, a doctor reacts to Ivan’s insistence on the existence
of such an underground maze with: “The whole world is an underground.”). Later, Ivan
uses the same underground tunnels to return to Yugoslavia as it is being torn apart by the
latest wars.
Underground in the film thus stands for hidden transcripts and pathways of truths,
histories, memories, and of people (there is a subtle hint of undocumented immigration as
well as illegal arms trade happening through those pathways – another instance of hidden
transcripts of history), and for the suppressed uncanny which has not made it into official
narratives that create our views of a neat world. The film’s depiction of the last war
complicates such views of a neat world in which divisions are simple as well. We find
Marko, back to being an arms trade dealer, at the site of a battle presumably somewhere
in Bosnia, as he is negotiating a sale with someone who seems to be from a different
ethnic side than Marko – since Marko’s sales pitch consists of stating the “irrelevance of
ethnic and religious differences between us.” This deal (an example of a hidden transcript
of history itself) is being brokered by the UN peace forces, and moreover, the buyer of
the arms is played by the filmmaker himself. With this cameo, Kusturica’s controversial
positionality as a Muslim by birth, who moved to Belgrade as his hometown was being
destroyed by the Serbs, is inserted into the texture of the film itself. The fact that it is
being inserted at the moment when the film is pointing out the irony of a cross-ethnic
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arms trade of guns and ammunition with which those same ethnic sides would then be
killing each other, serves here to point out the absurdity of the simplistic divisions that
drive the reactions to the director’s life choices, but more importantly, that drive the war
itself. Aligned with this are Marko’s last words, which seal the film’s commentary on the
war that tore Yugoslavia apart: “There is no war until a brother turns against brother.”
Similarly, it is not clear – nor does it seem to matter – whose army Crni is commanding
in this war, as his soldier reports that the unit captured “Chetniks [derogatory for Serbs],
Ustashas [derogatory for Croatians], UN forces, and arms trades dealers” alike. When a
UN officer asks him who his army belongs to, Crni answers: “To me.” He seems to be
fighting in a fictive war, for Yugoslavia’s liberation still. When he realizes that the fight
is futile, Crni leads a small contingent of civilians and animals back to the underground,
and there, following his dead son, he falls into an even deeper underbelly of reality in a
stretch to recreate the fictive country that no
longer is.
Figure 13: Last Scene in Underground (Emir Kusturica,
1995), with Titles Stating: “This Story Has No Ending.”

Although for most of its running time, it is
a hallucination-like look back at a country that no
longer exists, Underground refuses to become a
vehicle of the ideologically-slanted restorative
nostalgia driven by uncovering the Truth. Rather,
it chooses to deconstruct the notion of Truth
altogether, as well as to make fun of well-known historical facts, and also to linger, as
Boym would claim, “on ruins, the patina of time and history, in the dreams of another
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place and another time” (p. 41).17 The very last scene of the film illustrates this most
overtly, when the film’s major characters, all young again, are reunited for a rancorous
wedding celebration on a shore, and as they, yet again, engage in carnivalesque
debauchery, the piece of land on which they are partying detaches itself from the rest of
the land and starts floating away in an unknown direction.18 The use of magical realism
here is a reminder that an imposition of a strictly realist reading of the film would be a
futile task. Moreover, Yugoslavia is, through this detachment, exposed for what it seems
to have been for the entirety of the film: a dreamed-up space and time, unreal, imagined,
fictional, marked by the hidden transcripts of history as much as the official truths.
Before the characters float away on this detached island, Ivan breaks the fourth wall and
addresses the camera directly, delivering a soliloquy about the future in which the
remaining inhabitants of this dreamed-up country (that no longer exists in reality, if it
ever did) would rebuild the illusion of that country, and carry on some of the familiar
rituals that have made them into a collective body in the first place. He finishes with:
“We will remember our country with pain, sadness and happiness, when we tell our
children stories that begin like a fairytale: ‘Once upon a time, there was a country…’” As
their island slowly floats away, the final inscription over it reads: “This story has no
ending.” These poetic final frames point to the film’s deep investment in reflective
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Boym: “If restorative nostalgia ends up reconstructing emblems and rituals of home
and homeland in an attempt to conquer and spatialize time, reflective nostalgia cherishes
shattered fragments of memory and temporalizes space. Restorative nostalgia takes itself
dead seriously. Reflective nostalgia, on the other hand, can be ironic and humorous.” (p.
49)
18

“The final scene was the main image that the screenwriter Kovačević and director
Kusturica had in mind when they first started working on the project and that they were
determined to use as a metaphor in their film about Yugoslavia.” (Iordanova, p. 71)
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nostalgia as a state that does not seek to be resolved by realistic satisfactions of its
longing (thus, no ending in sight). Instead, it is invested in the longing as a goal in and of
itself. To that end, Underground is not politically aligned, but it does perform a politics
of resistance to dominant frames of interpretation (be they national, ethnic, religious and
so on). Instead of being aligned along politically delineated lines, Underground is aligned
affectively, with those whose yearning for a time and place that no longer exists is not a
means to an ideological end, but rather a means towards denying primacy to Truth,
realism, and singular frames of representation, as well as to the hierarchies, moral norms
and divisions that brought that dreamed-up, possibly fictive country to its knees in the
first place.
Film as a Ghost
This chapter has analyzed several different films that specifically address the
question of national heritage, memory, trauma, and importantly, the nostalgia that often
permeates searches for historically-rooted resolutions/explanations of present-day
anxieties. The films discussed here are by no means an exhaustive representation of
cinema that deals with such themes (indeed, one could argue that any film is always
about remembering, and always about the anxieties that burden its present, be they overt
or hidden underneath the surface). But instead of attempting to survey a more exhaustive
list of such films, I discussed here those that often blur the two distinct poles of nostalgia
– the restorative and the reflective – and thus expose the affective ambiguities that such
blurring puts forth. What these films’ relation to nostalgia clearly exposes is the futility of
attempting to smooth over the messiness of discursive proliferations of meaning within
both the past and the present alike. Some of them turn to comedy to find a channel for
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articulating the absurdities of the projects of remembering (and forgetting); others turn to
historical drama and tragedy to inspect (or sometimes conceal) the underlying plights of
the present. Sometimes fantasy takes primacy over what is “real,” as a means to negotiate
the traumas of the present and past alike. But throughout all these approaches, what
becomes starkly clear is that film itself serves as a mirage of sorts, a temporary illusory
vision that can have the appearance, and thus the affective impact of the “real,” however
implausible that imaginary real of the film might seem. This affective impact is not to be
neglected when spectatorial alignment is taken into consideration, especially as that
alignment relates to the real processes of consensus-building when it comes to how past
is written into a history (what Hayden White would call “historical emplotment” [1992]).
I argue that this affective impact of nostalgic sentiments has the potential to move
spectatorial bodies in ways that might displace a sense of static history devoid of our
emotional investments in its creation. In other words, some films discussed here –
especially those with a carnivalesque take on history – have the potential to expose the
artifice of history altogether, by painting it as a product of emotions as much as it is a
product of fact.
Those films that displace the reduced “real” that is often a product of the process
of historical emplotment – and thus refuse to settle for neat closures that would delegate
nostalgia into merely a tool of ideology – have an important function to perform beyond
the boundaries of film. They can remain objects that haunt nationalist projects,
exemplifying the way culture can undermine the imposition of reductive discourses about
history and emotions alike (as well as the way the two work in unison for political
purposes). In that sense, some of the films I discussed above act as cultural ghosts (much
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as they themselves are infested with ghosts), inasmuch as they are appearances that
materialize here and there to those who are willing to see them, and act as reminders that
looking back often means looking within, to see what lies beneath the present veneer of
reality. But ghosts are immaterial and elusive, impossible to pin down. This is why
Underground acts as the biggest ghost of them all here. It is a film that, by its sheer
cultural prominence, stands in clear view of everyone, yet one cannot be completely clear
about what transpires on screen since any imposition of a neat interpretation is
undermined by the film’s refusal to conform to expectations of logic and reason (and
thus, because it refuses to be pinned down as one thing, one can read into it myriad
incomplete interpretations, including those that dismiss the film as “merely” nationalist).
It is as if the film allows everyone to write in their own histories into the overabundance
that it insists on evoking, and thus it performs an act of absorption: it becomes a
containment vessel for the sum of all its individual parts, as its collective memory stores
feelings impossible to take apart, but feelings that make the collective body what it is – a
messy unity with a wild past and an uncertain, but certainly nostalgic future. Instead of
exposing things in clear view, the film dwells in our collective underground, which is
messy but as real as all the separate ideologies of logic that have suppressed it away from
view to begin with.
If, as Boym claims, “nostalgia remains an intermediary between collective and
individual memory” (p. 54), then film is one of its most prominent vehicles: a public text
that is experienced intimately, as it weaves a link between collective experiences and
individual lives and thus positions the viewer with respect to a shared past (real or
imagined). The work of reflective nostalgia in particular is never finished, as it is “a form
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of deep mourning that performs a labor of grief both through pondering pain and through
play that points to the future” (p. 55). Reflective nostalgia in this chapter is represented in
particular by the films that engage in what has come to be known as Yugo-nostalgia, a
complicated structure of feelings that has deep political implications. As Zala Volčič
(2007) argues, Yugo-nostalgia is an utterly paradoxical state because those who
experience it seem to be mourning that which they have collectively helped destroy.
While Volčič explores (and critiques) the increasing capitalist exploitation of this form of
nostalgia (be it merchandise, paraphernalia, theme parks, bars, restaurants and so on),
what interests me more about it is the structure that it represents affectively speaking.
While it is certainly not a one-dimensional occurrence, and can have many iterations
(Volčič identifies three forms: revisionist, aesthetic, and escapist/utopian), I would argue
that in film, it can take the unexpected form of a dislocated affect of belonging
collectively while understanding that it is an imagined community one feels they are
belonging to in the first place. In other words, occasionally, its cultural articulations
acknowledge the utter paradox on which this structure of feelings is based on. In that
sense, this nostalgia, when embraced in its paradoxical entirety as it is in Underground
more than anywhere else, is not simply escapist/utopian, but more a disruption of all
forms of received knowledge to the point where all of it is revealed as false, and true at
the same time, depending on how one chooses to feel about it.
In this chapter, I have traced iterations of the nostalgic affect that range from
distinctly nationalist to extremely disruptive of any kind of national belonging as a stable
positioning. They are all productive affective states, since they reiterate, and thus further
emulate those political stances that come to inform them in the first place. Regardless of
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how nostalgia is framed politically (through film, or culture in general), it always plays a
concrete role in the present (via the uses of screen memory). Moreover, this is where the
futurity of nostalgia comes into play as well – nostalgia’s presence always plays the role
of directing us toward envisioning a future of some kind or another. Whether it is a future
of belonging primarily to a nation, or instead, to a collective community that is messier,
overtly imagined and thus not easily politicized, has everything to do with how we
choose to look back into the past.
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CHAPTER 5
YOUTH SUB/CULTURES
AND THE HABITUS OF POSTMEMORY

I always feel strange when I remember something from my childhood.
Those memories scare me. It’s strange, it’s as if they never happened.
– Jasna (Clip)

In one of the most memorable and notable post-Yugoslav films, Srđan
Dragojević's Rane (The Wounds, 1998), the story revolves around two troubled boys
growing up in Milošević’s Serbia of the 1990s. The teenagers’ approach to life – namely,
crime, violence, drugs and the beats of turbo folk19 fused into a hallucinatory daze – is
inextricably tied to the context of their growing up in a culture in which youth is seen as
merely a static prop for the larger ideological mechanisms that position a violent nation
as the primary object of collective identification. Growing up in a culture where dominant
norms seem to be entirely geared towards celebrating Milošević’s warmongering ways,
the boys adjust to the upheavals around them by turning to delinquency detached from
any kind of moral responsibility towards others. But the film’s starkest critique of
Milošević’s Serbia does not lie in the fact that the youth is neglected to such an extent as
to turn to extreme violence and detached nihilism. Rather, the starkest indictment comes
from the fact that the boys’ transformation into underage criminals in not an abomination
in any way, but rather conforms to the ideals of the normative masculinity of Serbia of
19

Turbo folk is a genre of music that emerged in Serbia in the early 1990 and quickly
became the most popular (and populist) form of musical expression in the region.
Considered an aberration by cultural purists, turbo folk is a hybrid of Western disco and
techno beats coupled with the elements of the traditional local folk music, and well as of
Middle Eastern melodies. Turbo folk is usually visually coupled with a distinctly
elaborate kitsch aesthetic of exaggerated femininity and masculinity, sparkles, scant
clothing and so on (Hudson, 2003).
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the time, when tough-guy criminals and their turbo folk girlfriends were celebrated as
exemplary performances of the ideal national coupling (which is nothing but a
performance of nationalist ideology in the form of what here might be appropriately
called ‘turbo-patriarchy’). The devastating effect of the wounds in the film’s title is not
that a turn to violent ways is one of the paths suggested to youth; rather, the devastation
comes from the fact that this path is presented as the normative script of performing both
gender and national roles for youth in Serbia – and the region – at the time.
The representation of youth-in-trouble in The Wounds is but the tip of the iceberg
in a growing body of films coming out of the region which attempt to address the
questions of war, violence and upheaval through the motif of coming of age at a time
where morality is a highly ambivalent term. This chapter looks at several films whose
approach to the topic of coming of age (here specifically situated in adolescence) is
framed through the question of subcultural belonging, as a direct reaction to the traumas
reproduced by the dominant parent culture in the past two decades. I ask how subcultural
youth attachments might attempt to affectively resolve some of the more painful aspects
of the recent history of the region, and I approach this question from the standpoint of a
class belonging fused with what Hirsch (1997, 2008) has come to term postmemory: a
memory of traumatic events not experienced first hand but rather passed on from the first
generation of survivors to the second generation, who experiences it vicariously. Since
today’s post-Yugoslav youth culture either would not have been born yet, or would have
been too young to understand the full effect of the war and atrocities that marked the
region particularly in the early 1990s, postmemory is an appropriate framework to apply
here.
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I look at films which are either made for, by, or with youth in mind, to expose the
mechanisms by which trauma interacts with the archetypal coming-of-age narratives that
mark some of these cinematic texts, in order to establish affective regimes of loss and
absence as organizing principles for understanding what it means to be a member of a
group (be that group ethnic, national, class or age-based). Films like The Wounds and
Tilva Ros (Nikola Ležaić, 2010, Serbia), serve as poignant examples of a range of
cinematic representations of the youth-in-trouble genre, here complicated by the reality of
the violent political turmoil that the region went through. It appears that subcultural
activity is positioned in many of these films as a means by which group attachments
among youth attempt to ameliorate, if not resolve, some of the more troubling aspects of
what might be called their traumatized (and traumatizing) parent culture. But here, the
parent culture is not treated merely as a culture belonging to the parents and older
generations in general, or as something that is neatly separated from today’s youth via a
generational gap. Rather, in the term parent culture I refer to a set of complicated
assemblages that entail the specificity of the historical moment within which youth
subcultures are operating, and their ideological/hegemonic, political, and also
economic/material domains, rather than simply in the youth’s literal relations to their
parents. This parent culture is seen in this chapter as a dominant culture within which
youth subcultures operate, and in relation to which they frame their subversive regimes of
performance and knowledge, but this parent culture is not one singular thing. As an
assemblage it is informed by many different layers and aspects of material life. For
Deleuze and Guattari (1987), an assemblage stands as a marker of the metaphor through
which a text (in their case, a piece of literature) is seen as a machine with many gears, a
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unit comprised of many competing elements that come to form a text’s density and
meaning. It is a multiplicity, one that deems the questions of what a text means irrelevant,
or at least inappropriate. Therefore, instead of asking what a text means, Deleuze and
Guattari argue for a different question: what does it function in relation with, and what
makes it readable as such?
We will never ask what a book means, as signified or signifier; we will not look
for anything to understand in it. We will ask what it functions with, in connection
with what other things it does or does not transmit intensities, in which other
multiplicities its own are inserted and metamorphosed, and with what bodies
without organs it makes its own converge. (p. 4)
Their treatment of text-as-assemblage (and in this approach, a culture belongs to the
domain of a text as well) helps dislocate the insistence on the singularity of interpretation
of any one of myriad textual and extra-textual elements. Instead those elements form an
approach where interpretative results are unpredictable, and therefore also potentially
transformative.
Subsequently adopted by Puar (2007), an assemblage becomes a framework
through which culture at large is viewed as a collection in which various seemingly
disconnected elements are articulated through their relationship to one another in
endlessly entangled ways. For Puar, assemblages reside at the nexus where different
vectors of cultural taxonomy meet and inform one another, and layer the meanings in
complicated ways – for instance, it is a discursive space where race, sexuality and class
meet and inform the hegemonic attitudes towards nation, identity and propriety, among
other things. Or where the image of certain bodies as inappropriate, or queer, informs the
strategies of modern warfare – such as naming recent American anti-terrorist efforts “the
war on terror,” effectively making it into a war against a particular affective response to
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trauma. In this chapter, the term assemblage is appropriated to depict a complicated set of
convergences between trauma, class, parent and youth cultures, violence, gender
normativity, and postmemory.
The concept of assemblages proves productive in this sense, because it does not
assume a relational hierarchy between the vectors that inform the process of discursive
emplotment (i.e. the process of turning an experience into a discursive unit), and this
becomes particularly important in relation to the materiality of the bodies whose
experiences become emplotted into discourse. Instead, assemblages make room for
consideration of not only how material experiences produce discourse, but also how
discourse produces material experiences in return. In this approach, a parent culture does
not stand completely separate, or necessarily always higher on the hierarchical scale,
from youth subcultures, but rather permeates them in a symbiotic relationship in which
the dominant parent culture is in turn informed and partially re/constructed through the
existence of its various subcultures. Furthermore, a parent culture is merely a shorthand
for a set of complicated relations whose articulations are rarely singular. In the films I
discuss below, one aspect of the dominant parent culture – its direct involvement in the
recent wars and bloodshed – is at the same time invisible and omnipresent, inescapable as
much as it is seemingly disinterested in the youth which it fails to hail as subjects (in an
Althusserian sense) in a meaningful way. Importantly, both the workings of the parent
culture and of its subcultural counterparts are here closely tied to material conditions, and
in this way, class belonging becomes one of the key channels through which a subcultural
attachment is rationalized, approached and treated by the films I discuss here.
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My approach to youth subcultures and their relationship to parent culture is
greatly influenced by the pioneering work on postwar British subcultures by Stuart Hall
and the Birmingham school. In the groundbreaking Resistance to Rituals (1976), Hall et
al. posit some of the key modalities that I evoke in my discussion here, particularly the
relationship between subcultural activity and its attempts at resolving – and the
impossibility to do so – the material contradictions that are the foundation of the parent
culture. Dick Hebdige’s influential work in Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1979),
elaborates on the premises previously introduced in Resistance through Rituals. Hebdige
claims:
In effect, the material (i.e. social relations), which is continually being
transformed into culture (and hence subculture), can never be completely ‘raw.’ It
is always mediated: inflected by the historical context in which it is encountered;
posited upon a specific ideological field which gives it a particular life and
particular meanings. (p. 80)
The embeddedness of subcultures into the historical contexts in which they appear
should extend to the analyses of their phenomena, and therefore, while my approach
draws heavily from Hall, Hebdige, Phil Cohen and others, my analysis is performed with
an understanding that some aspects of the postwar British youth subcultures are endemic
to their historical and geographical context – unique if you will. Still, that does not
preclude turning to these influential works as a general key of sorts, one whose
theoretical implications are far reaching enough as to be able to be extended to other,
differently culturally constructed times and places. This especially applies to the
Birmingham group’s emphasis on social class as one of the key aspects for the emergence
of youth subcultures in their various iterations, especially obvious for those subcultural
groups which attempt active resistance towards dominant cultural scripts (such as punk
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and reggae subcultures). Yet the Birmingham group’s work on postwar British
subcultures rarely considers their relationships to the traumatic memory that informs the
post-conflict reality in significant ways. For Hall, Hebdige and others, youth subcultures
rise in Britain as a result of a stark shift to consumerism and the capitalist modes of
production after the war. While the postwar context is certainly a crucial aspect of the
equation, the question of how the memory of a traumatic injury lodges itself within the
collective discourses is virtually unexplored in their studies of subcultures.
In almost all the films that I discuss below, I expose the articulations where social
class is linked to the experiences of post-conflict traumatic memory, and where the
combination of the two is the pivotal formation which acts as a trigger for a subcultural
activity, with various levels of futurity projected into its positioning. Namely, for some
youth, belonging to a subculture appears to be the only way to attach an affirmative script
to their own futurity. For others, belonging subculturally seems to be a temporary activity
in their coming of age process. But importantly, the promise of class mobility figures
prominently into a youth’s positioning within a subculture: those whose class mobility is
impeded or flatly denied, invest more of their futurity into extending their subcultural
belonging, while those whose class mobility offers a prosperous scenario move on and
away from subcultural activity, both physically and figuratively.
Subcultural belonging in all films discussed here, I argue, are informed by the
clandestine workings of postmemory, particularly as it attaches to social class and its
performativity. As Hirsch has written, “the ‘post’ in ‘postmemory’ signals more than a
temporal delay and more than a location in an aftermath” (2008, p. 106). One of the tasks
of looking at this transference of memory is to explore the “ethics and the aesthetics of
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remembrance in the aftermath of catastrophe” (Hirsch, 2008, p. 104). This is precisely
what my analysis of the films in this chapter approaches: the workings of vicarious
remembering as they are articulated both through the ethics of the youth that inherits
postmemory, but also through the subcultural aesthetics of this clandestine process in all
its classed implications. Exploring how postmemory permeates, influences, changes and
shifts social belonging and culture is extremely important because, as Hirsch stated on the
relevance of postmemory, “at stake is precisely ‘the guardianship’ of a traumatic personal
and generational past with which some of us have a ‘living connection’ and that past’s
passing into history” (p. 104).
In what follows I first discuss masculinist violence and skinhead subculture, as
they relate to the postmemory of recent wars, in the Serbian film Skinning (Stevan
Filipović, 2010, Serbia). I then turn to a different kind of male subculture – that of
skateboarders – represented in Tilva Ros, as I discuss the ways in which the skaters’
enjoyment of self-inflicted bodily harm works as a performance of a phantom injury
formed through postmemory. In the section that follows, I look at a film that explores the
adolescence of girls. Since girls are rarely considered to be active subcultural
participants, my analysis of the film Clip (Maja Miloš, 2012, Serbia) positions this
absence as the result of the patriarchal controlling of channels of vision when it comes to
the framing of the girl-produced culture, but also how girls in this film are themselves
framed. Throughout the chapter, I explore the questions of adolescence and coming of
age with the postmemory of violence that permeates their habitus, as those are
influenced, and in turn influence, social class and the access to claiming trauma. I use the
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concept habitus here in line with Pierre Bourdieu's influential theorizing about the term,
as it links to the structures of social class, material conditions and so on:
The structures characteristic of a determinate type of conditions of existence,
through the economic and social necessity which they bring to bear on the
relatively autonomous universe of family relationships, or more precisely, through
the mediation of the specifically familial manifestations of this external necessity
(sexual division of labor, domestic morality, cares, strife, tastes, etc.), produce the
structures of the habitus which become in turn the basis of perception and
appreciation of all subsequent experience. (1977, p. 78)
In the final section of the chapter, I look at a recent Bosnian film about orphans of
war, called Children of Sarajevo (Aida Begić, 2012, Bosnia), to argue that a form of
habitus is formed for children raised through the war experience, and that this war
experience is not only dependent on class positioning, but that it also produces new class
formations in its aftermath. This becomes particularly apparent when postwar youth is
considered, as their rebellion against the parent culture exposes the dominant culture’s
variously hierarchized inequalities in explicit ways.

Skinheads and the Contradictory Parent Culture
What do we owe the victims? How can we best carry their stories forward
without appropriating them, without unduly calling attention to ourselves,
and without, in turn, having our stories displaced by them? How are we
implicated in the crimes? Can the memory of genocide be transformed
into action and resistance?
– Marianne Hirsch
Stevan Filipović’s film Šišanje (Skinning, 2010, Serbia) deals with the most
burning of topics when it comes to youth culture in the region, and Serbia in particular:
the emergence of extreme right wing subcultures in the aftermath of violence and wars.
Here, the group whose workings the film inspects are the skinheads, a violent subculture
explored in several prominent English-language films such as Romper Stomper (Geoffrey
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Wright, 1992, Australia), American History X (Tony Kaye, 1998, US), and This is
England (Shane Meadows, 2006, UK). While following its Western predecessors'
formula in which skinhead culture is approached through the initiation of a young,
somewhat naive new memeber who goes on to become one of the movement's most
extreme participants (and thus, the film becomes a coming of age narrative), Skinning is
at the same time deeply invested in stituating the emergence of extreme right wing
violence within the general historical context of the recent upheavals in the former
Yugoslavia. The story follows a young, bright Novica as he becomes increasingly
involved with a local skinhead group led by his schoolmate Relja. Both Novica and Relja
are self proclaimed “working class kids” from economically deprived backgrounds – and
this class positioning seems to figure prominently in their anger against the aspects of
establishment that breed elitism and multiculturalism. Novica lives with his sick father,
who does not seem to have much grasp on what is going on in the outside world, let alone
what is going on with his own son.
The group’s class positioning is significant for the directionality of their
subcultural activity. As was found in the study of subcultures in Resistance through
Rituals, “middle class male subcultures, for example, offer more full-time ‘careers,’
whereas working class subcultures tend to be restricted to the leisure sphere” (McRobbie
& Garber, p. 210-11). This is true of the skinhead group in Skinning, whose performance
of subcultural belonging inevitably takes the form of a clash with other forms of cultures
that are around them – those of ethnic or sexual others, of the rival soccer fans, of the
parent culture, and so on – but never a form of a ‘career’ as it were, through which some
of the rebellion might be channeled directly through acting on the material conditions that
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form it to a large extent. In the case of Skinning then, one of the key arguments of Hall et
al. turns out to be true – for working class youth, subcultural belonging cannot resolve the
contradiction embedded in the parent culture. Instead, subcultural belonging always
remains relegated to the domain of leisurely activity, deemed inconsequential for the
change of the material status quo, no matter how extreme and violent that leisurely
activity becomes at times.
While Novica quickly becomes one of the most active – later most extreme and
violent – members of the skinhead group – there is no one triggering event that pushes
him into this particular subculture, except that he simply seems to become a part of it out
of convenience, because they are simply there and take interest when no one else does. In
fact, prior to his initiation, Novica appears to be a mild-mannered nerd, a math whiz who
has a special bond with his math teacher. When this math teacher later turns out to be
gay, the skinhead Novica brutally assaults him, and through that assault, also performs a
violent disassociation with his more moderate self, who saw the math teacher as a role
model and not as a ‘degenerate’ worthy of right-wing wrath. Novica’s first violent act –
shocking in its unexpectedness – is that of killing a Roma teenager that the group comes
across one evening. This act seems to appear extreme even to his fellow skinheads, as
they are, up until that point, mostly involved in talking about right wing ideologies,
clashing with rival football fans, reading Mein Kampf and stylizing themselves into
‘proper’ right wing appearance. Novica’s act of killing quickly propels him into the
leadership position, at the same time as it distances Relja from the group altogether. At
the same time, Novica develops an ambiguous relationship with the female police
detective who is investigating the case of the Roma youth’s murder: she is both the
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embodiment of the law, and a mother figure for him, someone whose presence seems to
trigger in Novica a more pacifist inclinations.
Novica’s style transformation happens fairly late in the film, and long after he has
committed the murder. In fact, it happens only after he has sex with a female member of
the group, a girl who appears as extreme in her right wing views as Novica becomes.
Novica’s stylizing into a bona fide skinhead visual style is thus framed as a form of
romantic encounter, an extension of the sex scene that immediately precedes it. At the
same time, the question of style is directly tied to the material dimensions of the problem:
while most of the youth seem to come from a modest background, their fetishistic
approach to skinhead style uniformity – which requires expensive Doc Marten’s boots
and other paraphernalia – exposes a contradictory form of consumerism in which the
youth, no matter how anti-elitist, still participate in the capitalist cycle of branding. We
see Novica literally stealing money from his clueless, sick father to buy his skinhead
uniform, as it were. Thus, he enacts a deep paradox: as he rebels against the
establishment that has impoverished the nation and his family, he steals from his father in
order to conform to the brand that his particular subcultural version of rebellion has
normativized itself into.
Novica’s mother is an absent figure throughout the film, and her absence points to
a motif of a broken home from which some of the impulses towards destructive violence
might stem. In a way, a broken home here mirrors a broken society, as Skinning indicts
both the family and the state for abandoning youth, who in turn adopt violence and
intolerance as one of the main driving forces in their lives. But there is an inherent
paradox is this indictment, as the parent culture did not simply abandon its youth, it
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performed many acts of violence in recent wars itself, and therefore could not be
expected to suddenly cultivate pacifism and tolerance as an example to its children. In
Skinning, the extreme right wing violence is thus treated as a product of the parent
culture’s violent transgressions and subsequent abandon of its youth, who are here left to
mirror, on a subcultural level, the formative violence they witnessed their state
performing on a larger scale. When the state attempts to reign in the violence performed
subculturally (here through the representatives of the law), its own accomplice status in
the cycle that produces it becomes exposed as a key element of the equation. Namely, the
cops who pursue the skinhead group are more interested in cutting deals with them than
putting them in jail, because those deals would guarantee that any future violence
committed by the group would be geared towards state/political interests, and not against
them. Thus at the end of the film, Novica cuts a deal with a cop who solved the case of
the Roma teenager’s murder: the evidence against Novica stays locked away if he
remains the leader of his group and reports directly to the cop, as well as does everything
that the cop asks of him (presumably, future violent acts that will be politically
motivated).
But the epicenter of the connection between the skinheads and the nationalist state
ideology does not lie with the cops – the latter are but a mediator between the skinhead
group and the key ideologues of such nationally-sanctioned violence: Serbia’s public
intellectual elite, here embodied in the eerie figure of Professor Hadži-Tankosić, who
appears to have deep connections with Serbia's political leadership, and whose quasiintellectual ideas directly inspire the skinheads. The figure of Hadži-Tankosić is a not-soveiled allusion to the role of Serbia's intellectual elite in the rise of nationalism in the late
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1980s and early 1990s, when the infamous SANU (Serbian Academy of Science and
Arts) Memorandum of 1986, signed by some of the most prominent intellectuals of the
time, sanctioned nationalist ideology and virtually called for a conflict by describing
Serbs as victims of oppression by other Yugoslav ethnic groups. Any discussion of the
rise of Serbia's nationalist violence has taken this Memorandum as one of the key
moments in which it became clear that nationalism and violence does not arise from
ignorance or from some vaguely construed uneducated masses (Sell, 2002). Instead, the
ideological premise of it comes from the society's highest intellectual strata. Furthermore,
the film indicts the clergy for masking the problems of inequality by offloading the
problems of society firmly onto its women, who refuse to 'perform' as women. Thus a
prominent priest at one of Hadži-Tankosić's parties is overheard giving a diagnosis of
societal ills this way: “Our Serbian girls carry the most blame for this tragic situation in
our country. Instead of giving birth to our children, our new heroes, they replaced that
with wasting time on triviality imported from the West.”
The tragedy of the extreme right wing violence is thus made even more dire when
its link to the parent culture is considered. The parent culture is here firmly disassociated
from the group's literal parents, who themselves seem to be but passive observers of the
age of violence they live in, unable to be political agents of any sort. Rather, the parent
culture is here embodied in the set of quasi-intellectual and quasi-religious ideas about
the exceptionalism of the Serbian nation. And here we come to the key motif of the film:
the subcultural activity of the skinhead group is never an anti-establishment activity,
never really geared against the dominant parent culture, even when it frames itself as
such. What is instead clear by the end of the film is that the right wing expreme violence
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is geared precisly towards aiding nationalist state interests. This way, the youth's
rebellion against the depravity of their lives is channeled into violence against some of
society's most disenfranchised groups: the Roma and sexual minorities. The paradox of
misdirecting blame in this way is precisely why this subcultural group cannot resolve the
conditions that have precipitated its rebellion but only perpetuates its dark, violent
underside. This does not mean that the youth who engage in such extreme right wing
violence are absolved of responsibility in participating in it. In one of the film's closing
moments, Lidija, the cop who who acted as a surrogate mother for Novica, and who has
since become an NGO activist, faces Professor Hadži-Tankosić in a TV show, and reacts
to the Professor's waxing eloquent about “the children” who are committing this violence
with following words: “These children, they are Milosevic’s children and your children,
Professor. The children of your deviant ideology. The children of all of you who have
been destroying this country for years, and now that you finally managed to destroy it
completely, you are still telling us that you were right all along. (…) But don’t fool
yourself, they are not children anymore. There is a line, and when that line is crossed,
there are no excuses. All the stories about difficult childhoods, poverty, lack of
understanding, they don’t cut it anymore. An unhappy and misunderstood child gets to
that line, but only a bad human being crosses it” (Lidija’s monologue is intercut with
documentary footage of soccer hooliganism and skinhead violence).
Thus the film leaves us with an uneasy mix of ideological frameworks and
individual accountability both being important factors in the perpetuation of violence
against society’s most marginalized groups. Those marginalized groups are numerous: in
an early exchange, Novica’s initiator Relja claims: ““You’ll see, our crew are all real
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Serbs. They would never harm someone weaker than them. Except if it was a faggot or a
Jew,” to which Novica replies: “Or a shiptar [derogatory for a Kosovo Albanian],” and
Relja adds: “Or a Croat,” and the list keeps growing to include anyone who does not fall
under the category of a “real Serb,” that realness here measured in the level of intolerance
against variously constructed others, and the construction premised on the ideas of the
high intellectual class. In a later exchange with a cop who has evidence that Novica killed
the Roma teenager, Novica learns that the teenager was briefly visiting Serbia from
Vienna, where his “college-educated parents” live. This framing of the victim as coming
from a respectable family is positioned as a moment in which Novica would realize the
gravity of his actions, the implication being that he did not kill ‘some’ uneducated, poor,
homeless Gypsy, but that he killed a boy from a rather well-educated, prosperous family.
Social class thus plays into the measuring of how heavy the hate crime is, the implication
being that it would somehow be considered a lesser crime if the victim was indeed poor,
homeless, orphaned, or uneducated. Race is also inflected by class and vice versa, where
a ‘gypsy’ is defined not necessarily only by skin color but also as inevitably poor and
uneducated, ‘filthy.’ This attitude is furthered when Novica’s group engages in what they
call “Operation Hygiene” – an attack on a Belgrade’s Roma slum in the middle of the
night, during which they burn down the settlement and beat up many of its residents,
including children. This aggressive approach to displacing the Roma settlements is not an
unfamiliar policy of the Serbian state, but instead mimics it. Namely, a systematic, statesanctioned policy of clearing out the Roma slums and busing its residents away from the
public view has in fact been taking place in Serbia in the last few years, under the excuse
of such settlements being declared non-sanitary, and non-fitting for modern urban
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landscapes.20 The skinheads’ “Operation Hygiene” then merely perpetuates the already
existing state violence towards the marginalized, reaffirming ideas about social class and
respectability as measures of what is considered violence in the first place.

Figure 14: “Operation Hygiene” (Skinning, Stevan Filipović, 2010)

Apart from the violence against the internal others who are perceived as threats to
national purity – namely, the Roma and the LGBT community – the skinhead wrath is
directed against outside ‘threats’ as well: Croats, Bosnian Muslims and Kosovo
Albanians. The skinheads’ violent attitudes towards these ethnic others are particularly
apparent during a soccer game during which the group chants the infamous Serbian
extreme right wing rhyme: “Nož, žica, Srebrenica” [Knife, wire, Srebrenica], alluding to
the genocide that occurred in eastern Bosnia in 1995, when around 8,000 Muslim men
and boys were systematically executed by the Serbian army. When this youth subculture
literally endorses a crime such as the genocide in question, they are performing a
postmemory of kinds, since all of them are too young to have been active participants of
20

http://pescanik.net/2011/11/novo-iseljenje-romskog-naselja/ and
http://www.praxis.org.rs/index.php/en/praxis-in-action/social-economicrights/housing/item/380-statement-related-to-the-forced-eviction-from-the-informalroma-settlement-belvil/380-statement-related-to-the-forced-eviction-from-the-informalroma-settlement-belvil
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the genocide, possibly not even born during the time when Yugoslavia’s violent breakup
was taking place. The postmemory being performed here is not of the kind that Hirsch
herself writes about, as she concentrates on the vicarious memories inherited by the
second generation of the survivors and victims of atrocities. Yet the key premise of the
concept of postmemory is that it is an inheritance of a vicariously experienced,
transferred memory of trauma and atrocity that is often enshrouded in silences and
ineloquence. What, then, about the postmemory of the second generation of perpetrators,
of those who vicariously experience an atmosphere in which committing horrific crimes
against humanity was sanctioned under the guise of protecting the nation, especially
when we consider the fact that Srebrenica is still shrouded in silence in Serbian public
culture? Indeed, I argue that in all the films that I discuss in this chapter, and that deal
with post-conflict youth culture, postmemory in its various iterations plays a pivotal role
in that is creates a phantom presence of violence, which is in turn reenacted by the youth
through different forms of subcultural activity. With respect to the youth in Skinning, that
vicarious memory takes the ominous shape of the blatant embracing of horrific mass
crimes committed against ethnic others. In that process the skinheads, almost
paradoxically, go against the official nationalist Serbian stance about Srebrenica namely, that it simply did not happen – but rather openly accept the fact that not only did
it happen, but that they are proud of its taking place. For this second generation of a
nation who made such a crime possible and then attempted to suppress its taking place
(and whose leadership still stubbornly refuses to call for a collective coming to terms
with what the truth of that crime means for the national psyche), the tragedy of
Srebrenica then becomes a silence around which the Serbian skinhead subculture
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produces loud articulations of extreme nationalism, perpetuating the silencing of victims
all the more. Srebrenica thus becomes an object of postmemory rearticulated by the
second generation as an event of extreme national/ist pride. But the invocation of
Srebrenica is also a reminder that the refusal of Serbian leadership to instigate a public
process of coming to terms with guilt has made possible this scenario in which the
extremist youth now has a virtual monopoly over the public usage of Srebrenica, and they
use that monopoly to evoke Srebrenica as a threat to ethnic others still. Thus the right
wing youth culture’s actions are here a direct result of the failure on the part of the parent
culture – the culture directly involved in the events of Srebrenica – to meaningfully
address the question of accountability (collective and individual), and as a result,
Skinning points out the failure to turn the public invocation of Srebrenica into something
other than a call for future violence and intolerance. The parent culture and the skinhead
subculture are locked in a dynamic by which the latter overtly plays out some of the most
suppressed aspects of the former: namely, the resistance to come to terms with
accountability. This brings us back to Hirsch’s questions quoted at the beginning of this
section: “What do we owe the victims?” and “How are we implicated in the crimes?” The
parent culture’s incessant resistance to address these has now directly led to a reappropriation of atrocities into objects of youth’s extreme nationalist pride through the
influence of postmemory enshrouded in silence.

The Bodies in Empty Pain
Another representative of the films that deal with youth subcultures is also one of
the most original films to come out of the region in recent years. Tilva Roš (Tilva Ros,
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Nikola Ležaić, Serbia, 2010) came about when its director saw an amateur movie called
Crap – Pain is Empty, made by two teenagers from a small industrial town in eastern
Serbia by the name of Bor. This amateur film is a collection of MTV's Jackass-like
stunts, designed to inflict phyisical pain on its creators and amuse the audience. The
director of Tilva Ros, who also comes from the small town of Bor, was so affected by this
film that he contacted its two main protagonists - Stefan Đorđević and Marko Todorović
– and decided to make a movie centered around having the two essentially play versions
of themselves on screen. Tilva Ros is interspersed with scenes that first appeared in Crap
– Pain is Empty, and because of that, it has a documentary/collage feel to it, augmented
by the fact that most protagonists in the film are amateur actors playing versions of their
real-life selves. This collage-like style has the film frequently switching into a form of
alternative vision – from the youth’s as opposed to Ležaić’s camera – and this view
represents a deliberate undoing of the primacy of a detached cinematic storytelling.
While there are plenty of scenes in the film that are shot with a film camera and from a
directorial distance, there are an equal number of those that are filmed by the youth
themselves, with their amateur camera. I argue that the latter represent a view from the
body if you will, as opposed to the view from an all-knowing above, to use Donna
Haraway’s distinction, which she uses when she discusses the concept of ‘situated
knowledges’ (1988), and about which she claims: “I am arguing for the view from a
body, always a complex, contradictory, structuring, and structured body, versus the view
from above, from nowhere, from simplicity” (p. 589).21 In its perpetual switching
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In that influential essay on the problem of epistemology, Haraway claims: “So, I think
my problem, and ‘our problem,’ is how to have simultaneously an account of radical
historical contingency for all knowledge claims and knowing subjects, a critical practice
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between the views from the body and from above, Tilva Ros always seems to prefer the
view from the youth’s body – the world experienced through the means that they
themselves control and navigate – and thus prefers the situated knowledge that the youth
embody and express, rather than any imposed meanings that a cinematic camera would
tack onto their experiences. This stylistic approach makes the viewing of Tilva Ros into
an experience of embodied immediacy as opposed to a performance of detached
observation. The latter form of ‘objective’ observation is what Haraway calls the
“ideology of direct, devouring, generative, and unrestricted vision, whose technological
mediations are simultaneously celebrated and presented as utterly transparent” (p. 582).

Figure 15: A View from the Body (Tilva Ros, Nikola Ležaić, 2010)

The film’s switching to the alternative vision through youth’s cameras as a means
of performing embodied closeness might be a somewhat ironic turn because the excessive
use of cameras and other technology is oftentimes quickly assumed to be a device of
alienation, a performance of detachment from one’s ‘real’ surroundings, a lament

for recognizing our own ‘semiotic technologies’ for making meanings, and a no-nonsense
commitment to faithful accounts of a ‘real’ world, one that can be partially shared and
that is friendly to earthwide projects of finite freedom, adequate material abundance,
modest meaning in suffering, and limited happiness” (1988, p. 579, emphasis in the text).
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especially reserved for (post)modern youth. Tilva Ros challenges that premise by
multiplying the usage of vision into various directions, as technology becomes a key
element of the performance of an embodied closeness and immediacy that the youth in
the film invest themselves in. The multiple avenues through which vision proliferates
extend from the ‘official’ movie camera to the amateur camera whose lens we often
switch to, to the scenes from Crap, to images taken by mobile phone cameras and so on.
These proliferating visions all contribute to a sense that there is no one normative avenue
through which gaze must be directed, but instead, that there are many partial points of
view that create an assemblage of unfixed but insightful meaning. Thus, a situated form
of knowledge arises from taking in all these incomplete visions – as Haraway claims:
“The moral is simple: only partial perspective promises objective vision” (p. 583) –
making them into an assemblage whose different aspects do not necessarily add up into a
neat, all-seeing whole.
While the story of Tilva Ros is fictional, the setting that inspired it is certainly not.
Bor is one of the most economically deprived towns in Serbia. In Tilva Ros, a workers’
union strike against the privatization of the copper mine that is the center of the town’s
economy represents a key backdrop to the story of skater youth represented in this film.
Virtually every young person’s parent is employed or has been employed in the mine, but
those jobs are now under threat that the state officials plan to privatize the mine. To what
extent the economic backdrop of a depressed industrial town is important for the film’s
situating of youth culture is represented in the very title: as it is explained by one of our
main protagonists in the very first few minutes of the film (in a scene that is shot in a
‘from the body’ mode), the term ‘Tilva Ros’ means ‘red hill’ in the old local dialect, and
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it is what the area around the mine used to be called when a hill was indeed there. This
reference to a phantom landscape that is no longer present sets the tone for the entire
film, as it also provides a commentary on the nature of capitalist exploitation. The red hill
of the film’s title is no longer a part of the landscape because of the heavy mining that
diminished it, but that mining also provided livelihood for the families who live in the
area. Now that the privatization (and possible closing, or at least letting go of many
workers) of the mine is a real possibility, the story of the phantom landscape might
extend to communities whose existence the mine supported, as they might be forced to
leave and find work elsewhere, themselves and the town itself reduced to historical
phantoms.
The film’s central characters are a trio of skaters – the already mentioned Stefan
and Marko (‘Toda’), and Dunja, a girl who is visiting Bor for the summer, and whose
family lives in France. Both Stefan’s and Marko’s fathers work for the mine, but Stefan’s
father is a management position, while Marko’s does the heavy lifting underground. Thus
Stefan and Dunja (because of her diasporic life) are better off compared to Marko’s
working class family, but this class distinction initially does not play a big role in their
mutual friendships and participation in the skater subculture. That subculture is at the
center of their existence, and some of its key markers are the space that the youth occupy
– mainly a skating rink re-appropriated from a mining plateau – and the style with which
they associate themselves: baggy clothes, Western hip hop music and graffiti art,
improvised freestyle rap, body piercing and tattoos, marijuana and even occasional crossdressing. All of these stylistic markers work to differentiate this skater subculture from
their gloomy surroundings, as they find genuine pleasures in exploring the limits of
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acceptable appearances and behaviors. This skater group that calls themselves ‘Kolos’
spends most of its time acting against the engrained performances of normativity, be it in
their appearance, behavior, use of space and so on. With respect to space, the reappropriated mining plateau that is turned into their skating rink becomes the group’s
invention of “an elsewhere” that Hebdige talks about, “which was defined against the
familiar locales of the home, the pub, the working man’s club, the neighborhood” (p. 79,
emphasis in the text). This appropriation, or de-domestification of space illustrates the
skater subculture’s relation to its parent culture – a relationship that is very different from
the one the skinheads harbor, and is more akin to how Hebdige describes the effects of
the punk subculture in postwar Britain. Hebdige compares the punks to a ‘noise’ as
opposed to ‘sound’ (p. 90), arguing that they are virtually unreadable to the mainstream
culture, displaced from normative history. Hebdige:
Whereas the skinheads theorized and fetishized their class position, in order to
effect a ‘magical’ turn to an imagined past, the punks dislocated themselves from
the parent culture and were positioned instead on the outside: beyond the
comprehension of the average (wo)man in the street in a science fiction future (p.
120).
The motif of exploring the limits of cultural dislocation is in Tilva Ros
particularly connected to Marko and Stefan’s ongoing performances of stunts that inflict
bodily self-harm (seen both in the footage from their original Crap – Pain is Empty film,
and in the stunts performed for Tilva Ros itself). Throughout the film, the two boys film
themselves jumping from great heights, pulling needles and hooks through their skin,
riding on the roof of a fast moving car, being hit with bats by others while holding tin
buckets on their heads and so on. These stunts usually end with their bodies writhing in
pain, as the various modalities of vision that the film deploys linger on their bodily
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injuries, bruises and cuts. These performances of inflicting self-harm permeate the film in
a steady rhythm that serves to stabilize the relationship between Marko and Stefan even
when that relationship becomes somewhat tense otherwise. One of the key sources of
tension between the two stems from their competing affections towards Dunja. When
Dunja hints that she is more interested in Stefan, Marko distances himself from the two.
It appears that Stefan and Dunja are brought closer not only because of some romantic
affection, but also because of similar class positionalities that allow them to envision their
futures in a mobile kind of way, at times quite literally: traveling to Belgrade, as Stefan
does, or to France, where Dunja returns in the end – whereas Marko remains indefinitely
‘stuck’ in Bor. Marko’s stuckness is depicted as directly stemming from his class position
– his working class family simply cannot afford to send him to college in Belgrade,
whereas Stefan and Dunja are actively engaged in enrolling at universities and preparing
to leave Bor (possibly for good). This mobility, or lack thereof, that is firmly attached to
social class poses a central conflict in the film, more so than any romantic rivalry. While
Stefan and Dunja envision their futurities away from Bor, and as members of the
professional-managerial class, Marko attends a workshop designed to teach job
applicants how to ‘build a CV’ and ‘present themselves’ to future employers. During a
mock job interview, Marko shows up with a bruised face, submits an empty blank paper
as his CV, and answers questions about himself by getting up on the desk and pulling his
pants down, exposing his private parts. This act is Marko’s rebellion against a
performance of normativity embedded within the workshop, as he refuses to conform to a
practice of ‘packaging’ himself in some readable way that might guarantee a more
‘productive’ professional future. And with that, his fate seems to be sealed within the
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mine into which his father disappears every day. Marko’s subcultural belonging cannot
resolve his class-limited future, as it is only a temporary form of adolescent belonging
that rarely extends into adulthood (as it becomes increasingly clear to him that his group
will effectively cease to exist once Stefan and Dunja leave).
In this complicated assemblage by which attachments to others are formed and
framed in increasingly limited ways as adolescents become adults – and in which class
differences become increasingly difficult to ignore as Stefan’s and Dunja’s departure
looms closer, making Marko’s stuckness all the more visible – one great equalizer in
Stefan and Marko’s relationship is the physical pain that their coordinated stunts cause.
This self-inflicted physical pain thus serves not only to separate Marko and Stefan from
their surroundings, to make them into ‘noise’ as opposed to ‘sound’ if you will, but also
to erase their class differences, at least during the time the pain lasts, because pain is
experienced outside of class structures here, an equalizing force that brings forward sheer
physicality, and that suspends the markers of identity that become factors of limiting
divisions. In their physical pain, Marko and Stefan are free of definitions, the same. Thus
we could extend Elaine Scarry’s argument that “physical pain does not simply resist
language, it actively destroys it” (1985, p. 4) to argue that physical pain has the potential
to destroy the cultural and social markers of difference by stripping bodies, however
temporarily, out of their embeddedness within the assemblages that position them
differently inside various hierarchical structures (and thus the subtitle of their amateur
film – Pain is Empty – becomes a very meaningful qualification of this particular
physical state and the effects it has for Marko and Stefan’s relationship). And indeed,
Scarry argues that before the infliction of pain is coded into the discourses of power and
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control, the actual physical injury has the effect of “emptying the body of cultural
content” as “the wound is empty of reference” (p. 118). But the emptiness, and thus an
equalizing potential of pain, is only one aspect of how injury operates, of course. Scarry’s
extensive work in The Body in Pain has shown how inflicting injuries onto others during
torture or in wars works as a performance of power, precisely because it embeds bodies
inside the binaries of the weak versus the powerful, not because it frees them of it. But in
Tilva Ros, the key to the pain is that it is self-inflicted, voluntary, a performance of an
escape, if you will. If pain unmakes the world and makes it into a different image, as
Scarry argues, then the self-harm in Tilva Ros serves to unmake the hierarchical
differences that are increasingly driving Marko and Stefan apart. But that unmaking can
be only temporary, as they acknowledge by the end of the film that their summer of
subcultural, class-free attachment is coming to an end.
There is another dimension to the self-inflicted pain in the film, and one that
harkens back to the motif of a phantom landscape that the film’s title reflects. Just like
that phantom red hill stands in for an entire history of the depressed industrial region of
Bor, so does Marko and Stefan’s infliction of self-harm expose a floating phantom pain
of sorts, one related to the postmemory of a tumultuous period that saw the end of the
socialist regime bring with it an imposition of capitalism that now threatens to
impoverish the region even further. The violence of that transition – both the literal
violence of the wars, and the figurative violence of the recalibration of social hierarchies
that capitalism brings about – is thus captured in an embrace of deliberate injury by
which a youth subculture attempts to recast, or enact differently some of society’s most
troubling divisions. While the wars are never mentioned in the film, the boys’ everyday
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life cannot not be read against a reality that still actively circulates the cultural memory of
violence that characterized those recent wars. As the boys attempt to take themselves
outside of the literal time and space that limits their subjectivities into fixed class
positionalities, they inadvertently embed themselves back into it sideways, at a slant if
you will, as they, at times humorously, re-appropriate the pan-Yugoslav pop culture,
either by mumbling through popular Croatian and Serbian pop tunes during an open mic
night, or by stumbling on the cult Yugoslav soap “A Better Life” on TV and then
switching to a porn station while proclaiming: “This is ‘a better life.” This humorous turn
represent a disrespectful relationship to the parent culture whose traumas the youth have
vicariously inherited. Instead of performing expressions of nostalgia – the more
normative affective approach to the Yugoslav parent culture – the youth adopt ridicule,
parody and irreverence as their main stance towards it. But the violence of the parent
culture always comes back in the phantom form of a bodily harm performed
subculturally, even though that performance cannot do much to resolve the inequalities
exposed, and/or perpetuated thusly.

Girls
In recent years, Serbia’s younger generation of filmmakers started to produce
films that perform a radical break with the region’s filmmaking traditions both formally
and thematically. Diametrically opposed to what Pavičić has called “the cinema of
normalization,” in which war is left behind and the movie camera is turned towards
everyday life in transition in all its unremarkable ordinariness, the New Serbian Film – as
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Dimitrije Vojnov has come to call it22 – uses the post-conflict transitional reality to paint
a gloomy, even gruesome picture of society, with graphic violence being its most
prominent marker. Some films that fall into this group are the already discussed Skinning,
and to some extent Tilva Ros (although Vojnov himself classifies it as New Serbian
Avant-Garde Cinema), as well as Srđan Spasojević’s infamous Serbian Film (banned
from several international film festivals for its graphic depictions of brutality against
children in particular), Mladen Đorđević's The Life and Death of a Porno Gang (whose
controversy was about brutality against animals) and so on. While all these films cast a
gloomy look on post-conflict Serbia, they also seemingly manipulate sensationalism and
moral panics evoked around the representations of visceral violence against the weak in
order to address the brutality of post-conflict reality by sadistically objectifying those
very weakest members of society as a means to arrive at a wider critique of a system that
breeds and perpetuates such violence. Yet the question remains open – in the process of
depicting such brutality, do the films indeed merely expose societal ills, or do they in turn
also become tools for the very objectification (and brutalization) of the weak that they
portray? The detached, voyeuristic gaze that most of these films deploy when depicting
violence would suggest that there is an element of sadistic pleasure involved in the gazing
at such brutality, one that leaves the viewing experiences lodged in a highly
uncomfortable, morally ambivalent space.
One recent example of this new wave of Serbian cinema proved to be equally as
controversial in its arguably sensationalist approach to the depiction of Belgrade youth,
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particularly girls. The film, Maja Miloš’s film Klip (Clip, 2012) tells the story of Jasna, a
teenager who lives in the poverty-stricken outskirts of Belgrade, and whose family is
struggling to make ends meet as her father is bed ridden with a grave illness. Jasna
appears emotionally entirely detached from her family, and spends her days dressing up
and taking graphic pictures of herself with her phone camera, while at nights she parties
in turbo folk bars and consumes vast amounts of drugs and alcohol. Not unlike the youth
in Larry Clark’s Kids (1995) – a film to whom Clip owes a great deal in terms of its
cinematic atmosphere23 – the youth in Clip are entirely pleasure-oriented and
unconcerned with any form of ethical responsibility that might arise from their acts.
Jasna’s mother is entirely unaware of her daughter’s exhibitionism, as she is consumed
with making a living and taking care of her sick husband. Jasna’s world revolves around
a boy, Đorđe, whose affections she is trying to win. When she manages to do so, they
develop a complicated love-hate relationship centered in sadomasochistic sex, in which
Jasna is willing and eager to submit herself to many forms of domination. In their graphic
sexual encounters, the pair perform a heightened exaggeration of gender normativity by
which the woman becomes a virtual slave to the man – this most notably clear in the
scene in which Jasna wraps Đorđe's belt around her neck and he walks her around as if
she were his dog. And in a larger sense, the dynamics between boys and girls in the film
seem to confirm that a normative kind of gender dynamics is the driving force behind the
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A review in The Hollywood Reporter describes Clip thusly” “Imagine Larry Clark’s
Kids directed by Emir Kusturica.” (July 2012,
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/review/clip-klip-saravejo-film-review-349050).
Comparisons with Kids are certainly called for, while a link to Kusturica here might be
more of a simplification whereby the region’s most famous director is evoked as its most
idiosyncratic storyteller. Yet the style and approach of Clip has little to do with
Kusturica’s visual, thematic and formal approaches to film.
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socializing of the youth: all of Jasna's female friends perform an exaggerated version of
femininity, greatly inspired by the turbo folk aesthetics of skimpy clothes and
exaggerated makeup, while the boys play rough guys in baggy outfits, reminiscent of the
iconic look of Serbia's criminal underground of the 1990s. Indeed, even though these
youth are growing up in the late 2000s, their stylistic disposition is heavily informed by
the decade when tough-guy criminals owned the streets of Belgrade, and popular turbo
folk singers married them. The most famous of these couplings was that of Arkan, a
criminal-turned-paramilitary-war-leader accused of many war crimes, and the most
popular turbo folk performer Ceca (their high profile marriage ended when Arkan was
assasinated by a rival criminal group, but Ceca remains one of the most popular and
controversial figures in Serbia and the region). The prototypical 1990s gender coupling
informs not just the aesthetics but also the attachments that the youth in Clip recognize or
affectively respond to. Ceca's music haunts the night clubs in which the youth party, as a
habitus of sorts is implied: the structures of power that ruled at a time of national
upheaval and war become informative of the youth's dispositions towards the world to
such an extent that a perpetuation of those structures becomes constructed as natural.
To that end, Clip depicts a version of a youth subculture, albeit one that is heavily
invested in perpetuating the most oppressively normative gender dynamics fetishized at a
time when Serbia was fighting its wars and when violence was an everyday occurence.
This complicates the youth's relationship to the parent culture in Clip, because it is never
quite one of antagonism. Rather, this youth subculture merely exaggerates the norms
imposed on them, pushes them to the extreme of (un)acceptability, all the while the
parent culture that surrounds it remains vitually disinterested and unresponsive, merely a
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backdrop to the youth's many excesses. With its particular interest in girls, Clip exposes
that lesser known domain of subcultural belonging. In the groundbreaking essay on girls
and subculture, McRobbie and Garber posit that girls are often marginalized in
subcultural groups and that this marginalization mirrors female suboordination in the
workplace and at home. McRobbie and Garber ask: “If subcultural options are not readily
available to girls, what are the different but complementary ways in which girls organize
their cultural life? Are these, in their own term, subcultural in form?” (1975, p. 211).
They conclude that girls do not group into subcultural units the way boys do – rather,
they form cliques whose purpose is to exclude other, non-desirable girls (boys too), and
also to worship pop idols and produce culture through fandom (here of Ceca, Arkan and
the likes). Yet this fandom cannot be reduced to a mere false consciousness and blind
worship of problematic figures – as it is often assumed to be. Instead, the girls’ fandom of
Ceca reveals the inherent ambiguity (as well as high appeal) of the aesthetic that has
accompanied a deeply troubling time in Serbia’s history, when power was worn on the
outside. It is also important to note that in Clip, the girls’ clique – it might indeed be a
more accurate term to describe their activities than the word subculture – seems to act
directly in resistance to the depravity of their parents’ lives. Their working class families
are barely making a living while the girls dress in glitzy and glamorous attires, and
consume cocaine and alcohol. Indeed, their class positioning seems to be a central
element of their attachment to a clique whose gender performances push into excessive
normativity and female subjugation.
In her research on working class white and Mexican-American girls Julie Bettie
(2003) argues that the proclamations about “youth crisis” are “rarely linked to the fact of
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downward mobility among middle-income working-class people, which has produced
more low-income youths with uncertain futures” (p. 6). Bettie’s approach to class
belonging is one that does not cement it as a fixed identity strictly tied to one’s
relationship to the means of production. Rather, class is a performative activity that is
often articulated through habitus: “our unconsciously enacted, socially learned
dispositions, which are not natural or inherent or prior to the social organization of class
inequality, but are in fact produced by it” (p. 51). Through this approach, Bettie traces the
ways in which the girls she studies engage in a form of “class passing,” performing a
class belonging that is different from their material backgrounds, as a means to achieve
social acceptability. This way of approaching our understanding of social class is closely
related to the way Clip presents the girl’s clique and their activities. While they come
from working class backgrounds, their performances of class belonging would suggest a
hedonistic form of affluence associated more with the privileged classes. In other words,
the girls in Clip pass as affluent when they are anything but. Yet it is important to note, as
Bettie herself does, that the verb ‘to perform’ needs to be understood here as linked to the
notion of performativity first and foremost, i.e. the suggestion is not that the girls are
assuming the forms of class passing as an entirely conscious performance. Rather, their
choices are influenced by factors that are invisible and unconscious. As Bettie astutely
claims: “A widespread misreading of Judith Bulter’s notion of performance also
conceptualized actors as agents who are free to choose identity performances” (p. 53). In
reality, if anything, performativity exposes the extent to which the field of available
performances is limited and restrictive, which is in Clip starkly illustrated by the youth’s
channeling, both stylistically and in their behaviors, of the Ceca-Arkan archetypes that
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inform their disposition towards normative gender dynamics of passive girls and
aggressive boys. This archetypal coupling characteristic of the 1990s Serbia thus
becomes a script by which the youth come to understand how to perform affluence and
power (for girls, quite paradoxically, performing a powerful social position is to
relinquish any agency and become passive). This way, class belonging – and the
performativity of that belonging – gets closely linked to the discourses around power in a
society that is reeling from the after-effects of wars, violence and trauma. It appears then
that those discourses of wartime reality – and the fetishizing of heightened normativity
when it comes to gender roles that they impose – in turn inform class performativity as
well, as habitus, or one’s dispositions, get intricately intertwined in the promotion of the
weak/powerful dynamics engrained in the power discourses that dominate wartime
realities. How an understanding of class belonging is influenced by such proximity to
wartime realities and its power dynamics is rarely inspected. In Clip, it becomes starkly
obvious that the “youth crisis” is precipitated by the close links between the times of
wartime upheaval and the class struggles that came as a direct result of it. The two are
intrinsically connected into an assemblage that sees upward class performativity –
defined within the parameters of that very wartime reality – as one of the defining ways
of belonging culturally for a youth whose habitus is formed during those times. In a way,
then, the youth’s performance of affluence in Clip is an act of resistance towards the
depravity of their lives, but that resistance, as it is often the case of subcultural belonging,
cannot resolve the contradictions of the parent culture, but merely exposes or even
reiterates them.
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Figure 16: Mediating Self (Clip, Maja Miloš, 2012)

There is plenty of scholarly work that suggests that the performance of
submission in S&M should not be viewed as a direct reiteration of normative power
inequalities, but quite the contrary, that it often performs a radical, uncomfortable parody
of those normative power imbalances (Califia, 1989; Noyes, 1997). Thus in Imperial
Leather, Anne McClintock argues that S&M is “an organized subculture shaped around
the ritual exercise of social risk and social transformation. As a theater of conversion,
S/M reverses and transforms the social meanings it borrows” (1995, p. 143). However, I
argue that this approach to reading S&M practices cannot be applied as a guaranteed,
blanket effect. In fact, transformative reversal through S&M is not at play in Clip because
the film fails to support visions of alterity through which that reversal might be
channeled, as it instead imposes a normativizing, controlling gaze on the girls throughout.
Just like in Tilva Ros, the youth in Clip make heavy use of phone cameras, filming
themselves in different situations (boys often film their sexual intercourses with girls),
and states of undress (Jasna films herself in skimpy lingerie or naked, and sends those
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films to Đorđe). This multiplying of camera views has, yet again, the effect of
proliferating fields of spectatorial vision, as the filmic gaze is often switched back and
forth between the film camera and the phone cameras with which the youth film
themselves. The very first scene represents one such alternate vision: we see Jasna being
filmed with a phone camera, as she is taking orders from the “filmmaker”: she takes her
top and bra off, and then touches her intimate parts as ordered by the male voice filming
her. Yet unlike Tilva Ros, in which the view from the youth's camera always also
represents a view from the body and thus from a situated kind of embodied knowledge
and approach to pain, in Clip even the amateur cameras always serve to objectify Jasna
and her female friends, always positioning them as objects of desire, and rarely as
subjects or possesors of the gaze. It appears that cameras are here incapable of
representing a mechanism of vision that is alternative to a Mulvian gaze which inevitably
reaffirms patriarchy. Thus, the film represents an exercise of a trap that Haraway warned
about: “There is a premium on establishing the capacity to see from the peripheries and
the depths. But here there also lies a serious danger of romanticizing and/or appropriating
the vision of the less powerful while claiming to see from their position” (1988, 583-4).
In other words, Clip appropriates the girls’ youth culture and positions itself as a nonjudgmental device of mere observation, but ultimately fails to align itself with their
vision, instead disciplining them into objects on screen with its reiteration of the
normativizing masculinist gaze.
The film received mostly positive reviews and was touted as brave and
provocative. For instance, a review out of the Sarajevo Film Festival published in The
Hollywood Reporter claimed that: “A lesser film might have over-explained Jasna’s
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motives or punished her actions, but Milos [the director] maintains a non-judgmental
distance throughout.”24 While this approach to not over-explain might be considered a
bold decision of not simplifying things for the viewer, it becomes more problematic when
coupled with the fact that the film maintains the primacy of the controlling patriarchal
vision as its normative stance. This incessant maintenance of the patriarchal gaze might
be particularly surprising considering that the filmmaker herself is a woman. Without
imposing identity politics by which a female filmmaker has to necessarily channel an
alternative, anti-patriarchal vision of its female characters on screen, it must be noted that
the film's central camera – its official gaze, if you will – often lingers on Jasna's naked
body in a fetishistic/voyeuristic gaze more so than even the amateur, self-directed
cameras do. And moreover, the question of Jasna's own libido and desire remain obscure:
it appears that the film is reluctant to explore the girl's own pleasurable investment as a
submissive half of an S&M coupling. There is a great potential for pleasure involved in
engaging in a subversive sexual practice such as S&M – Pat Califia (1989) argues that in
S&M sex, it is often the masochist who has the control to say 'enough' – but this is not so
in Clip as Jasna is unable to ever exert any form of control, or libidinal power. While
male pleasure is quite visibly depicted through money shots, the female libidinal
satisfaction remains invisible in Clip (in line with Linda Williams' observations in Hard
Core (1999) on how much of the framing of porn is driven by the mysterious 'invisibility'
of the female climax). As it stands then, Jasna is driven by desire to satisfy Đorđe and
fulfill his every whim – as their S&M play indeed becomes «the theatrical exercise of
social contradiction» (McClintock, p. 144) – but what kind of pleasurable satisfaction the
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girl potentially gets, apart from a purely patriarchal feminine success in performing
passivity and satisfying her man, remains obscured by the film's choice of gaze.
This objectification and fetishizing of the main heroine – by her male partner and
by various cameras directed at her – is suspended only in a couple of notable exemptions,
all of which have to do with domestic space. Several times in the film, when Jasna is at
home (which is rare), she is seated at the kitchen table and as she observes her family
interacting, the camera is positioned right behind her, aligned with her sight so as to
allow the spectator to align herself with Jasna's point of view. This device seems to work
as an approach by which a viewer is invited to take the view from Jasna's body (as
opposed to the more prevailing view of Jasna's body) as a means to understand the
gloomy depravity of ordinary rituals in her familial life and thus understand why she is so
detached and unwilling to participate in it. Another significant instance of a switch away
from the dominant gaze happens when Jasna turns her camera towards her sick father –
whom she is very close to and whose grave illness makes her more distant from him, out
of fear of losing him. She briefly films her father lying in his sick bed as a way to
reposition the normative gaze, if you will. Her camera thus captures a weak, dying man,
in stark opposition to the tough guys, including Đorđe, that she usually films. Soon after
that, Jasna's camera captures another reversal of the objectifying gaze: when she finally
shows some affective responsiveness and breaks down in tears because of her father's
seemingly certain death, Jasna films herself sobbing and the viewer is presented with an
alternative, intimate gaze, a sight of a girl who turns her camera to record raw emotion
and the feeling of powerlessness, as opposed to her usual seductive looks and carefree
hedonism. Yet these instances of turning the camera away from the normative patriarchal
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gaze represent an exception to the rule in Clip, whose prevailing mechanisms of vision
are strictly patriarchal and controlling in their framing of girls.
This brings us back to the question raised in the begining of this section: can a
sensationalist, graphic approach to violence towards the weak (I include the controlling
patriarchal gaze in that violence) be viewed strictly as a form of social critique, or does it
inevitably also entail a scopophilic kind of fascination with watching the objectified,
brutalized objects on screen through normative vision? The answer depends on whether
such films allow for alternative visions to displace the controlling gaze, and some of them
– like Tilva Ros – certainly do, while others, like Clip, lean heavily towards privileging
the controlling form of the disciplining gaze over any other possible channel of vision.
Viewed together then, Tilva Ros and Clip reveal different fields of possibility for boys
and girls. While the boys in Tilva Ros work within the limited set of dispositions
inherited from their industrial class belonging, they reimagine the space around them and
rearticulate the existence of both the constrolling gaze and of the postmemory of pain and
injury into a legitimate self-expression of subcultural agency. But for the girls in Clip,
that reinvisioning is always locked within a field of patriarchal vision, effectively
confirming that a gendered imbalance of power still feeds the discourses of class,
sub/cultural belonging, injury, and even postmemory. For what the girls inherited through
the habitus of postmemory, if we can call it that, is an understanding that a performance
of submissiveness is a means to ascend the class ladder. It is arguable whether in postconflict transitional Serbia and the region this indeed is the only way for girls to move or
perform upward mobility, but it is certainly the dominant way represented in Clip. Thus
for girls, a subcultural belonging appears to stage a reiteration of patriarchal
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submisiveness instead of at least temporarily absolving them from its confines. If there is
a potential in S&M to stage subversive interventions into the power relations of dominant
societal norms (Califia, 2002), I argue that Clip precludes such possibility for Jasna
because it insists on objectifying her through the lens of the camera rather than exploring
the deeper implications of her libidinal investment. As it stands, Jasna and the other girls
seem to be driven solely by the desire to please boys, their subjectivity defined and
limited by it. If there is social critique implied in that insistence that the subjectivity of
girls is formed by an incessant dominance of submissive femininity as the only successful
script for women, that critique is undermined by the perpetual use of camera as a means
towards arriving at a scopophilic pleasure of lingering on Jasna's naked body. Somewhat
paradoxically, the girls gain social power through recognizeability only when they are at
their most submissively feminine, and this speaks volumes about gender normativity and
its performative power as a means to become visible and move upwards in life.

The Children of Trauma
As noted in the beginning of this chapter, there are a number of films coming out
of the region of the former Yugoslavia that explore the themes of posttraumatic memory
and coping in the aftermath of bloodshed and violence through the subjectivities of
children and adolescents (films such as Armin, The Abandoned, The Perfect Circle, and
Summer in the Golden Valley, to name a few), and they are too numerous to be discussed
in detail here. But what is striking about all of them is that a sense of childhood
innocence is always overtly used as a motif pitted against the harshness of the wartime
and/or transitional post-conflict reality. The children are always caught in turbulent
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circumstances and affected by them without being able to do much about it: this
helplesness of the child in the face of malaise is often the reason why this age group
makes for a compelling cinematic figure. Another compelling reason is a youth's alterity
of vision: inevitably, the young will see and understand things around them differently
than the adults, and this alterity of vision is particularly welcome when bloodshed,
violence and divisions are the dominant products of the adult world that surrounds them
(this theme is notably explored in films such as del Toro's Pan's Labyrinth). When such
children become adolescents, their rebellion against the culture of violence they have
inherited makes them sometimes turn to various forms of so-called delinquency: petty
crimes, drugs, violence, promiscuity, self-harm and so on. Thus the youth acts out against
the inheritance of a violent legacy often by perpetuating further violence in a different,
subcultural context (Skinning), or by turning to self-harm as a way of making the
invisible pain exterior (Tilva Ros), but also by perpetuating an exaggerated version of a
society's normative coding of identity (Clip). Throughout this acting out, what is
pivotally central is the presence of the postmemory of traumatic violence by which postconflict youth are formed and oriented in the world: they might not be entirely aware of
all the ways it is informing their habitus, but it plays a key role in the culture that they
produce as a result.
But the structures of the habitus are not immovable or eternally fixed, rather, they
shift and, according to Bourdieu, “this is why generation conflicts oppose not age-classes
separated by natural properties, but habitus which have been produced by different modes
of generation,” and furthermore, “practices are always liable to incur negative sanctions
when the environment with which they are actually confronted is too distant from that to
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which they are objectively fitted” (p. 78, emphasis in the text). This shifting of habitus
with respect to the modes of generation that support or disrupt it can in the post-Yugoslav
context be tied to the shift in collective allegiances from one country and political system
to another, if you will. While the older generation witnessed the before, during and after
of the violent break up of their country – subsequently emplotting it into a seemingly
linear, inevitable process – the current, transitional youth inherits the memory of the
before and the during, but lives only the after (and thus the analytic relevance of
postmemory), as their habitus is imbued with a reductive acceptance that violence was a
necessary outcome of the end of one crucial era in the lives of their parent culture. This
violence remains an invisible yet powerful factor in the habitus thus inherited, so much so
that we can speak about an excess of violence because it cannot be “objectively fitted”
into the youth’s experiences the way it was for the older generation who witnessed
wartime bloodshed first hand. Such an excess of violence inherited within a post-conflict
habitus sometimes becomes externalized through violent subcultural activity, among
other things, or remains enshrouded in further silences (as a form of the phantom pain
discussed with respect to Tilva Ros).25
Importantly, in the films I discussed in this chapter so far, this excess of violence
is often tied to social class, as it becomes obvious that socio-economic status critically
influences a group’s relation to the collective experience of bloodshed and trauma. If it
was a collective experience, to a greater or lesser degree, for an entire nation that went
lived through it, wartime trauma was also a non-uniform experience, reaching some
25

While the term “postmemory,” coined by Hirsch, has been one of the most influential
in the exploration of vicarious witnessing, similar terms have been introduced by others
as well: “vicarious witnessing” (Zeitlin, 1998), “prosthetic memory” (Landsberg, 2004),
“received history” (Young, 1997), or “absent memory” (Fine, 1988), to name a few.
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groups more than others, often precisely because of the material conditions that
guaranteed various levels of security for different social classes. It would be all too easy
to assume that in wartime, class differences get erased because violence, death and
displacement impact everyone. This is true only to a certain degree. The fact remains
that, in many instances, the extent of wartime exposure was often heavily dependent on
one’s material means, i.e. security could often be bought by having the means to go
elsewhere, away from harm’s way. But even for families who did not live close to the
sites of conflict, war was often brought home when fathers enlisted because they could
earn a meager military salary. Perhaps we could reverse the popular term “class war” to
call those whose socio-economic position directly precipitated their participation in the
war as members of a “war class.” It was not only a patriotic drive that made men go to
war (although there was certainly plenty of that as well); there were also material
conditions to consider: who fought, and who fought in which position (whether as a foot
soldier or as a ranked officer firmly behind the battle lines) often depended directly on a
person’s socio-economic background.26
Access to the collectively emplotted trauma of a national body in the post-conflict
period is also heavily dependent on social class. But this social class does not necessarily
occupy the same hierarchical position before and after war – just as it influences the
26

There is no research known to me about the class implications of the Yugoslav wars,
nor how class differences affected one’s relation to trauma. The statements I make here,
about the relationship between war and class, are strictly a result of my own firsthand
experiences during the Bosnian war, in which my family and I, and our friends and
acquaintances often had our paths to survival (and death) influenced precisely by our
class belonging. My father, for instance, was drafted and placed within the Bosnian Serb
army as a ranked officer, effectively never seeing battle, simply because he had a college
degree and was deemed “worthy” of a higher rank, while my uneducated, poor relatives
from the villages were invariably placed in the trenches, where many of them lost their
lives.
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nature of wartime experience, in some instances war produces a new set of social
divisions and class distinctions in its aftermath as well. This is particularly apparent in
Aida Begić’s second feature film (her first is Snow, discussed in Chapter III), called
Djeca (Children of Sarajevo, 2012). Djeca is a film about two war orphans, the 23 yearold Rahima (‘Mima’) and her brother Nedim who is 14. Mima works as a cook to help
support her brother and herself, but runs into a series of problems when her brother is
accused of attacking a rich schoolmate and breaking his expensive iPhone. This event
triggers a chain of events that see Mima and Nedim’s relationship deteriorate, as Mima
discovers that Nedim leads a double life of sorts, and that he secretly has ties to local
criminal circles for whom he possibly deals drugs and hides weapons. Mima attempts to
resolve this situation by confronting some of the mafia that influence Nedim, but also by
confronting Melić, the influential father of Nedim’s schoolmate whose phone he broke.
The latter confrontation does not end well for Mima, as she is threatened by Melić, a man
who seems to embody many postwar structural privileges: he is a politician, as well as a
wealthy enterpreneour (not an unusual combination in postwar transitional economies in
the former Yugoslavia). The assumption is that Melić is also a 'ratni profiter' – a common
term used for those who became wealthy during the war by exploiting the disarray in
order to gain personal wealth (through privatizing public goods and so on). Now Melić is
also a politician deeply engrained within insitutional power structures, so Mima's
confrontation with him, in which she states that she will not buy his son a new iPhone
(the cost of which is three times Mima's monthly salary), is also a confrontation with the
institutionalized structures of power that reproduce economic inequality.
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At one point in the film, a news report is heard in the background about Bosnia's
flailing economy, the state of which is, in this report, explained by three factors: the war's
devastating effects on local production, the world economic crisis, and corrupt
privatization (here exemplified by Melić). And just as Melić's privileged class status is
literally produced by the war, so is Mima and Nedim's underprivileged, working class
position. Similarly, when the boss' wife at the restaurant criticizes the workers for
decorating the Christmas tree the wrong way, and angrily asks them: “Where did you
grow up, in caves?” Mima angrily snaps back with: “What’s wrong with you?! We didn’t
grow up in a cave, but we did grow up in a war! Unlike some…” This is an important
moment because it exposes significant class-based implications: what Mima is pointing
out with her “unlike some” comment is a form of invisible privilege of those – the boss’
wife being an example here – who had the luxury to learn to perform such tasks as
decorating a Christmas tree, as opposed to those who grew up with an entirely different
everydayness in which Christmas trees were a distant fiction. This indictment of different
forms of war experiences is directly linked to social class and the absence or presence of
the privilege to maintain some kind of pretense of usual everydayness. And moreover,
“we grew up in a war” might be the key utterance that answers the question of who the
children of the film’s title are: those whose habitus was formed through devastation.
The film does not go into how they became orphans and what exactly happened to
their parents, but it is suggested that the siblings spent several years after the war in an
orphanage, and that they got out only when Mima was old enough to start working and
supporting the two. And since then, she has been constricted to the spaces of work and
home without much opportunity for leisure time or relaxation. The siblings live in a
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decrepit building that is literally falling apart. When they are visited by a stern social
worker who comes to check on whether Mima is doing a good job taking care of her
brother, the social worker (whom Mima gifts with some perfume – a small gesture of
bribery) points out the bad state of the apartment as one of the ways in which Mima is
failing in her caretaking (she complains that Nedim's room is too cold, the door handle
fell off, that there is too much noise coming from neighboring apartments, that the sofa is
too decrepit and so on). Here then, indicators of social class are linked to a the failure to
perform acceptable caretaking – as Mima struggles to make an honest living, she is
reproached by another representative of institutionalized state power (the social worker)
that she is not doing a good enough job of taking care of her brother because the
caretaker does not see signs of upward mobility. Instead, Mima and Nedim are stuck in
their lower class position without many prospects for mobility, just as in the case of
another friend from the orphanage who Mima runs into, and who asks Mima for
cigarettes and 10 convertible marks (local currency, the dollar equivalent would be $7).
There is an implication here that the children of Sarajevo of the film’s title are here the
orphaned children forgotten by society in the aftermath of the war, as they are forced to
scrape by in a life of comparable depravity. They form a social class constituted through
loss (of their parents, but also of the material security that the presence of parents at least
partially guarantees). Quite possibly, they comprise a subculture as well, but of a
different, unwitting kind. Their loss is virtually unacknowledged and deemed
increasingly unremarkable as war becomes more distant in the past. The orphans are left
to turn to each other for a recognition of the mutual experience of loss and injury. They
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also turn to criminality, as we see in the case of Nedim, and it is implied that Mima
herself went through a troubled period before she turned her life around.
Although the loss of Mima and Nedim’s parents is not directly addressed, the film
is interspersed with a series of homemade videos – some of which are archival footage –
of war-torn Sarajevo under siege, in which people run for cover as grenades fall around
them, or we see footage of a bus hit by one such grenade and hear someone observe that
“a woman died here” (perhaps Mima and Nedim’s mother). In one such homemade
video, we see civilians lining up to get into a trench dug up behind apartment buildings
for protection, and then the camera turns to a little girl (most likely Mima, as this footage
is framed as a direct flashback from her) playing with her toys inside the trench. Another
time, a chorus of children is standing in front of a devastated city landscape singing a
lullaby for the camera. In this haunting scene, a habitus is seen: these are the children of
Sarajevo, their childhood and understanding of the world created through their life under
siege, and their proximity to dead bodies and destroyed buildings.

Figure 17: The Children of Sarajevo – A Subculture Created through Loss (Djeca, Aida Begić, 2012)
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Throughout the film, the viewer is tricked into thinking they hear sounds of
grenades exploding even when we are not in the flashback mode but in the peaceful
present. This audio device serves to align the viewer with Mima’s reactions to the sounds
around her, as she is quite literally petrified of firecrackers and other sudden sounds (of
which there are many since the story takes place around New Year’s). In one scene
towards the end of the film, Mima and Nedim have a gentle reconciliation on the street,
and as they embrace, a group of teenagers with firecrackers suddenly runs by them and
Mima and Nedim, still hugging each other, instinctively crouch down as if they are trying
to shield each other from harm. This is a physical reaction of bodies whose muscle
memory, if you will, is created through trauma and injury. As Elaine Scarry’s mantra
poignantly states, and is repeated throughout her chapter on bodily pain and war: “What
is remembered in the body is well remembered” (p. 109-110, and so on). In Djeca, we
witness one such process of remembering, an instance of pain and injury remaking the
body in a different shape, conditioning it to duck for cover at a moment’s notice, as these
children of war are produced as subjectivities through such proximity to injury and loss.

Figure 18: Proliferating Views from the Body (Djeca, Aida Begić, 2012)
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In terms of its stylistic approach, Djeca represents a sustained view from the body
throughout its duration. Namely, most scenes are shot as single takes with minimal
editing, as the hand-held camera always follows Mima, which results in numerous shots
of Mima from the back, where the viewer is literally positioned to align with Mima’s
field of vision and point of view. The fact of Mima’s flashbacks being framed as grainy
home videos gives another significant instance of the visual field being a pivotal channel
for accessing traumatic memories. Almost paradoxically, it appears that Mima’s own
memories of the war are replaced by the archival footage made by someone else, as her
childhood self is to Mima not necessarily an intimately remembered subject as it is a
figure seen through the lens of a camera. The camera then works as a device for
remembering, quite literally, and for substituting one’s own painful memories with an
externalized gaze through which one can become witness of one’s own traumatic past. It
appears that Mima does not have any other witness to her trauma – no one else in the film
acknowledges her troubled past – so when grainy videos-as-flashback occur, Mima seems
to be performing her own version of witnessing. Dori Laub (1995) has argued that certain
types of unimaginable, extreme trauma strip those onto whom trauma is inflicted of any
sense of subjectivity to such an extreme extent that they lose the sense of “I” – a sense
which is integral to the process of bearing witness to any kind of experience. If one loses
the sense of “I,” one loses the ability to name oneself as a subject whose experience can
be observed as such. In the case of the concentration camps that Laub writes about, the
experience of the victims was so extreme in its unthinkable character that they lost any
ability to be the witnesses of each other’s, or their own suffering. Thus, Laub poignantly
concludes, the Holocaust is an event that cannot produce witnessing, because those who
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were its victims were ultimately unable to occupy any kind of subject position with which
to enable the process of being able to bear witness. Far from being a problematic claim
that denies the importance of the existing testimonials about the Holocaust, Laub’s work
here should be seen more as an addendum to such testimonials, a powerful observation
on the inherent inability of discourse to necessarily produce a better understanding of
trauma at any cost.
Similarly, in Djeca, traumatic flashbacks puncture the veneer of the present
throughout, as in them, Mima witnesses her own suffering and the suffering of those
around her, but that trauma is never rationalized, narrativized, explained away, or
exposed in full view. Instead, it remains a looming, ghostly – phantom, if you will –
presence that shapes everyday life in subtle but powerful ways which are not articulated
through language but rather through bodily movements. Seeing herself, and thus
becoming a witness to her own trauma, might be a way to interpret a dream sequence that
is triggered when Mima kneels down for a prayer while holding a blue scarf (this scarf
seems to have great sentimental value to her). In the dream, Mima, dressed in red and
without her usual headscarf, is following a figure in a wavy blue dress of the same shade
that the blue scarf is. The camera follows Mima following the blue figure through a
tunnel covered with graffiti. When the blue figure arrives into an empty room, Mima and
the camera do not follow her there but rather look inside through an opening in the wall.
Then the blue figure turns to face Mima and the camera as we realize that in place of her
face, there is a mirror. The dream thus re-enacts Mima’s performance of witnessing
through grainy home videos, as the instance in which the blue figure looks back at Mima
and at the camera becomes an instance in which her face is literally turned into a symbol
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for introspection and looking at oneself. Perhaps Mima was looking to see the face of her
mother (which would explain the sentimental importance of the blue scarf and of the
figure being dressed in the same shade of blue), but the mother’s face is unattainable to
her memory, and in its place is a mirror held to Mima herself.
These intimate struggles with witnessing (or, in turn, of the inability to be a
witness) are the only channels for trauma to become a more visible presence. There is no
public domain in Djeca in which that trauma is acknowledged, even though it has literal
material effects on Mima and Nedim’s lives. Quite opposite of it being a way for the
orphaned children to gain understanding or receive empathy, their social position of
depravity is often a cause for shaming (of Mima in particular, by various authority figures
from the social worker, to the politician, to the police), or bullying (for Nedim, who the
bullies literally call “orphan”). When Mima is asked at one point why she works so
much, she answers with “Work frees you from life.” Furthermore, her headscarf seems to
perform a similar function of escape from gloomy reality. Numerous times in the film
Mima is asked why she “covered herself” (and at one point her aggressive boss at the
restaurant instructs her: “Put some makeup on, please. If you covered yourself, it doesn’t
mean you died.”). Mima’s reply to the inquires about the hijab is similar to the one about
work: they both remove her, in some ways, from being directly faced with hardships,
they provide buffers of sorts, symbols by which she feels somewhat protected from life’s
direct impact.27 Wearing a headscarf is not treated here as a political statement, but as a
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Perhaps it is interesting to note that the film’s director herself has to often face
questions about why she wears a headscarf (a practice that is not mandated for Muslim
women in Bosnia). Tellingly, on numerous occasions Begić had to deny that she was
“forced” by her husband or father to cover her head. She claims that for her, just like for
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highly intimate choice that signifies attempts at achieving inner peace (as it is implied
that Mima started wearing the hijab after a troubled adolescence, and as a sign that she is
turning a new page).

The Dis/location and War Class
The statement that haunts Elaine Scarry’s writing on war and injury – “What is
remembered in the body is well remembered” – is poignantly repeated several times as if
to performatively embody the dialectic between the return of painful memories and of
their perpetual, necessary forgetting. But the forgetting is not a finite process, and neither
is remembering. Their perpetual interplay in the process of collective coping with
atrocities creates a culture in which tendencies can be detected – tendencies whose very
textures reiterate the dialectic of impossibility for either the full facing of past traumas, or
their forgetting. Thus we can extend Scarry to argue ‘What is remembered in the
collective body is well remembered, and well forgotten too.’ The dialectic of
remembering and forgetting trickles down to the youth, the second generation, who
inherit a habitus comprised of assemblages whose numerous extensions are slightly
shifted from ordinariness: what it means to embody a certain ethnic, gender, sexual and
classed positionality is an equation rearticulated by the presence of injury, since each of
these categories makes a person differently predisposed to vulnerability. One aspect of
those assemblages that I was particularly interested in unpacking here were the links
between war experiences, trauma and injury, remembering (firsthand and vicarious), and
social class. To that end, I argued throughout my readings of youth films here that social
Mima, it is a personal choice (but one that clearly causes discomfort for many since in the
normative views on the subject, ‘headscarf’ is never associated with ‘choice’).
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class, next to ethnicity and gender identity, is one of the key factors that predisposes the
nature of injury during war, but also, that in its wake, war recalibrates the hierarchies of
social class, creating new articulations of privilege and of marginalization alike. The
culture produced in the region of the former Yugoslavia is just now beginning to
articulate those links, as generations born out of, in, or immediately after the immense
war trauma of the country’s violent breakup come of age. Their emerging production of
postwar youth culture – film included – shows that the collective remembers well all the
while it forgets, and that what the youth inherit in such circumstances are the remnants of
that dialectic that trickle down to the next generation in often invisible, but deeply-felt
ways. I have argued here that in this way, a habitus of postmemory is created for the
youth, one that involves the aftereffects of trauma and injury as the building blocks of its
assemblages, and furthermore, that this shifting habitus is closely linked to the material
conditions which inform their postwar realities. The assemblage of postwar material and
affective realities thusly inherited creates a war class, here most visible through youth
culture: a social strata whose deprived material conditions inform their coping with
postmemory through subcultural belonging that attempts, but never fully succeeds in,
alleviating some of the most painful – if not contradictory, because the injury is always
present and hidden at the same time – aspects of the violent parent culture.
Here we can yet again talk about the mechanisms of dislocated memory: it is
literally dis/located from the bodies that experienced it first hand, and lodged into the
bodies of the second generation, forming further dislocations in its wake (sometimes
quite literal dislocations of bodily parts), as the youth struggle to create meaningful
attachments through which this invisible but at times quite material dislocation would be
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articulated. For the youth with deprived material means, those attachments are shown to
be most meaningful in form of subcultural activity, and in these subcultural groups, pain
and injury of the dislocated collective memories become articulated through different
performances of invading the body: by injuring Others who are thusly defined by the
parent culture (like the skinheads do in Skinning), by injuring themselves (as the skaters
in Tilva Ros do), or by performing sadomasochistic acts as a key path to affection (as
Jasna and her clique of girls do in Clip). In Djeca, the memory of bodily injury and of
loss is accessed only through grainy home videos that stand in for literal memories – as
this particular form of dislocation takes a cinematic shape, representing a poignant
metaphor for the ways in which cinema plays a crucial part in making sense of memories
thus dislocated. But the results are always uncertain: sometimes cinema organizes
dislocation into temporarily coherent utterances, but sometimes traumatic memory is
dislocated further through film, as a reminder that its meaning can be fixated only as a
contingent performance of coping that is never complete and always only partially
finished.
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CONCLUSION
THE POWER OF ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS

Memory is everything.
– van der Kolk and van der Hart (1995)28

The Film Yugoslavia Forgot to Make
Speaking of, around, or about trauma should not be an exercise in foreclosing
conversations, limiting them to one and one thing only. In different chapters of this
dissertation I have showed how assuming trauma as one of the organizing principles of
postwar Yugoslav films can be used as a vehicle for an exploration of many interrelated
themes: from war as a distinctly gendered experience, to the ways in which sexuality
operates as a tool for stabilizing ethno-national identity, to the ways in which history is
used as a form of screen memory with which to mask present anxieties, to the ways in
which the youth in the region lives the felt, material experiences of the postmemory of
violence. And if tendencies are to be spoken of, it appears that a growing number of films
coming out of the region concern themselves with attempting to cast a more hopeful gaze
towards the future by positioning the gloomy present as an obstacle that can, indeed, be
overcome. But this can only be achieved by coming to terms with the truth about
atrocities, and particularly with one’s own culpability where such culpability might exist.
To go back to Caruth’s question mentioned at the beginning: “What does it mean to
survive?” This question does not include only thinking about how one overcomes
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From The Intrusive Past: The Flexibility of Memory and the Engraving of Trauma. In
C. Caruth (ed.), Trauma: Explorations in Memory (158-182). The Johns Hopkins
University Press.
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personal trauma and injury. At times it also requires thinking about how one might have
inflicted trauma and injury onto others, even if it is an inadvertent, or indirect infliction.
Furthermore, it involves thinking about subjectivities as assemblages whose different
aspects can, and often are, selectively used towards ideological purposes of casting one
collective (national, ethnic, religious, sexual, classed and so on) group against another.
The question of culpability is addressed in many films, notably in Pretty Village
Pretty Flame, which I discussed in Chapter II, and for instance, in Croatia’s Witnesses
(Svjedoci, Vinko Brešan, 2003), a film in which several different points of view frame an
exploration of guilt and participation in ethnic cleansing. Importantly, the film imposes a
reversal of the normative nationalist Croatian stance in which the Croats are the victims
of Serbian aggression (Vojković, 2008). Here, a Serbian family falls victim of their
Croatian neighbors. After Croatian soldiers kill a Serbian civilian, the ensuing
investigation brings out the tensions over whose death matters and whose does not. The
film contains the shifting of timeframes, as it formally embodies the recurrence of
traumatic memory through repetition. It is divided into chapters as it repeats the same
events of the crime and investigation by shifting to different characters’ perspectives –
from the mother of one of the soldiers who committed the crime, to the police inspector
investigating it, to the local journalist who is writing about it, to the wounded war veteran
whose brother committed it. There is also the question of witnessing, referenced in its
title: there exists one witness to this crime, a little girl, but she does not appear until the
end of the film. Instead, the girl who saw the crime is hidden away from our view by the
soldiers, tightly guarded, as they contemplate killing her to do away with an eyewitness.
But as one of these soldiers points out, “what do you think will happen to us? We are all
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witnesses.” Thus the film’s title references the noun in the plural – it is not just the little
girl who witnesses, it is everyone that is a part of that process, whether they admit it or
not. When the girl is saved at the end, so is the idea that witnessing is possible and cannot
be entirely suppressed. In the form of a child then, a hope is retained that embodying the
process of witnessing can hint at a promise for a tomorrow less imbued with violent
divisions.
While this dissertation looks only at narrative cinema, it is important to note that
there is a rich body of documentary filmmaking in the region which addresses, often
more overtly than narrative cinema, some of the pivotal aspects of war and postwar
realities. Croatia’s Factum Documentary Film Project is one of the leading sources of
groundbreaking documentary filmmaking in the region, and their films touch on critical
postwar themes, as they often depict untold stories from the margins of society. One such
film is Oluja nad Krajinom (The Storm over Krajina, Božidar Knežević, Croatia, 2001), a
controversial documentary about Croatia’s ethnic cleansing of the Krajina (and which
was carried out as a military action named “The Storm”). Krajina is a region whose
majority of inhabitants used to be Serbs, but who are now all but entirely gone. When this
film was first shown on Croatian state television, the event represented a key turning
point for the collective process of coming to terms with crimes committed in the name of
an entire nation. A few other notable documentaries that explore post-Yugoslav realities
from different perspectives are a collection of short films by several young filmmakers
gathered under the title After the War: Life Post-Yugoslavia, and a couple of music
documentaries that explore the questions of collective belonging channeled through panYugoslav culture: Sretno dijete (A Happy Child, Igor Mirković, Croatia, 2003) and
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Orkestar (Orchestra, Pjer Žalica, Bosnia, 2011). Two other notable documentaries, one
about the history of Yugoslav film, Cinema Komunisto (Mila Turajlić, Serbia, 2010), the
other about the history of Yugoslavia’s public performances of ideological zest,
Yugoslavia: How Ideology Moved our Collective Body (Marta Popivoda, Serbia, 2013),
also explore the themes of collective belonging as it is culturally circulated, reiterated and
performed. Bosnian filmmaker Danijela Majstorović has made two documentaries about
feminist issues: Kontrapunkt za nju (Counterpoint for Her, 2004) about the trafficking of
women, and Posao snova (Dream Job, 2007) about the influence of show business on the
ambitions of young girls in the region.
Another important domain within which the breakup of Yugoslavia played out
was in its representations in international cinema, most of which were Western-based
productions. Although such films are not as relevant for my analysis, it is undisputable
that they represent significant presence for the local, post-Yugoslav filmmaking
audiences and the ways in which those audiences come to understand how the wars they
lived through have been understood outside their borders. From the fairly superficial
treatment in action genre films such as The Peacemaker (Mimi Leder, USA, 1997) and
Behind Enemy Lines (John Moore, USA, 2001), to the more drama-oriented fare such as
Welcome to Sarajevo (Michael Winterbottom, USA, 1997), The Hunting Party (Richard
Shepard, USA, 2007), The Secret Life of Words, (Isabel Coixet, Spain, 2005), Warchild,
(Christian Wagner, Germany, 2006), Breaking and Entering, (Anthony Minghella, UK,
2006), to The Whistleblower (Larysa Kondracki, USA, 2010), narratives around the
breakup of Yugoslavia often circulate under the premise of an irrationally violent region
subjected to the normalizing Western gaze (embodied through a Western protagonist
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caught in the conflict). Two notable recent films that address the question of mass rape
position their stories as feminist interventions, to varying results. While Angelina Jolie’s
In the Land of Blood and Honey (USA, 2011) is a largely flat narrative that simplifies the
circumstances that made the committing of such atrocities possible, Juanita Wilson’s As
If I Am Not There (Ireland, 2010) manages to explore the deeper implications of gender
normativity as one of the key mechanisms that drives ethnic-based sexual violence during
wartime. Yet while the latter film went virtually unnoticed, Jolie’s film created quite a
stir in the region, as it was perceived by some as distinctly anti-Serbian with its placing
the blame for wars and atrocities solely on one side. The film’s prominence is
undoubtedly the result of its filmmaker’s profile as one of the most famous women in the
world, and the most high-profile celebrity humanitarian at that. Yet it appears that,
instead of instigating constructive conversations (as Jolie claimed she hoped it would), it
merely worked to further entrench divisions precisely because its one-sided, but also
strikingly cold and distanced external gaze made it virtually impossible for introspection
about culpability to be a part of its local reception. Anger and finger pointing took its
place instead.
But regardless of what the particulars of the political bickering behind the
reception of this or any other film are, the cultural waves that such films generally
produce yet again prove how significant cinema is for a normativization of discourses
around difficult and painful topics that are of collective importance. It is always at the
nexus of the personal and the collective that these discourses get shaped, as film always
exists within the dialectic of a private, intimate experience materialized in the form of a
mass cultural product. It is quite possible to draw the history of Yugoslavia just by
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looking at film itself, from the socialist regime-sanctioned partisan films that had the
overt role in building a sense of collective belonging (born out of WWII trauma and
struggle), to the Black Wave that articulated disillusionments with that regime, to
Kusturica’s early works that masterfully capture the inherent contradiction at the heart of
Yugoslav culture, to the Prague school and their mix of romanticism and realism in the
1980s. And when the country broke into pieces, so did its cinema, dispersing into
nationally-based smaller cinema industries, but lately, also going back to the practice of
increasing co-productions across the cinemas of the former country, thereby potentially
bringing back the relevance of dubbing the films that come out of the region as
“Yugoslav” after all. It appears that Yugoslavia might have only existed on screen, and
that the sense of collective belonging was but an illusion, a shadow on the wall. Pjer
Žalica’s recent documentary Orchestra, about Plavi orkestar, an über -popular Yugoslav
pop band from the 1980s, is, in a broader sense, a story about the affective attachments
that Yugoslav generations place on music, film, and culture today when their country,
and culture, of origin no longer exist. In the documentary, a slew of artists, critics,
academics, politicians, musicians and the like testify as to what affective impact hearing
the music from those times has on them, and how nostalgic they get about the times past,
when they all lived in one country. At one point in the film, and while describing the
music of Plavi orkestar, a Slovenian film critic remarks that their music always sounded
to him as if it were coming directly from a film, as if it were the soundtrack for a
phantom cinematic work “that Yugoslavia forgot to make.” Later on, the same critic goes
on to claim: “If that film that Yugoslavia forgot to make had been made, maybe the
country would have never broken up.” It is as if only one ideal film – an element of
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culture, steeped in affirmative affect – was missing to act as the final glue that would
have prevented bloodshed and violence from occurring. This is a pointlessly utopian
vision, no doubt, but an affectively poignant one: if culture, and cinema in particular,
were and still are significant for the setting of the parameters under which collective
belonging gest shaped, or glued, if you will, perhaps there could have been a movie – an
ideal, utopian, impossible movie – that would have kept it all together, or so those with
the nostalgic, utopian vision of Yugoslavia need to believe: if only that one film had been
made... This approach speaks to the importance placed on film – and culture in general –
to shape and influence events in that seemingly separate (but never quite so) domain of
life called material reality.

On Mobilities, or Becoming Somewhere Else
The project of looking at the wider scope of cinematic work usually requires
statements about general underlying tendencies that one might detect in such a broader
body of work. For instance, what themes, what approaches, formal or stylistic,
ideological and other trends might one find informing those works, and circulating
through and around them? While there are certainly many of those tendencies to be
detected in the films discussed here when they are looked at as a whole, my approach has
been reverse, in a way. I came to all of them with a pre-existing assumption that they
inevitably represent a version of the process of working through traumatic memories,
precisely because of the chronotope within which they are made, and that inevitably
informs their meanings, even when they are not overtly about the recent wars and the
destruction of Yugoslavia. But this does not mean that I found in them a one-tone
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articulation of the processes of working through. Quite the contrary, each film represents
an instance of a unique approach towards making sense out of difficult circumstances,
and as trauma permeates their textures, they explore it in diverse, sometimes mutually
opposing ways. But viewed as a collection, an archive of post-traumatic affect, they
contribute to a better understanding of how trauma circulates culturally, and what it does
when it is placed in the public domain of representation.
The films analyzed here are undoubtedly a product of many intertwined aspects of
the material realities within which they come to be. They borrow the always already
existing social economy of affective attachments in order to make their own narratives
“sticky,” i.e. meaningful and performative in their reiteration, or disruption, of social
mores. Yet at the same time, because of their function as public, widely disseminated
texts, the films act as a generative force as well – circulating back into the culture the
epistemological regimes that they help stabilize and normativize into meaningful
utterances with which to address trauma. The regimes of affective economy circulated in
this way become “sticky” objects (Ahmed, 2010) useful for the work that they do in
establishing the parameters within which it is not a transgression to talk about the
conflict. Through this productive regeneration, affective regimes stabilize a field of social
interaction through which to negotiate post-conflict cultural reality in fairly safe ways.
These safe spaces are spaces of low risk, yet it does not necessarily follow that they
necessarily perpetuate the status quo. More often than not, each individual film discussed
here sheds light on war trauma’s effect on the collective and individual psyche in a
slightly new way. Together, they form an intricate archive of the collective affect of
coping during postwar times. Post-conflict films are always already “angled” – coming
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with a certain point of view and political/cultural context of their making, not appearing
in a vacuum. It does not necessarily follow from this, however, that they cannot be
repositioned to become available to be seen from a different angle than the one that their
originary state of affairs entails. Indeed, as my analysis shows on several examples, they
can.
With respect to this repositioning, I here pay particular attention to film as a form
of critical pedagogy, influenced by Henry Giroux’s (2002) assertion that cinema can
often offset dominant textbook ideologies. Giroux asserts:
Films do more than entertain, they offer up subject positions, mobilize desires,
influence us unconsciously, and help to construct the landscape of American
culture. Deeply imbricated within material and symbolic relations of power,
movies produce and incorporate ideologies that represent the outcome of
struggles marked by the historical realities of power and the deep anxieties of the
times; they also deploy power through the important role they play connecting the
production of pleasure and meaning with the mechanisms and practices of
powerful meaning machines. Put simply, films both entertain and educate. (p. 3,
emphasis mine)
In the context of this dissertation, the ability of film to both entertain and educate is
crucial, since it does not dismiss the desire invested in being affectively engaged
(entertained, if you will) by a film at the expense of insisting on the film as merely a
teachable moment devoid of affect. Furthermore, films often have the potential to offer
productive counter-narratives to those discourses overly reductive to the plurality of
possible experiences about an event. At the very least, films can be a proliferating space
where elements not usually recorded in history (text)books can be represented and
captured. So, while films often do function as vehicles of public memory, it would be
reductive to understand their role solely as such. Often, what is neglected about movies is
how they function as vehicles of (public) deep memory (Friedlander, 1993), one that
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cannot be overtly spoken but is still collectively felt and lived through. And in fact, for
Giroux, films act as a “space of translation,” insofar as they “bridge a gap between
private and public discourses” (p. 10). In other words, films have the potential (which I
treat as pedagogical) to offer referential collective glimpses that help establish a field
within which it becomes safe(r) to approach sensitive subjects, such as the one about war,
intolerance, bloodshed, violence and its resulting trauma. Whether films can completely
resolve any of that trauma is, of course, an entirely different matter.
In their writing about traumatic memories, van der Kolk & van der Hart argue that
those memories are essentially always crippling, inarticulate, and resistant to
narrativization. They draw a firm line between traumatic memories and what they call
narrative memories, which are the ordinary memories not related to injury or extreme
experience, and which can, as their name indicates, be verbalized and described. “Thus,
in contrast to narrative memory, which is a social act, traumatic memory is inflexible and
invariable. Traumatic memory has no social component; it is not addressed to anybody,
the patient does not respond to anybody; it is a solitary activity” 1995, p. 163). But
“through subconscious, they continue to influence current perceptions, affect states, and
behavior” (p. 163). Thus, traumatic memories are never merely invisible or not spoken of
– they always resonate within a person’s subsequent interactions with the world, and
create a dislocation of sorts, in which a duality is introduced: a seeming ordinariness
always interrupted by invisible marks of trauma. Traumatic memory is then always
shaped and expressed through unmitigated affect – horror, fear, shame – and not
articulated through language.
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But since van der Kolk & van der Hart are practicing therapists, they do not rest
on mere descriptions of what traumatic memories are and how they reveal themselves.
Rather, they suggest a course of action whose affirmative potential has been witnessed in
clinical practice. Namely, in order to become more operationalized, unfixed and less
crippling, traumatic memories need to be “transformed into narrative language” (p.176).
Van der Kolk & van der Hart suggest this being done by introducing alternative scenarios
in which some of the most injurious aspects of traumatic memory would be displaced by
becoming unfixed from their association with deep injury and injury only. They describe
how “one contemporary therapist of a Holocaust survivor had the patient imagine a
flower growing in the assignment place in Auschwitz – an image that gave him
tremendous comfort” (p. 178). It strikes me that the creation of such alternative imagery,
which would displace one’s stuckness in intimate trauma, can serve as a poignant
metaphor for how film circulates in post-traumatic cultures. Its spectators can use the
alternative narratives seen on screen to unfix their own deeply intimate associations with
the wars and injury. And, there is infinite potential (not a guarantee, but potential) for
hope in such a dislocating encounter between the intimate and the public, the fixed and its
unfixing through an exposure to alternatives, the stories of others, and envisioning of
difference. As van der Kolk & van der Hart argue, “once flexibility is introduced, the
traumatic memory starts losing its power over current experience. By imagining these
alternative scenarios, many patients are able to soften the intrusive power of the original,
unmitigated horror” (p. 178). But as Friedlander reminds us, any attempt at capturing
traumatic past has to consist of a balance between deep (traumatic, intimate) memories
and common (collective, more narrativized) memories, and not just one or the other.
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Figure 19: Imagining an Alternative Vision: Hope after Trauma (Snow, Aida Begić, 2008)

I argue that this is precisely how film can circulate within culture in the aftermath
of catastrophe and trauma, offering alternative scenarios, nevertheless imbued with many
unspoken traumatic memories, that might unfix personal trauma by dislocating its
overpowering influence over everyday life. Just as the flower is movingly imagined in
Auschwitz, so is a form of healing magic realism envisioned in one of the most touching
and subtle films about the Bosnian war, Snow. This film represents an example of one
such alternative scenario of the kind suggested to have the potential for healing, whereby
the fixity of the unclaimed trauma that still haunts Bosnia to a large extent is here
resolved by being made into a concrete process of burying and mourning, but a process
also enshrouded by magical elements such as the ever-soothing power of nature. The
heavy rain brings out the truth as it makes the Serb, Miro, verbalize his role as an
accomplice in the atrocities that claimed the lives of many men. And the snow that falls
at the end of the film is akin to the flower in the concentration camp – it is imagined and
surreal, but it is also undeniably healing and comforting, and it has deep material effects
articulated through hope for a less stuck tomorrow.
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If the process of watching a film is about movement, and if “film viewing
involves the observer taking a mobile view on a mobile world” (Cresswell & Dixon,
2002, p. 4), then it is a mutual relationship of becoming, both for the text and for the
spectator. Cresswell and Dixon thus claim, “as we watch the film we travel – we become
somewhere else” (p. 5). This becoming somewhere else is crucial for the way in which
traumatic memories circulate in invisible ways, are present on screen, and affect a viewer
by way of dislocation, whereby intimate trauma becomes connected to a more public
articulation of an alternative scenario that in turn might displace a feeling that one’s own
trauma is the only true, legitimate trauma. This latter impact is particularly important in
the context of ethnic and national divisions in which trauma is often traded as political
currency and a device of further divisions. The dislocation of the primacy of one-sided,
ethnically identified traumatic memories is a key step towards envisioning a future in
which such divisions would not be a reality anymore. I argue that many films that I
discussed throughout this dissertation have the critical pedagogical potential of doing the
work of such dislocation often to hopeful ends.
It appears that in the aftermath of Yugoslav wars, trauma cultures that appeared
on the horizon often took the most visible shape through cinema, arguably more so than
though other vehicles of cultural expression such as music or theater, even though these,
alongside film, proved to be important domains within which the new nation states
started to re-open the cross-ethnic cultural exchange that was temporarily shut down by
conflict. Perhaps the openness of film to expand rather than limit the conversation about
trauma made it a suitable domain in which to establish new pathways of cultural
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connectivity, particularly as they relate to the sensitive subject of representing recent
wars and the resulting traumas on screen.
Throughout this dissertation I have argued for a tentative approach to reading
cinema, especially as that reading pertains to the circulation of trauma narratives through
the prisms of mutually connected layers of assemblage: from the way gender becomes a
central factor of war experience, to the way queer trauma can destabilize the primacy of
stable sexual and ethnic identity alike, to the ways in which traumatic memory becomes a
key element for constructing history on screen, to the way in which age and class position
bodies differently with respect to injurious memory. All these elements mutually
complement one another, but never fully coalesce into a complete story – nor has getting
at a complete story been my goal here. Instead, I have attempted to offer a glimpse at
some of the complexities that inform the creation, production and cultural circulation of
cinema – and with it, the workings of culture at large – after catastrophe, and with all the
contradictions that it might evoke or produce in such context, keeping in mind that there
is always more to find, tell, connect, and make visible. Just as there is always more to
remember and forget at the same time.
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